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The Gordon ond Breqch
Litigotion: A Chronology
qnd Summqty

Ann L. O'Neill

Con,rov"- over the pricing of serials
is not new Debate over the high prices of
some titles has existed sporadically since
the 1920s and 1930s. The level of 

"otr-cern felt by librarians and the academic
community often depends on the eco-
nomic status of the country and its li-
braries. In the I980s, in the face ofrising
inflation and declining budgets, seriali
pricing once again became a topic of
mucn concern.

The issues raised since the beginning
of the 1980s have included not dnly esl
calating prices but also the decline in the
purchasing power of the dollar, increases
in the number of specialized titles, dif-
ferential pricing structures bv tvpe of
institutiorior loJation. and thu iolJ ifth.
journal and the library in the scholarly
communication proceis. Because of thl

exchanging information and ooinions on
the cur-renlt crisis through literiture, con-

ferences, personal visits, and networks of
concerned people.

in European courts. A study in which the
costs of physics joumals per one thousand
characters were compared was conducted
by Henry Banchall ind published by the
American Phpical Society (APS) and the
American Institute of Physics (AIP). The
publisher Gordon and Breach (G&B) filed
suit in French, Swiss, and West German
courts to stop distribution of Barschall's
results. Legal actions against the American
Mathematical Society (AMS) also were
pursued in West Germany by Gordon and
Breach. Gordon and Breach contended
these surveys were conducted in a poor
manner and constituted unfair -*f"r"-
tive advertising.

These lawJrits questioned the appro-

All L. O'NBrr.l is a doctoral student at the School of Information and Library Science,
un-iversity of North carolina, chapel Hill. Manuscript submitted Feb. 24,Igg2; reiised Dec.
I, 1992; ac'cepted for publication Dec. 17, 1992.
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priateness of price surveys, the proper re-
3earch metho-tls for conducting such sur-
veys, the influence ofsuch studies on selec-
tion or cancellation decisions , and whether

rather, the relationship between G&B and
the librarv community is discussed, and
the status'of the lawsuits at the time this
paper was written is chronicled.

GonooxlNp Bnucn

Gordon and Breach is an international
publisher with offices throughout the
world. Althoueh its emphasis iJprimarily
in the scientiEc and t'echnical-fields, ii
also publishes a number of titles in busi-
nessl the social sciences, and the
humanities. Recently, it announced the
opening of a Moscow office to distribute
tianslat-ions of Soviet journals. The com-
pany also has been expanding its offices
in the Far East.

Controversy between [brarians and
G&B is not new. Librarians have com-
plained about slow publication schedules
bftitles, frequent ntimbering changes, and
lack ofset and readily available list prices
for their titles. Gordon and Breachwas also

Problems have also arisen between the
library community and G&B over addi-
tional charges or discounts on titles. The
photocopy l-icense fee is a set fee designed^to 

"orr"ttii. 
ure forphotocopies. Bypilng

this fee, libraries would be allowed to pho-
tocopv G&B titles without further copy-
righi6harges. Another program, kno*ri irs
the Subscriber Incentive Program, gives
libraries increasing dismunts for agreeing
not to cancel G&B"titles, whetheroidering
directly or thto"gh an approved agent.

Tnn L.twsurts

Gordon and Breach has often exhibited a

sensitiviW regarding comments about the
prices of its Etles. Se'rreral librarians have
ieceived letters that were construed as
threats of lawsuits. Often these librarians
have done or said nothing more than that
G&B prices are high. Members of the aca-
demic communiW-have also received sim-
ilar threats for'comparable statements
(Turner 1989).

The C'&B lawsuits ft led against AIP and
APS stem from two artic"les (Barschall
1988; Barschall and Arrington 1988) pub-
lished in July 1988 in jourrials published by
the professibnal societies. The survey com-
pared the cost perone thousand characters
and the cost p-er one ttrousand characters
with impact-factor for more than two
hundredresearch journals in physics. In
November 1988, Gordon and Breach con-
tacted AIP about "alleged factual errors
and to the ability of the methodology to-
produce a fair and accurate assessment of
ihe cost-effectiveness of joumals" (Ford
and Lubkin 1988).

Standard AIP policy in such instances
is to allow the group filing the complaint to
publish a rebuttal, while allowing the orig-
inal author the opportunity to reply. For
several months both parties attempted to
resolve any potentialirrors, but ilp said
thevwere ;unable to reach agreementwith
thal co*pany tG&B] with regard to the
extent oi signiftcance of the claimed er-
rors" (Ford a-nd Lubkin 1989). Gordon and
Breach did not choose to accept the rebut-
tal offer and in fuly 1989 {iled suit against
Barschall, AIP, and APS in French, Swiss,
and West German courts on the basis of
laws regarding unfair competition in those
countries.

Attorneys for Gordon and Breach said
the suits were filed to seek'acourt ordered
correction- (Gaughan 1989) of the mis-
takes in Barschall's survev. G&B claimed
the surveys' problems included poor selec-
tion of tities 

^for 
the survey, Barschall's posi-

tion on the AlPpublications board, and the
use of the wrong prices when calculating
costs for iournal subscriptions. Gordon
and Breac"h attornevs alsd said the studv
made the company appear to be "ctoolis
who are extorting their subscribers"
(McGourW 1989).

In Fe6ruary f990, legal action was
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taken agairut the AMS regarding the re-
sults of a price survey it published. In this
instance, Gordon and Breach claimed that
AMS "breached the agreement not to in-
clude theirjournals in i-ts surueys" (Gordon
and Breach I990a). A 1986 price survey by
AMS had excluded G&B titles after a
mufual agreement was made to exclude
them from that study. The position taken
by Gordon and Breach was that the 1986
agreement was to exclude their titles from
all future AMS surveys. AMS said the
agreement was applicable only to the 1986
survey and the exclusion of Gordon and
Breach from all future suweys would be a
disservice to its readers (Iac6 tSgO).

Gordon and Breach said. in addition to

the survey, it stated AMS *misused 
[the

information] to produce the most damag-
ing results. We believe it may have been
done with intent" (Gordon and Breach
r990a" 92).

Gordon and Breach demanded that
both APS and AMS print retractions, but
APS held that a retraction would be an
admission of error and that "G&B failed to
submit anything to persuade us that a seri-
ous mistake had been made" that would
call for a retraction (Lustig and Ford

svstem.' 
In Janualy 1990, American librarians

received a questionnaire from the Founda-
tion for Intemational Scientiftc Coopera-
tion ashng for information on library hold-
ings of science, technical, and medical
journals. The researchers were'specift-
cally concerned with collections in tl-re
physical sciences" (Foundation for Inter-
national Scientific Cooperation 1990).

Among the questions asked were three
that rellated dlrectlv to the Barschall and
AMS studies, and a similar investigation
conducted by the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL). The questionnaire first
asked: 'As a result of this survey &d you
subscribe to and/or cancel anyjournal sub-
scription?" (Foundation for International
Scientilic Cooperation 1990). Librarians
were t-hen asked to list titles that were
added or canceled.

It was soon discovered that the ques-
tionnaire hadbeen mailed using a Gordon
and Breach postage meter and &at infor-
mation was to be returned to a post o{Iice
box rented by a member of a Washington
Iaw ftrm. ant advised librarians no--t to
refum the questionnaire because informa-
tion could 6e used in litigation. Addition-
ally, the director of the foundation, Mau-
rice L"ry, under whose name the
questionnaire was mailed, said he had no
prior knowledge of the survey (Turner
1990; "Survey" 1990).

Christopher Schneiderof G&B said the
suwey was being conducted in conj unction
with the foundation to establish a proper
method or protocol for future price studies
(Turner 1990, A8). Other Gordon and
Breach officials said the questionnaire was
mailed prematurely (Gordon and Breach
1990c). Even though Gordon and Breach
stated that any information gathered
would not be used for pulposes of litiga-
tion, librarians remained skeptical, espe-
ciallv when it came to be known that the
foundation was just over a year old and that
Martin B. Gordon, chairman of the board
of G&8, was a member of the foundation
(Gordon and Breach 1990c).

To date, no further lawsuits have been
brought by Gordon and Breach, and only
the West German lawsuit has been re-
solved. Appeals by both sides are still
pending in French and Swiss courts. The
chronolory of this complex litigation is
given in appendix A.

The European courts' decisions were
the subject of a series of press releases
from both sides. G&B claimed victory in
many instances, despite dismissals ofthe
Iawsuits and subsequent appeals in Swiss
and West German courts. It stated the
courts have 'repudiated" Barschall's
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methods and ensured the continued free
flow of scientific information (Gordon and
Breach 1990b; Gordon and Breach 1992).
Only a lower French court, however, has
ruled in favor of G&B on the basis of
comparative advertising laws in that
country.

AIP and Barschall stated theyhoped for
continued "victories" such as those
claimed by Gordon and Breach (American
Phpical Society 1990). AIP'S interpreta-
tion of the court rulings was that the courts
did not ffnd serious eirors in the methods
used and that ttre cases were dismissed on
merit. The defendants pointed out that, in
fact, G&B paid court costs and an indem-
niW to them. The Swiss courts ordered
C&S to Dav twenty-nine thirtieths of the
costs, "wirch petfiaps best reflects the
court's assessment of the extent to which
Gordon and Breach's claims were substan-
tiated" (Statement bythe American Phpi-
cal Society and the American Institute of
Physics 1992).

Mnrnopor,ocrcAr- PRoBLEMS

It is difficult to address all of the metrhodo-
logical wrongs claimed by Gordon and
Breach, as they have never been specifi-
cally discussed in print. The companyb
concerns revolve around title selection, in-

standard (Barschall 1989). Costs per
page, per character, or per volume are
itrifu",i common methodl for evaluating
the price of a journal subscription. Gor-
don and Breach maintained that because
of the nature of their journals. which
contain many illustrations and mathe-
matical formulas, comparing price per
character is not equitable.

There are also claims that the survey
method did not include adjusted prices for
library discounts, shipping and handling
charges, or other incentives that lower the
costs of Gordon and Breach titles. There is
no one &scount that applies to all libraries

because library discounts are based on tide
mix, volume,'vendor, and services pro-
vided. For the studies in question here an
attempt was made to use library prices
when^theywere available, and reports ad-
vised results would be different at ot-her
libraries, especially if they took advantage
ofspecial ofiers fr6m pubiishers (Barschill

and Arrington 1988, f437).
Gordoi and Breach also clarmed these

studies could not actount for the actual
value to the individual user of the journal.

The sunrey reports made no claim that
value to the us-er is a consideration in the
study. There was an attemPt to create a

cost'-effectiveness measure- using the In-
stitute for Scientific Information's im-
pact factor. Barschall stated that the
Smaller number of subscribers to specialty

iournals could account for their higher cost
per otte thousand characters (Barschall

ind Arrinston f988, 1437).
Gordoi and Breach also said that they

change in magnitude.

REACTION TO TIIE SUITS

Reaction amonq the library community
was predictablv"s*ift and one of outrage.
Patritia ferg6r, then president of ihe
American Library Association (ALA),

called the actions "international harass-
ment" (Turner 1989, A6). Others, such as
Charles Hamaker and Duane Webster, ex-
pressed conc€rns that such actions would
harre a chilling effect on continued &a-
Iogue over serials pricing (Holden 1990;
Katzenstein 1990).

General reaction could best be sum-
marized as disbelief. Librarians found it
di{ficult to believe that a member of the
scholarlv communiry would take such an
action. ih effect, to hlalt all discussion of the
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issues. Perhaps Tom Gaughan, editor of
American Ubraries, best described the
feelings of librarians. In his editorial
"Splendid wake for a corporate suicide," he
suggested that librarians and academics
would no longer be pushed around. Speak-
inq for many librarians, and other mem-
be"rs of the a6ademic community, Gaughan
(1990) said, 'G&B thinks their customers
and suppliers are incredibly dumb. If G&B
sgccessfully commits colryorate suicide,
the wake will be splendid-" An additional
point made in thiJeditorial was that even

The Association for Librarv Collections
& Technical Services, a di.,riJion of ALA,

tual debate must be conducted openlyand
freely and that litigation was an inappro-
priate response to disagreement. The final
resolution stated, in part, that

The American Library Association, while
in no way seeking to limit the legitimate
use oflegal action, disapproves the use of
litigation for the pulposes ofdiscouraging
the publication of such studies and infor-
mation rather than engaging in a free ex-
change of views and scholarly debate
(fusociation for Library Collections 6r
Technical Services lgg0).
Gordon and Breach saiditwas attempt-

ing to quell the "hysteria" (Schneider

f990) of the publishers who were not
willing to admit to their mistakes. G&B
also accused AIP and APS of acting in
"an arrogant way in refusing to acknowl-
edge anil correct their erro'rs; however,
to act arrogantly does not necessarily
mean that one acts correctly''(Schneider
f990). The academic community did not
appear to accept G&B's explanations in
light of its extreme sensitivity and confron-
tational actions.

It is ironic that G&B said that it ffled
the suits to maintain scholars' access to
research and that it did not mean to inhibit
dialogue about serials prices (Gordon and
Breach 1992; Schneider 1989) because the
issue offree speech and scholarly inquty
was one of ttre most widelydiscussed reac-
tions to the lawsuits. Despite repeated
statements by Gordon and Breach that it
wished to maintain an open dialogue, the
librarv communiw felt stifled. Duane
Webs'ter, of the Association of Research
Libraries, said the action struck at t}le
heart of scholarly enterprise-the nature
of which is open inqury. Other librarians
did not wish to comment on the issue for
fear ofbeing sued (Katzenstein 1990, 13,
33; Lustig and Ford 1990). Even today,
librarians will not include G&B titles in
price surveys, perhaps out offear oflaw-
suits (Christensen 1992).

The impression given by Gordon and
Breach is that it was singled out. In none
of Barschallt studies was Gordon and
Breach, or any other publisher, specilically
mentioned by name as either the most or
least expensive. Titles were ranked in al-
phabetical order, giving number of pages
published, cost, cost per character, and
publisher. Other tables listed the titles in
increasing order by cost per one tlousand
characters and cost per one ttrousand
characters with impact factor. In some in-
stances, the Gordon and Breach prices
were comparable with prices of titles from
other commercial publishers.

A question thatwill remain unanswered
is why Gordon and Breach chose to sue
only Banchall, AIP, APS, and AMS.
Librarians and academics had been
threatened (Holden 1990; Tumer 1989),
yet no lawsuits were filed. Other price sur-
veys had been conducted and published,
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yet their authors and publishers were not
iued. G&B stated thaf Barschall's position
on the AIP publications committee pre-
vented him from being an impartial ob-
server and caused unfair comparative
advertising. Barschall said this was not an
issue, and his relationship to AIP was
stated in the articles publiiihed in Physics
today.

One must question whether Gordon
and Breach would have sued if the articles
had been published by a third parf, for
example, the American Library Associa-
tion. In this case. it would have been an
impartial observer making the compari-
sons, sometl-ring G&B has been seeking in
the legal s)6tem. Perhaps third-party pub-
lication of price studies is a way to avoid
such probl6ms in the future, as well as a
way for scholars and librarians to present a
united front to the publishers.

CoNCLUSIoN

Because litigation is still pending, it is dif-
ftcult to assess fully the impact of Gordon
and Breach's actions. While the litigation
has progressed, librarians and other pub-
lishers have continued an open dialogue
about serials pricing issues. The discussion
of issues has not stopped, nor has the aca-
demic community been bowed, and it
could be said that librarians'resolve has
been hardened. It is heartening to know
that in the face of crisis. librarians and
members of the scholarlv community can
work together.
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libraries face a particularly difficult time.
The_ growth of increasingly specialized
academic disciplines, the'dramatic in-
crease in cost for serial publications, new
formats, the demand for more effective
resource-sharing initiatives, and in-
creased user expectations have all made
collection development and management
(CDM) more diflicult.

'increasingly 
formalized since the early

1970s" (Hensley 1988, It7; Sohn 1987;
Cogswell 1987). Many larger academic li-
braiies have reoqgrni;a ;a.trengthened
their CDM actii'ities. It is not "unusual

today to ftnd the collection development
librarian at the associate-dean leveland a
major player among senior library admin-
istrators. In addition, many reference
librarians have had theii collection
development and manaqement responsi-
bilitiei formalized as "sublect-oriented

selectors.

- Given th-e contemporary importance of
the CDM librarian and the selector. inter-

performs, with all that incoming pro-
fessionals promise for the future- (Neison

LTTERATURE Rnvrsw

A literature search did not identifo answers
to these specific questions. Helpdul articles

on the trend toward full-Ume collection
development and management librarians
and CDM departments f,ave been written
by Bryant (1986), Cogswell (1987), and
Sohn (1987).

In several articles, job announcements
were analyzed in a broader context. For
example, Rayman (1981) examined aca-
demic librarian announcements in Li-
brary journal between 1970 and 1979,
with some emphasis on position type and
level, as well as region. Wells (1982,
453), Iooking at positions such as catalo-
ger, reference librarian, and rare book or
special collections librarian, reviewed
requirements and benefits for academic
libiarians between 1959 and 1979.
Neither study mentioned collection
developers or *atragers.

Wright (1988) examined announce-
ments for academic and public library
positions between 1980 and the end of

chaiqpersons and library and personnel
directors who had recentlv announced and
filled academic library positions. Jackson
and Clouse (1988) reviewed academic li-
brary status, with an emphasis on rank and
tenure issues, as seen in announcements
published in Chronicle ofhigher education
in 1983 and 1984. None of these papers,
however, dealt with collection develop-
ment or management posiuons.

Three similar studies were found in
other functional areas. Hensley (1988) ex-
amined announcements for academic se-
rial librarians found in Amerban libraries
and, CoIIege b researchlibraries news for
7971, L976,1981, and 1986, noting quali-
fications and responsibilities. Cloonan and
Norcott (1989) reviewed announcements
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development and management function
*r* *ritt tt bv academic [brarians, mosdv*as writtett by academic
in research libraries.

, mosdy
in research

METHOD

Academic libraries were chosen for this

position that listed responsib lity for collec'
hon deoelopment along with otlri w search'
ine and bibliographic instruction was not
inEluded. However. a title that included
both-for example, reference librarianl
colleainn deoebper-was included. Du-
plicate announcements for the same posi-
ilotr *"re excluded. Delining and catego-
rizing the variables appearing in these

"trtto-unce*"nts 
were ilif{icult and some-

times frustrating tasks. Nelson's comment
(Nelson 1980) was well taken:

It is dif{icult not to lament the language in
which professional vacancies are ex-
pressed in our publications. The sterility

and meanness of the prose, together with
its limited candor, places a heavy burden
on the reader to develop enthusiasm for

responsibilities. Each announ@ment was

carifully reviewed, and appropriate varia-
bles and values were identified. Values en-

countered that had not been previously
identified were included in a third cate-

Sciences.
Because all appropriate announce-

ments were includ6d in^the study, this is a

sorna relationship. Significant associations,

but of low strength, will not ordinarily be

reported. A value of 0.3 to 0.49 was inter-
pieted as a moderate association, and a

demic librarv position announcements ap-
peared in i.lbrarlt irurnal, followed by
Ame ri c an lib ra rl ai, e hr onlcte of hi glw r e ii-

odicals, so Chronicle has become the pri-
mary tool for filling academic library posi-
tioni. Mueller and Mering (1991, 420)
found that 697o ofthe serials librarian posi-
tions were inChronicle, 42Vo in Arwricatt
libraries, md 33Vo in College Cs research
libraries neus (CURL neux). The latter

weeklv tabloid.
Each announcement in each issue of

CbRL news from 1980 throuqh 1991 was
scanned. All announcements f6rwhich the

words or phrases in the title but that in-
cluded n[leaion d.eoelopmenf somewhere
in the body of lhe announcement as an
additional responsibility were not in-
cluded. For eximple, a ieference librarian
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value of 0.5 or greater was intelpreted as a
substantial association.

An important assumption in this study
was that libraries will ex-^plicitly identify iii
their announcements thise viriables tirey
feel are important. One might argue that it
can be assumed that all who s-erve in a
CDM position will be involved in collec-
tion evaluation, but ifcollection evaluation
is not mentioned in the announcement
how do readers know that it is a responsi-
bility? If requirements, desired shlis and
experiences, and responsibilities are as-
sumed but not menU6ned, the findings of
this studywill not be valid. Such annou-nce-
ments might also mislead potential candi-
dates.

Rrsulrs
NuMsnn oF ANNoUNcEMENTS

From 1980 through 1991, 433 advertise-
ments or announcements for CDM posi-
tions appeared in C{:nL neros. Mu-eller
and Mering (f991, 419) found 329 aca-
demic serials positions advertised between
1980 and 1988. Note that these position
announcements came from Am,erican Ii-
brgries, C b RL news, Library j mmal, and,
Chronicle of higher education.

Figure I is an illustration of how the
number of announcements has changed
over time. With the exception of 1990,
t-here were far more combined positions in
each year than full-time collection
development positions. The numbers of
both full-time and combined positions
have increased over time, although there
are some notable ups and downs, espe-
cially with the combined positions. Wrisht
(198S, 47-48), in her sirdy of 19S0:84
academic and public library announce-
ments, found a dramatic 387a increase in
the number of academic library positions
in 1984. Mueller and Mering (1991, 419)
found that advertisements for heads ofse-
rials departments increased 45Vo between
1985 and 1988.

Of the 251 combined CDM positions,
807o involved reference work,77o acquisi-
tions,4Vo cataloging and classification, and
97o other (public services, technical serv-
ices, and preservation being the leading
values).

Both full-time and combined positions
were analyzed to identify those that might
be called-subiect bibliieranftzrs or pJsi-
tions that demanded cJbbtion de"elop-
ment in a particular subject area. There
were 243 of these positions, with about

H.o
'6

825

b 2 0
o
c
I  { Ez

1 0

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
Year

-r- Full-time ----t- Combination

Figure l. Position Tl'rre by Announcement Date
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1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 19BB 1989 1990 1991
Year

-*- Sci-Tech ---r- SocSci --+t<- Human. --e- Studies

Figure 2. Su\ect Combination Positions by Yer'

3l7o in the social sciences, 27Vo in science
and technology, 26Vo in the humanities,
LSVo in area o;culbral studies, and,Z%o in

sity of California, los Angeles; Univenity
of California San Diego; and Yale Univer-
sity.

ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY
AND FACULTY SUTUS

Announcements were examined to deter-
mine which positions had administrative
responsibility, such as department head or
assiciate diiector. Aboui2l%o (89) ofthe
positions could be classified as administra-

tive with some line authority. Faculty sta-
tus and tenure might interest prospective

iob seekers because they are sometimes
associated with research and publication
responsibility. One hundred (23Vo) of the
aruionncements mentioned faculty status,
and 65 (157o) noted the position was in a

tenure track.

fipr or Llsnenv

About 587o (250) of the positions were in

Association of Research Libraries (ARL)

libraries, 25Vo (ILO) in other research li-

Nearlv 627o (267) of the positions were in
acade'mic Iibraries with collections of more

than one million volumes. Mueller and
Mering (1991, 420), in their study of serial
librarii'n positions, found 597o of the posi-
tions were in ARL libraries.
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Midwest West

East = Conn., Del., Md., Maine, Mrs., N.H., R.1., Vt., D.C.
Mid-Atlantic = Pa., N.Y., N.J., Ohio.
South = Ala., Ark., Fla., Ga., Ky., La., Mis., N.C., S.C., Tenn., Tex., Va., W.Va.
Midmt = Ill., Ind., Iowa, Kans., Mich., Minn., Miss., Neb., Okla., Wis.
West = Ariz., Calif., Colo., Hawaii, Nw., Idaho, Mont., N.M., S.D., N.D., Oreg., Utah, Wmh., Wyo.

Figure 3. Positions by Region.

Rnctoruer, DlsrnrnutloN

The positions were distributed geo-
graphically across five regions (see fig-
ure 3). Wright (1988, 5r) found the
South and the Midwest had the highest
number of academic and public l ibrary
positions between 1980 and 1984 with
about 67Vo. Jackson and Clouse (I988,
163), using a somewhat different geo-
graphical 

-scheme, 
found that 

"the

North Centralwith3TVo and the South
with 3l7o accounted for the most an-
nouncements in Chronicle during the
f 983-84 period of their study. While it
may be assumed that the market for
CDM positions is a national one, it is
possible that there might be variations by
region. Some job seekers interested in a
polition might be restricted geographi-
cally or might prefer to locate in a partic-
ular region. Others might simply be in-
terested in knowing wh-ere the p'ositions
seem to be.

Srranres

Minimum announced mean salaries for
both combined and exclusivelyCDM posi-
tions are listed in table L Because min-
imum salaries are used, these averages
might constitute an underestimate of the
actual salary given to the person who
filled the position. While it is di{Iicult to
know the meaning of a salary without
consideration of change in the cost of
living as well as salaries for comparable
academic library positions, a ye,uly aver-
age might be helpful to those consider-
ing a position in collection development
and management.

REeUIRED Srrlr,s AND ExPERTENcES

Skills and erperiences required for collec-
tion development positions are shown in
table 2. Boih required and desired skills
and experiences are shown in table 4,
which serves as a summary indication of

Midatlantic South
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TABLE 1

MreN Seulnrns nv Yeen 0N U.S. $)

TABLE 2

REQUIRED SKILLS AND E)GERIENCES

All CDM Combination
Year Positions' Positions'

No. of

SkilVExperiene Cues %

1980

I981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

$23,250
21,364

22,2W

22,U2

r9,827

23,987

2L,621

23AgI

35,465

28295

30,320

33.881

$14,830

14,598

16,0S1

L7,225

18,414

21,595

20,265

23,5r2

?-3,U9

22,367

26,404

29.684

'When 
a salary range was given in the

announcement, the minimum value m
recorded, so the mean salaries may
underestimate the actul salary

which shlls and experiences were most in

demand.

1980 and 1984 required an M.L.S. from a
program accredited by the American Li-
brary Association. Cloonan and Norcott
(f989,650) found that 46Vo ofthe preser-
vation librarian advertisements required
ttre AlA-accredited tvt.l-.S. Strovan (1987,
210) found that 75Vo of the medicd library
positions in 1986 wanted the AI-A-ac-
iredited M.L.S. Effective communiqrtion
shlls appeared in nearly half of the an-
nouncements, but the remaining require-
ments appeared in about one-third of the
announcements or fewer.

While 79Vo of the announcements re-
quired the Al.A-accredited M.L.S.,
another lOEo (43) simply required an
M.L.S. FifW announcements (127o) stated
that an equivalent degree would be ac-
cepted, and twenty-two (57o) would accept

ALA M.L.S.

Communication

Interpersonal

Academic library

CDM experience

Foreign language

Other graduate degree

Strong subject knowledge

Supervisory experience

Leadership

Automation

Knowledge of literature

Academic library CDM

Reference

Knowledge of current
CDM issues

Knowledge ofbook trade

Online

Budget experience

34il

I96

157

I4l8

147

112

76

70

69

61

59

D I

DD

4iI

42

38

J '

22

79

45

36

u
u
26

18

16

16

14

14

13

I3

10

10

I

I

J
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TABLE 3
Drsrnrn Srrlm eNp ExprnrrNcss

Skill/Experience No. ofCases %

Other graduate degree

Foreign language

CDM experience

Reference

Online

Automation

Academic library
exPenenoe

Strong subject knowledge

Supervisory experience

Research library
experienc€

Academic library CDM
exPenence

Grant-writing eq)erience

Professional aetivity

8

D

o

16

12

12

3

3

TABLE 4

Rrqutnno AND DEsTRED Sxrlls nrup ExpEnIENcES

37(2) . Collection Deoelopement /I4I

(58) of the positions, with 1Eo specifically
mentioning research or ARL academic li-
braries. Thus, 206 announcements, or
48Vo, required or desired academic library
experience. Only 33Vo Oa7) of the an-
nouncements specilically required CDM
experience with l37o (55 of the I47 above)
requiring CDM experience in an aca-
demic library.

DESTRED Srrlm eNo ExrenlENcrs

Desired skills and experiences are impor-
tant because they represent what the 

-em-

ployer would like to ftnd in the new em-
ployee.These skills and experiences are
iist6d in table 3. None of thddesired shlls
or experiences appeared in halfof the an-
nouncements, but another graduate
degree-either at the master's or?octoral
level-was most frequently mentioned.

Subject background oiknowledge was
strongly desired. Besides rhe 42Vo of the
positions (182) desiring a subject advanced
degree, 2Vo (9) desired advanced subject

42
2L

20

12

T2

t2

8

I82
89

86

53

50

50

35

u
23

n

Required (%) Desired (%) Total Cases Total (%)

ALA M.L.S.

Communication

Interpersonal

Academic library experience

CDM experience

Foreign language

Other graduate degree

Stron g subject knowledge

Supervisory experience

Automation

Knowledge of literature

Academic libraryCDM

Reference

Knowledge ofbook trade

Online

79

45

36

u
u
26

l8

16

16

L4

13

I3

10

I

I

D

2

4
L

8

20

2T

42
8

5

12

2
^

12

4

L2

tt

352

2L2

166

183

233

20r

258

L04

92

109
66

7L

96

DO

87

JJ

81

49

38

42

54

46

60

2,1

21

25

I5

16

n
13

20

8
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study, and 87o desired a strong subject
background. Thus, 527o of the announce-
ments stated that a strong sub.lect back-
qround was desirable. When added to the
43Eo of the positions that required at least
a strong sudlect background] nearly every
announcement required or desired strong
subject background.

REQUIRED AND DESINED SKILLS
AND EXPENIENCES

In an ideal situation, the employer would
attract candidates with both the required
and desired shlls and experiences. These
categories are combined in table 4. The
AlA--accredited M.L.S. (817o) was the
most popularvariable, followed by ano*rer
graduate degree (607o) and CDM ex-

f,erience (547o). Mueller and Mering
(rgSr, 420) found that 677o ofthe serials
librarian positions required experiencr,
and the iemainder specifted some ex-
oerience as preferred. Only these three
irti"bl"t weie mentioned in more than
half of the announcements. Other popular
shlls and experiences included com-
munication (49Vo), foreign language com-
petency (46Vo), and academic library ex-
penence (42Vo).

RESPONSIBILITIES

Besides listing required and recom-
mended skills and experiences, announce-
ments usually identifu maior responsibili-
ties associated with the pbsition. Table 5
contains a list of the responsibilities found
in the position announcements. Because
so man! collection development Positions
are combined positions, it was not sulpris-
ing to {ind that reference and bibliographic
instruction were t}re responsibilities most
frequently mentioned. Reference was the
only resDonsibility mentioned in more
tha; hali of the announcements. Of the
traditional collection management re-
sponsibilities, evaluation (367o), budget
(357o),andpolicies (307o) were most likely
to be mentioned. Supervision was men-
tioned in only I9Vo of the announcements.
Cloonan andNormft ( 1989, 651 ) formd that
577o of the preservatircn librarian announce-
ments mentioned the development of plan-

TABLE 5

RESPONSIBILIT.IES

No. of
Resoonsibiliw Cases %

Reference 227 52

Bibliographic instruction

Evaluation

Budget

Policies

Online

t75

r57

153

128

113

40

36

35

30

2S

Supervising 84 l9

Acquisitions 64 l5

Preserrzation 55 13

cifts 52 L2

Weeding 38 I

Cataloging/classifing 24 6

Resource sharing 20 5

Reports L7 4

Professional develoPment 18 4

Traininq 14 3

ning and procedures and that 50Vo of rhe
preservation librarian announcements
hentioned supewisory responsibilities.

SKrLLs, Expentrucrs, eNP
REsPONSIBILITIES BY DATE

While this studyis primarilydescriptive, it

was considered that skills and experiences
as well as responsibilities that were re-
quired and desired would be a function of
d-e, ro they would change significandy
between 1930 and 1991. In fact, there
were no such notable trends over time.

The date of the announcement was signif-
icantlv and moderatelv related to the re-
quirement for strong interpersonal and
cimmunication shilslat the .0.0005 level

Cramer's V equaling 0.26).
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SKTLLS, ExpsntnNcss, eNr
RespoNsrnrlrrlEs By Lrsneny Typr

It seemed reasonable to expect that shlls
and experiences would differ by type of
library. While there were several signi{i-
cant relationships, all were of low strength
except for foreign language (at the <0.0005
level with Crameri V equaling 0.33).
Thirty-seven percent of the ARL libraries,
147o of the other research lib raries, and 2Vo
of the college libraries required foreign
language competency.

Sxtu.s, ExPERIENcES. AND
REsPoNSIBrLrrrEs By PostrroN
EupHesrs

That full-time collection development
positions might differ significantly from
combined positions seemed likely. In fact,
there were several signiffcant and mod-
erate relaUonships. The full-time collec-
tion development position was much more
likely to require eDM experiene (557o
versus 97o), have supervisory responsibility
(347o versus 9Vo), have budget responsi-
bility (57Vo versus 207o), and have policy
responsibility (487o versus ITVo). Each of
these relationships was significant at the
<0.0005 level with a Cramer's V of 0.30,
0.31, 0.39, and 0.33. Combined positions
were much more likely to have responsi-
bility for bibliographic instruction (637o
versus 97o), reference (787o versus l87o),
and online searching (407o versus 7Vo).
Each of these relatioiships was significant
at the <0.0005 level with a Cramer's V of
0.55, 0.59, and 0.37.

Srrlls, ExPERTENCES, AND
RsspoNststLtrIES By
ADMINISTMTIVE STATUS

some cases, responsibilities associated
with the position made clearthe line versus
staff nature of the position. It seemed rea-
sonable to expect that administrative
CDM positions would differ from those

without such administrative responsibility.
In fact, several significant and moderate
relationships were discovered. Adminis-
trative CDM positions were much more
likely to require familiarity with current
issues (287o versus 57o), CDM experience
(697o versus 25Vo), twe or more years of
experience, academic library experience
(62Vo versts 277o), supervisory experience
(497o versus 7Vo), arrd automation ex-
perience (377o versus 87o). Administrative
responsibilities were much more likely to
include supervision (517a versus IIVo) and
resource allocation (617o versus 27Vo), l,,J,l
of these relationships were signiffcant at
the <0.0005 level with Cramer's V values
of 0.32, 0.38, 0.47, 0.30, 0.47, 0.35, 0.40,
and 0.35.

Snlls, ExPrnrsNces, eNl
RESPoNSTBILITY BY FAcULTY Srerus

Students and librariars are often curious
about faculty status and tenure ofacademic
CDM librarians because of their concern
about research andpublishingrequiremenb.
Do shlls, experiences, and responsibilities
differ when lhe position has faculty status?
While there were some significant rela-
tionships involving faculty status, all were
weak. The only signiftcant and moderate
relationship was with tenure track (at the
<0.0005 level with Cramer's Vof 0.34). Of
those positions listed with faculty status,
46Vo also mentioned tenure track. Eleven
percent of the position announcements
mentioned both iaculty status and tenure
track. Those with faculW status were only
slightly more likely to'have nine-month
appointments (at the 0.007 level with
Cramer's V of 0.I3). It seems fair to con-
clude that neither faculty status nor tenure
track had an impact on the skills and ex-
periences requested or desired or the re-
sponsibilities associated with the position.

DISCUSSION

Cot-l-scrtoN DEveLopuENT PosrrloNs

The substantial increase in the number of
collection development and management
positions is a headeningrecognition of the
increased visibility and importance of col-
lection development and management. In
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a typical year, about thirty-six CDM posi-
tions would be announced. Hensley (1988,
129), in her study of serial positions be-
tween I97I and 1986, found a dramatic
increase. She also noted that this must be
qualilied by the fact that such positions
were more likely to be announced in
national media in the lg80s.

Combined positions accounted for
about 587o of tJre total, and.467o of all
CDM positions involved reference work.
Clearly, there has been growth in both
types of CDM positions. One wonders,
then, whether there is a career path from
the subject selector position to CDM of-
ficer. It would seem reasonable to en-
courage students or librarians interested in
collection development to strengthen their
reference and subject bibliography shlls.
The fact that combined positions were al-
most evenly balanced among discipline
clusters (31% for the social scidnces versus
27Vo for science and technolory and26Vo
for the humanities) might be a problem if
most librarians continue to come to t]le
profession from the humanities.

That 83Vo of the CDM positions were
in ARL or university research libraries sug-
gests that the increasing importance of for-
malized collection development and man-
agement is likely to bd recognized by
libraries with larger and more complex col-
lections. In her study of collection
development organization patterns in ARL
libraries, Sohn (1987, 125-26) noted a
slight correlation between size of library
and the relative position of the collection
development officer. Opportunities for
collection development positions in col-
lege libraries appear to be limited.

The importance and meaning of fa-
culw status for academic libraries is a
subitantial and sometimes controversial
topic. Jackson and Clouse (1988, 143)
found that 68Vo of the positions an-
nounced in Chronicle carried academic
rank. Here, the fin&ng that 237o of the
announcements mentioned facultv sta-
tus and l57o mentioned tenure'track
might be variously interpreted. Because
most CDM positions do not involve fa-
culty status or tenure track, candidates
need not worry about research, publica-
tion, and tenure. If faculty status and ten-

beleaguered professionals, then the low
p"ro*t'tt"g"r a?e hudable.' 

RelatJd to the issue of faculty status is
the need for the CDM librariarto have a
graduate degree beyond the M.L.S. or
Sven instead6f the M.L.S. with897o of the
positions requiring the M.L.S. degree, an
a&anced subject degree is usually not
sufficient for collection development

to require subject specialization. However,
vnth 43Vo of the CDM positions requiring
a strong subject background, subject
knowledge is important.

In contrast, Wells' study (f982, 453)
found a steady increase in the demand-
required or desired-for the subject
maiter's degree, rising from 0.5Vi in
1959 to 28Vo in 1979, or less than half of
the combined total here. Olsgaard and
Olsgaard (1981, 225) studied post-
M.L.S. education requirements from
1970 through 1979 and fowd that 27Vo
of the univlrsitv and 2l4o of the non-
director positions in college libraries re-
quired a second master's degree. Jackson
and Clouse (1988, 164) found that l87o
of the academic library M.L.S. positions

require the other graduate degree (22Vo
veists 7Vo for otf,er research- libraries
andls%o for college libraries). This rela-
tionship was signiftcant but weak (0.03
with Cramer's V of 0.17).

PosrrloN REgurnuurxrs

Because most of the announcements came
from research libraries, the ffnding that
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academic library position announcements
required or preferred foleign language
competence-less than lhe 46Vo com-
bined in this study. Brimsek's study (1991,
42) of special library positions in Washing-
ton, Db., found ihit oily BVo of thoie
positions required spoken or written
knowledge ofat leastone foreign language.
It is not cllear whether this levi of in"terEst
in foreign language competency in selec-
tors is realistic and reflects the fact that
there appears to be a modest need for such
competency by the selector and the CDM
offfcbr.

The ffnding that only 167o of the
announcements required supervisory
experience, while I97o of the announce-
ments mentioned supervision as a re-
sponsibility, indicates supervision is a rela-
tively minor part of these positions. In

management with librarians in reference
or wherever might have little need for su-
pervisory experience. That 457o of the
positions required strong communication
ihlls and another 367o re'quired strong in-
terpersonal shlls emphasizes the impor-
tance of coordination. As collection

important.
At a time when {inancial issues domi-

nate collection development and manage-
ment concerns, it was unexpected to lind
that only 1Vo of the positions required any

ludget br fund alolcation e*perience. At
the same time, only 357o ofth-e announce-
ments mentioned responsibility for

budgeting or resource allocation. Re-
source allocation does not appear to be a
fundamental part of the collection man-
agement position.

In a similar vein, the finding that only
l44o of the positions required knowledge
of automation-another 257o of the posi-
tions said that such knowledge *ouft be
helpful-is curious. Brimsek (1991, 4il)
found that IIVo of all the Washington,
D.C., special library jobs advertised be-
tween 1983 and 1989 listed computer shlls
as a job requirement.

PosrrtoN RESPoNSTBILTTIES

Bryant (1986, 154) listed collection de-
velopment (and management) tasl$ inpre-
ferred priority order with these tasks listed
as ffrst priority: liaison with academic de-
partment, collection evaluation, writing
collection policies, liaison with ottrer li-
braries, choosing materials, and coordina-
tion of selection. Collection evaluation and
policies were highly ranked responsibili-
ties in this study. Budget responsibility, the
fourth ranked responsibility here, was
ranked fourteenth on her task list. Sohn
(f987, 128) also found that budget man-
agement was an area occasionally excluded
from the responsibilities of the selector.

The linding that 157o of tJre CDM posi-
tions had some acquisitions responsibility
is interesting. In libraries where gathering
is important, acquisitions has an important
role in monitoring standing order and ap-
proval plans. Thus, this finding might indi-
crate a combination of closely related func-
tions. An alternative interpretation would
be that responsibility for acquisitions indi-
cates some confusion in roles.

Only 3OVo of the positions included re-
sponsibility for policy creation. Given the
importance of an adopted collection
development poliry statement in setting
priorities and communicating those priori-
ties to the eommunity served, this percen-
tage seems low. It might be that the impor-
tance and utility of a comprehensive,
adopted, written CDM policy statement is
not vet widelv understood.

About gtiZo of the announcements
mentioned responsibility for collection
evaluation. This rather low percentage
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might indicate that the traditional ap-
pro--ach toward academic research library-collectiott 

development-that the larger
collection is the better collection and that

days, also require evaluation shlls.'Finally, 
it was unexpected that so few

of the variables discussed above were
related to announcement date. With a
few exceptions, the informational ele-
ments on the announcements changed
little from 1980 through 1991. Stroyan
(1987, 213), in her study ofqualifications
for health sciences librarians, found no
substantial change between 1977 and
1986. She said: "Advertisements are speci-
fying more precisely what the employer
ri,an-ts applicants to be qualifted to do, but
the percentage ofchange is not enough to
prognosticate any major trends."

SuccrstroNs n'on
Funrnnn RESEARcH

what degree do the collection develop-
ment libiarians actually spend their time
on the responsibilities'mentioned in the
announcement? Case study research
might provide an oPPortunity to examine
particular searches, anonymously, in terms'of 

the size of the pool and the'degree to
which candidates were identilied with the
shlls and experiences desired.
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The Librory Spqce Problem,
Fulure Demqhd,
ond Collection Control

Hur-Li Lee

Library space shortage hos bem a pressingproblemfor seoeral decad,es. A
oariety of dtematiws, such as renote siorage and ueedingo haoe bem
proposed and attempted. Preoious research in tfrls areahas beeifragmented.
Some research is concentrated on criteriafor ldmtifgtngrarely used. mnterial
for u:eeding in other research, costs of a[ternatioeiio ilw traditional llbrary
are cornpared In this paper a neu madel that takes a rrwre complae
approach to the problem is proposed. We incoworate the prediction offuture
demnnd and cost analysis into one madel. The nwdcl includes random efieas
that carse ertors inthe selectionprocess. BE applyingilata of ahypothaical
collection,ue shaushouthis moilcllwlps the cdlleafonileoelopmeiihbrartan
detertnine the mast econornic approaih.

r
I-ribrary space shortage has been a thesealternativesisreallysuperiortothe
pressing problem for several decades. traditional approach, thit is, keeping all
Collections, regardless of format, are material in ihe library. Besides the 6on-
growing exponentially and have to com- cern of institutional ranhng, they also ask
pete more.and more with other new these questions: What iflsomeone re-
e-quipment(e-g.,onlinepublicaccesscat- quests a formerly owned book that has
alog terminals and CD-ROM worksta- already been diicarded by the library?
tions) for Iimited space. For the collec- Howdoweknowweedingwllleventuaily
tion -development 

-librarian, 
it is this save money for the librify in the lon!

rapidly growing collection that is in run?Willuiersatisfactionbesigni{icantf
d5,speirat6 need"of control. A variety_of reduced because of the unavaiability o'f
altemative strategies in collection 

-de- 
the weeded material?

velopment, such ai compact shelving, re- Previous research in this area within
mote storage, and weeding have been collection development has concentrated
used to_ cope with this cris"is. However, on two aspectsl identilication of in-
many librarians, mostly research librari- frequently uled material for weeding, and
ans, are not convinced that any one of comparison of costs of different alterna-

Hun-Lt Lrr is a Ph.D. candidate, School of Communication, Information, and Ubrarv Studies,
w Brunswick. The author thanks Paul'B, Kantor
nd for several helpful discussions, and Jennifer
he application spreadsheet program is available
rl of Communication, Information, and Library
ty of New Jersey. Manuscript received Aug. li,
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propose mixed models to incorporate the
igirig effect in addition to the baiic predic-
tion model.

With regard to economics, other
authors attempt to formulate models to
examine costs of individual approaches.
Palmour et al. (1977), Lawrence (f98f),
Stayner (f983), and Cooper (1989) are
four prominent examples.-They seek the
best economic alternatives, based on the
cost analysis of housing and circulating in-
dividual'items given fheir past demind.
Palmour et al. 

-(1977) 
dwelop a mathe-

matical model to determine the total &s-
counted cost attributed to the main-
tenance and use ofa periodical title over a
specified planning period. They suggest
that by applyng this analysis, a rational
decision can be made to continue to sub-
scribe to or cancel a speciffc periodical,
dependent on whether it is cheaper or
more expensive to keep it.

Lawrence (1981) modiftes Palmour's
model to examine the monograph collec-
tion, attempting to set a basis for compar-
ing the costs of keeping an individual Ude
in the library, relegating it to remote
storage, and discarding it. Stayner's (1983)

model is similar to Lawrence's but with
considerations of more altematives such as
compact shelves and microform. Although
mentioned briefly, the cost to the user,
especially the delay cost, is not explicidy
iniorporited inti, Stayner's inodei.
Cooper's (1989) model is an improvement
in the sense that he includes user costs in
addition to library costs. Although these
worlcs have all contributed to the under-
standing of the two separate aspects of the
issue, they cannot answer the questions
above aboutweeding because of their frag-

with three &fferent strategies: taking no
action, discarding, or relegating nonused

material to remote storage, Cost is calcu-
lated on the basis of the-predicted future
demand. It is hoped thal the model can
assist the collectio'n development librarian
in determining which strategy is more
economicalh s6und and which-Is the most
appropriate'among the alternatives...T\b 

special feiures of this study need
to be str6ssed here. One is that we admit
the probabilistic nature of any determina-
tioriof use. This means that we take into
ac:count mistakes involved in estirnates. In
our model the numberof mistakes and the
cost of making those mistakes are calcu-
lated. This enables us to include ttre imper-
fection of use estimates in the model, for a

SLorE SPrNE-MARKTNG MgnroD

(at the time it is returned to the library)

tabulated once a month. When 957o (or

some other level predetermined by the
librarv) of the retuired books have dots, a
librarian lhen examines all &e undotted
books in the collection and makes deci-
sions about those that should be weeded.
Slote asserts that the collection, after
weeding, should be able to satisfr at least
95Vo of-the current demand.

This method, first adopted by Slote in
his 1970 dissertation, has been used a few
times in different weeding studies and has
proved to be very easy to implement. Al-^though 

weeding no*cin be asiisted by the
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Pnrorcrrruc Ftmnr DsMeNo
Usrxc rnr PorssoN Drstnntmon

Even if the demand rate parameter (the
average annual demand) is exactly known,
the ariount of circulation in every year stili
shows random variation. That'd, if the
average circulation of a book is three times
per year, it does not mean that the book
circulates exacdy ttuee times every year.
This randomneis is modeled using the
Poisson distribution, a mathematicdtool,
to predict the future demand given the
past demand pararneter.

The Poisson distribution is a useful
theoretical distribution for describing a
random discrete variable that is distdbuted
over time or sp:rce (Hoel 1971).

The formula is

sr.t -e#(w\kJ\^/' - ft!

where p is the average circulation ofthe book
in the past, k is the predicted circulation in
the time t, xd,f(k) rt the probabtlity of the
book being circulated exactly ft timei in t.

For example, ifbook A had an average
circulation of one per year in the past, fu
probability of not being requested in the
following year is

fa(0) = e-ttt = e-r = 36.79Vo
( k = 0 , t = t , p = t )

Ifbook B had an average circulation of
three per year in the past, its probability of
not being requested in the following year
is

fa(O)= e-tt =e-3 = 4.98Vo
( k = 0 , t = r , p = 3 )

of a book being used one or more times is
calculated by subtracting its probability of
being used zero tinies from the perfect
probability, thatis,one).

When a weeding project is being un-
dertaken and Slote's dotting technique is
employed, the probability that each book
circulates in various lengths of time can be
estimated by applying the Poisson dis-
tribution. The results of the calculation for
two collections appear in table 1. One of
the collections has an average use rate of
three per year and is called the fast (F)
collection; the other has an average use
rate ofone per year and is called the slow
(S) collection. If the Slote cutoff point is
reached in a year (the twelfth monlh), the
probability of a book in collection F not
being borrowed even once is 4.98%oi the
probability of a book in collection S not
being borrowed is 36.797o. In other words,
an F book hu a 95.02Vo chance of being
dotted in ayear, but an S book has only a
63.2LVo chance. The chances ofan F book
and an S book being dotted are up to
99.75Vo and 86.46Vo, respectively, in two
years (the twenty-fourth month).

A IIYPoTHETTcAL CoLLEcrroN

To develop a useful model, it is necessary
to know how many books have each value
of average demand in a collection; this is
called the distrlbutton of demand. ooer col-
lection. A hypotheUcal collection, pat-
terned on the basis of some realistic ftnd-
ings, is used.

A hypothetical collection is illustrated
in table 2. The numbers ofbooks thathave
various average circulation frequencies
represent the well-known fact that a small
portion of the collection a@ounts for the
majority of circulation. For example,
Trueswell (1969) reports that approxi-
mately 807o of the circulation require-
-ettts a.e satisfied by 20Vo of the holfungs
at the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratory Librarv in Massachusetts. The
collectionis divid;d into 22 subcollections
according to the average circulation
frequenry. This model enables us to make
a detailed analvsis ofthe costs and risks of
alternative strategies,

Table 2 contains the numbers ofbooks

That is, A has a 36.79Vo chance of
being circulated zero times in the next
year, andB hasa4.98Vo chance. Or, there
is a 63.217o chance for A and a gS.O2Vo
chance for B to be used one or more
times in the next year. (The probability
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TABLE I

PREDIcTIoN oF FuruRE DnueNo UsING PoIssoN DISTRIBUTIoN

t (mos.) pr(%) pz(%',) pS(D P4(%)

I
.).

J

4

D

6

8

I

10

I I

12

I J

t4

15

16

17

I8

l9

20

2T

22

2.3

2t4.

77.88

60.66

47.2'4

36.79

28.65

22.32

r7.38

13.54

10.54

8.2r

6.39

4.98

3.88

3.02
2.35

1.83

1.4{]

1.11

0.87

0.67

0.53

0.41

0.32

o.25

92.01

84.65

TT.88

71.66

65.93

60.66

55.8r
DI .J ; '

47.?tt

43.6

39.99

36.79

33.85

31.14
28.65

26.36

24.2.6

22.32

20.53

r8.89

17.38

15.99

T4.7I

13.54

22.r2

39.34

52.76

63.21

7L.35

77.ffi

82.62

86.46

89.46

91.79

93.61

95.02

96.72

96.98

97.65

98.17

98.57

98.89

99.13

99.33

s9.47

99.59

99.68

99.75

7.99

15.35

22.12

28.34

34.O7

39.34

M.L9

418.65

52.76

56.54

60.01

63.21

66.15

68.86
71.35

73.64

75.74

n.68

79.47

8I . I I

82.62

84.01

85.29

86.46

The avg circ. ofthe fast collection (F) is 3 per year.
The avg circ. ofthe slow collection (S) is I per year.
f,et pf = the probability of erch bmk in F being circulated 0 time during the study period t.

let p2 = the probability of ach bmk in S being circulated 0 time during tbe study period t.

Let p3 = I - pl = the probability of a book in F having dots.
I€t p4 = f - p2 = the probability of a bmk in S having dots.

without dots, for a Poisson distribudon,
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TABLE 2

PNNPTCTION oF FUTURE DEIueun TN Or.In YEAR FoR A HYPoTHET.ICAI Cor.IEcrIoN

Exp, % of Books w/ Mean No. ofBooks
Circ.rYr. (i) Circ./Yr. (p) No. of Books (n) no Do* in I )r. (p) V no Dots (np)

t

2

J

4

D

6

8

I

IO

l 1

12

13

t4

l5

I6

I7

18

19

20

2L

22

Total

0.000

0.025

0.033

0.050

0.100

0.200

0.250

0.400

0.600

0.750

0.800

0.917

1.000

1.500

2.000

2.500

3.000

3.500

4.000

4.500

5.000

5.500

85,500

32,000

t2,620

8,800

7,100

6,890

6,010

5,130

4,870

4,300

3,990

3,650

3,100

2,790

2,470

2,r50

1,900

r,770

1,500

I"370

I,100

990

200.000

I00.00

97.53

96.72

95.12

90.48

8I.87

77.8

67.03

il.88

47.?tl

M.94

39.99

36.79

22.32

I3.54

8.2I

4.98

3.02

1.83

1.11

0.67

0.41

85,500

31,210

L2,206

8,37I

6,42't

5,MI

4,681

3,439

2,673

2,03r
r,793
1,460

1,141

62,3

334

177

95

D.t

27

l5
.f

4

I67,905'
'Upper 

limit of 95% confidene, 168,709; lorer llmit of 95% conffdene, 167,102.

3,100 bools that had an average of one
request per year in the past. The probabil-
ity;f eich of the- having dots i SA.lgEo
in one year. Then the mean number of
books in this category that are expected to
have no dots after"one year is 1,141.

For the Poisson distribution, the vari-
ance is the same as the mean. We can then
calculate thegSVo conlidence level ofdis-
tribution using the normal approximation
to the Poissoridistribution. 'i{e expected
total number of books in the collectibn not
being dotted after one year is 167,905 (the
mean), which is more than three-fourths of

the whole collection. The upper and lower
957o conffdence limits of t}re sum are
168,709 and 167,102, respectively. This
many books become the candidates for
weeding. If the librarian decides to extend
the study period to two years, the expeeted
number of books without dots will be
156,532, and so on (see table 3). More than
10,000 additional books will remain in the
Iocal collection as a result of waiting one
more year before discarding books.

In the analvsis here we assume that
fufure demand remains the same as past
demand. The aging effect of individud
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TABLE 3

PREDIcTIoN oF NUMBEn oF BooKs Nor CIncULATED
( S r u p v P E n I o D t = 1 r o I 0 )

Circ.rYr.(t) Exp. No. of Bmks V no Dots Upper Limit (95%1 Lower Limit (95%)

167,905 168,709 L67,102

2 156,532 157,308 L55,757

3 149,654 150113 148,896

144,039

t40275

137,183

4 LM,1U 145,530

135,981 134,539

133,645 132,216

I 130,845 13r,554 130,136

128,248129,655

5 t4t,Oll

6 137,9rr

7 135,260

8 132,931

L41,747

138,639,

books, as studied by Burrell (1985), is not
considered. Following tle same assump-
tion. we extend the discussion further.

THE EFFECTOF
INcoBBEcr DrcrsroNs

In applying mathematical models, there are
ahvarn erors caused bv the randomness in
real events. It is thus essential to include
these errors as critical oonsiderations.

Let us assume that the librarian dis-
cards all the books without dots after the
predetermined period. How many re-
quests for tlese books in the followingyear
rilll not be satislied or will need iitbrli-
brary loan?

This leads us to calculating the distribu-
tion of the sum of a randoir number of
random variables. That is, the number of
books in each subcollection that are dis-
carded is random, because it is determined
by the random usage during the study pe-
riod. For each such book, the amount of
future demand is an independent random
variable. The total unmet demand is the
sum of the unmet demands for the in-
dividual discarded boola. We use the
generating function given by Feller (1968)
and obtain formulas for calculating the
mean cmd variance of ttre unmet requests

in one year after the weeding (or relega-
tion). They are

Mean -> E(X) = npP
Variance -> Var(X) = npp(p- pp + l)

It is not difficult to understand that the
number of expected requests for the dis-
carded bookiin a year is calculated by
multiplying the number of discarded
bookJby ti'e frequency of their past annual
demand because we assume fufure
demand remains the same. In table 4, the
period of study is a year; the mean number
if reouests fited in the followins vear isof requests n the following year is
1,141- for the books with the average
demand of one per vear in the past. Thedemand of one per vear in the past. The
mean number oi totirl reouests failed in amean number of total requests
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TABLE 4

PREDrsrroN oF FuruRE Rugursrs FATLED DUE To DrscARD
or Boors RESULTED FnoMA Oxn-Ynen Sruoy

No. of Exp. % of Bmks V Exp. No. of Requats Varimce
(i) Circ./Yr. (lr) Books (n) no Dots (p) Failed in f yr. Gpp) (tr - pu + t)

2

J

5

6

8

I

l0

I I

L2

I3

14

t5

16

I7

18

I9

20

2L

22

Total

0.033

0.050

0.100

0.200

0.250

0.4N

0.600

0.750

0.800

0.917

1.000

1.500

2.000

2.500

3.000

3.500

4.000

4.500

5.000

5.500

12,620

8,800

7,100

6,890

6,010

5,130

4,870

4,300

3,990

3,650

3,100

2,790

2,470

2,150

1,900

I,T7O

1,500

r,370

I,100

990
200.000

100.00

97.53

96.72

95.I2

90.48

8I.87

77.88

67.03

54.88

47.24

4.s4
39.99

36.79

22.32

r3.54
8.21

4.98

3.02

l.8ii)

I , I  I

0.67

0.41

0

780

407

419

642

I,128

1,I70

1,376

1,604

t,52,t

L,434

r,338
1,141

934

669

MI

2u4
187

110

69

J J

22

15,715

0

781

407

420

649

I,169

1,235

r,557

2,038

2,r?$

2,066

2,074

1,861

2,022

1,825

r,4il

1,093

822

542

373

221

144

tuts80'

0.000 85,500

0.025 32.000

'Iower 
limit of g5% confidene, 16,024; upper limit of g5% confidence, 15,406.

A MoDEL FoR firrs
DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND

another. That is, the rate of demand for
booksin grcups I through 8 is 271q, 26p0,
. . . , 2rFo, po.We can tJrus take a library's
circulation count per annum to calculate
the average circulition frequency ofeach
group. For example, if the number of the
circulating collection is 200,000 and the
annual total circulation is 72,593, then

ry" ts(27 + 26 +. . . + 2 +L) =72,598

So ps = 0.0114. Based on po, we can
then calculate the annual demand for each
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TABLE 5

PREDICTION oF REQUESTS FAILED

Dun ro Wnrorruc
(Srunypunront= l ro l0 )

(t) Exp. No. of Failed Req.s in I Yr. Upper Limit 95% Lorer Limit 95%

I

2

J

4

5

6
n

8

9

l0

t5,715

8,,148

5,656

4,225

3,388

2,U9

2,474

2,r97

I,983

1,8r1

t6,024

8,658

5,821

4,364

3,511

2,960

2,576

2,293

2,O73

1,897

15,406

8,239

5,490

4,086

3266

2,739

2,372

2,102

1,892

L,725

TABLE 6

PneprcnoN oF FuruRE DrueNo FoR A HYPoTHETIcAL Colr.Pcrrou
Besrp oN Hevrs' MoDEL

( 1 , Circ./Yr. (p) No. ofBooks (i)
Exp. % of Bools w/ no

Dots in I Yr. (p) Mean (npF)

I

2

J

4

D

6
a

8

Total

0.0114

0.0228

0.0455

0.0911

0.1822

0.3644

0.7288

L.4576

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

200,000

98.87

97.75

95.55

91.29

83.35

69.46

48.2-5

23.28

tut,717

214.437

23,887

22,823

20,836

17,366

12,063

5,82I

151,951'
'Upper 

limit of 95% mnfidene, 152,715; lower limitof 95% conffdene, 151,187.

group. Table 6, adapted from table 2, con-
tains the calculations for these eight
groups. The total numbers of the collec-
tion and circulation in table 6-200,000
and 72,593, respectively-are the same as
those in table 2. Although Hayes' model
needs further study to conlirm its validity,
it surely is a nice alternative ifthe library
has some &fficulties in getting complete
circulation records.

However, there might be problems in
applying Hayes' model. According to this

model, all of the books have some level of
demand and would eventually circulate.
]udgng from experience, thii is indeed
impossible. We suggest a modification to
Hayes'model in which one more group is
added for the extra books that have never
been circulated. This modi{ied nine-group
model is presented in table 7.

Cosr AntYsrs

The basis for analyzing costs when there is
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TABLE 7

PnEDIcIIoN or Furune Dslrnr\io ron e HtzorrrETrcAr, Cot lrcrrov
MoDTFTED rnoM Hlyss' Moout

Circ./Yr. (p) No. of Bools (n) Exp. % of Bools w/no Dots in I Yr. (p) Mean (np)

I

2

3

4

D

6

8

I

Total

0.00

0.0199

0.0398

0.0796

0.159r

0.3182

0.6365

1.2730

2.5459

85,500

14,313

14,313

14,313

14,3I3

14,313

14,313

r4,3I3

14,313

200,000

100.00

98.03

96.10

92.35

85.29

72.74

52.92

28.00

7.U

85,500

14,031

r3,754

l3,2lB

12,207

I0,4t2

7,574

4,008

1,122

161,826'
'Upperlimitof 

95% onfidene, 162,615; lowrlimitof g5% conffdence, 16I,0.38.

uncertainty is to multiply each qpe of cost
bv the chdnce that it;'ill occ*.'The r,r-
oi" ther" values is the expected cost of the
policy. Decision theory tells us to prefer
ihe t'olicy with the lowest predicted cost.
The-threi: policies under diicussion are no
action taken, disposal, and relegation.

Many librariins, especially iesearch li-
brarians, are concerned about unmet re-
quests. This becomes an excuse forputtinq
dffweeding. However, in reality, budletcui
get deepel qpace problems become more
serious, and the need for altemative stor-
age or weeding becomes unavoidable. The
economic factors can no longer be ignored.
A method to analyze futwe demand, such
as Slote's, helps the librarian identifr the
candidates foi weeding. But questions re-
main. Should the undofted bo6ks be trans-

considering wee&ng. One is the cost of
housing materials; another is the direct
cost per circulation; a third is ttre cost of
extra processing (such as identi$ringweed-
ing candidates ind changing rebords); the
last one is the delay cost to the user for

inconvenience. Researchers disagree on
how to calculate these speciftc costs.

For the cost of housing materials,
Lawrence (1981) adopts the accounting
concept depreciatian and distributes the
building cost over forty years. Cooper
(1989) considers the average construction
cost pervolume (the construction cost per
assignable square foot of library space
divided by the volumes stored per square
foot). The building maintenance cost is
included in lawrencet model but not in
Coopers model.

The direct cost per circulation varies
from situation to situation. Usually the cost
of circulating an item from the regular
open stacks 6t a l;brary is lower thai' the
cost for circulating an item from remote
storage, and the cost ofcirculating an item
from remote storage is much lower than
the cost of interlibrary loan. The cost of
extra processing arises when the item is
identiffed to be removed from the local
collection, either to be stored in remote
storage or discarded.

Finally, there is no consensus on how to
measure the cost to the user. Given these
variations, the calculation below is to be
regarded as an illustrative example of our
method. However, our spreadsheet can be
applied using any otheifigures for these
cssts.
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The cost analvsis in this section differs
in two ways froni past research on cost of
weeding. First, it itudies cost of weeding
with the whole collection in rnind. Pre-
vious research @n@ntmtes on the cost of
retaining, relegating, or weeding a speciftc
book.

Our approach is to examine the total
cost under each ofthe tluee conditions: no

pact will be.- 
Another important difference between

previous reseaich and this cost analpis is
ihut oth"t studies proceed as though we
knowthe demand f6r individual booE. For
example, in his model, Lawrence (1981)
assrrries the circulation frequencies ofin-
dividual books are known and remain the
same under all circumstances. I-awrence
concludes that it will be cheaper to discard
a book in the library if it has been circu-
lated only once every 20.93 years, the book
should be transferred to remote storage if
it has been borrowed once every 10.17
years, and abookdreadyin storag6 should
be discarded ifit has been used only once
in 34.22 years.

On the other hand, the present study
takes into actount the randomness of
events. By doing so, this model allows for
the inclusion of mistakes in weeding and
variations in demand.

The hlpothetical data ln table 2 will be
used once again in this section. For illustra-
tive purposes, the cost ftgures in lawrence's
studvwil be used- See ta[le 8 for a summary
of the costs. Because the building cost ii
calculated based on a forty-year period, the
total cost ofeach strategll ii also calculated
for forty years in this study. The costs that
are irrelevant to the weeding project are
excluded completely.

Two other assumptions underlying this
study must be explained before getting
into discussions on costs. First, the col-
lection examined here is a hypothetical
collection. Newly added rolumes are not
under consideration. Second, real costs in-
crease each year based on the annual in-
flation rate. ihe dollars in this study rep-

TABLE 8

B,tsIC COST ELEMENTS

Storaqe Depreciation Yrs 40

Cost per Use l,ocal $0.92

Cost per Use Rernote $5.28

Cost per Use ILL

Cost per Bk to Relegate

Cost per Bk to Discard

$r7.16

$2.63

$3.73

Storage Cost per Bk local $1'09

Storaqe Cost per Bk Remote $0.44

resent constant dollars in the year 1978.
(Lawrence's figures are adjusted to 1978
dollars.)

No AcroN Ternu

If no action is taken, all the books will still
be kept in the local library building. The
relevant cost in fortv vears for the collec-
tion includes the housing cost and the in-
dividual circulation cost.

C =21ry ($0'92Pr + $1.09) 401

The expression in brackets represents the
cost ofeach subcollection i over fortyyears
if no action is taken. The variables n, and
p, are the number ofbooks and the average
circulation frequency of subcollection i,
respectively; E tenoies summation of the
costs of all'22 subcollections; C is the total
cost under this stratery.

DISPoSAL

If the librarian decides to discard boola

Iocal collection.

C =ZIUI (($0.SZP, + $1.09) t + $3.73 +
$17.1qrr (40 - t)) +
(nr - Ut ($0.92P, +$1'09)401

where U. is the numberof books discarded
in each iubcollection i; C is the total cost
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TABLE 9
Esnu,etns op Cosrs ur.lonn 3 AlrenNerrvcs rN e l-Yr,m Sruny

(wrrHour Du-ry Cosr)

Erp. % of Bools Cost if Weed
Circ./Yr. No. of Bols w/ no Dots Meu No. of Books w/ no

(i) (n) (n) ia I Yr. (p) B@ls (np) Dots ($)

Cqt if
Relegate Cost ifNo

Bmlc V no Action Tako
Dotr (S) ($)

I 0.000 85,500 100.00 85,500 4l2,ll0 1,785,240 3,727,800

2 0.025 32,000 97.trt 3r,270 7A8,495 848,223 1,49/4,MO

3 0.033 L2,62n rn.72 L2,206 350,051 357,57L 565,71s

4 0.050 8,8m 95.12 E,371 3.m,$8 280,855 399,872

5 0.100 7,100 90.4a 6,424 493,M 298,966 335,688

6 0.200 6,890 81.87 5,641 846,928 414,792 351,114

7 0.2fr 6,010 77.8 4,681 876,954 409,959 3U,328

8 0.400 5,130 67.03 3,419 r,037,042 4,1t,949 299,182

9 0.600 4,870 54.8t1 2,673 r,231,9414 $r,8il2 319,862

l0 0.750 4,300 47.tu1 2,ffi1 I,I92,309 5l9,0el 306,160

ll 0.8m 3,990 4.94 1,793 r,130,375 494,595 29r,,1:10

12 0.917 3,650 39.99 1,460 1,073,073 476,6tI 282267

13 1.000 3,100 36.79 I,t4t s27,85 417,265 %:9240

14 1.5{n 2,790 22.32 623 843,ff}0 420,3t4 275,652

15 2.000 2,470 13.54 334 700,04$ 395,593 289,4.84

16 2.500 2,150 82r r77 5f/,2w 362,572 9. tru

17 3.000 1,900 4.98 95 ffi,725 338,720 292,ffi0

l8 3.500 r,770 3.02 53 42L.ffi2 335,755 305.148

l9 4.000 1,5{n 1.8I} 27 354,765 304,270 286,200

2n 4.500 r,370 LU 15 329,411 297,909 286,604

2L 5.000 l,l0o 0.67 7 273,556 256,496 250360

22 5.500 990 0.41 4 257,A5 2,1:7,234 2/t:3,540

Total 200,m0 167,905 14,83tit,278 10,248,783 J,39t,422

under this stratery; and t is the number of
years in the study.

years.

ReLecerroN

and circulation after relegation, and the
cost of housing and circulating all other
books kept in the local collection.

C =zlYt (($0.92p + $1.09) r + $2.63 +
($5.28P, + $0.,14X40 - t) +
(nt-V )($O.szP + $1.09)40)l

where V, is tlle number of books relegated
in each subcollection i; C is the total cost
under this stratery; and t is the number of
years in the study.

Table 9 contains the predictedcostover
the forf-year period if the librarian de-
cides to store boola without dots in a one-
year project (r=1). Table 10 contains the
predicted costs over forty years as t ranges
from one to ten years.
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TABLE TO

EsrIMArEs or Costs uNDER 3 AltnnurrlEswrnour Dnlev Cosrs, (Sruor
P E R I o D T = 1 r o l 0 )

(t)
Exp. No. of Bmks Cost if No Action

il no Dots Cost if Weed ($) Cost if Relegate ($) Taken ($) -

I

2

J

4

D

6

7

8

I

l0

167,905

156,532

r49,64

LM,7U

141,011

137,911

r35260

132,931

130,845

tat,952

14,833,278

r0,705,387

9,312,352

8,720,359

8,463,709

8,368,049

8,356,625

8,352,M

8,456,378

8,537,862

10,24t|,783

9,336,4184

9,098,171

9,047,ML

9,07L,3?t4.

I,128,659

9,20I,823

9,282,619

9,366,995

9,45.2,U7

Lt,351,422

1r,39r,422

Lr,39t,422

LL,39l,4n

rr,39tA22

11,391,422

It,391,422

r1,39r,422

rL,39L,422

1r,391,422

Cosrrorrm Usnn

There is a significant cost of delay when
the user borrows a book through inter-
librarv loan. This cost to the user must
be w6ighted in consideration ofvarious
policies.

In their book, Baker and Lancaster
(I99I, 8) emphasize that "a realistic cost
analvsis of an information service should
coniider all costs, including those in-
curred bv users." When a user finds a
book no ionger available in the local col-
lection, an extended wait is required to
get it. In addition to regular use cost,
there certainly is a delay cost to the user,
which should be included in the total
cost. Unfortunatel% no research has es-
tablished a workable model to incor-
porate delay cost to tle user. Cooper
(1989) erroneously estimates delay cost
by multiplying the average hours of delay
by the aeiag6 hourly w{e of users. That
is to say, his model assumes that every
user is unable to do anything else but sit
around, waiting to get lhe miterial he or
she has requested. This is simply not
true. In addition, not every delay causes
the same inconvenience to the user. Ac-
cording to Barr and Farmer (1977), only

about 207a of the interlibraryloan requests
resulted in some inconvenience to the
users. If, in fact, the other 807o of the

brupsabllitu of the collection.
Nevertlieless. delav cost to the user

study, the user delay cost is $99.84 per
item requested from the local storage
and $382.50 per item requested from the
regional storage. As pointed out above,
th6 method ,rid to dlerive these ligures
is unreasonable. But the {igures of $f00
and $400, similar to figures given by
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Cooper, will simply serve as examples of
high cost in this paper. The modifted
formulas are as follows.

l. Cost if undotted books are discarded
(A is the delay cost, X the number of
requests unmet by the local collec-
tion):

C = t [Vr (($0.SZp, + $1.09) t + $3.73
+ $17.16pa (40 - r))
(ni - Ui ) ($o.szp + $r.09)40 + AXI

2. Cost if undotted books are relegated
to remote storage (B is the delay cosg
Y the number of requests failed by the
local collection):

C =ZlVi (($O.Sep, + $1.09), + $2.63
+ ($5.28pi + $0.44)
(40 - r)) (nt-v; ) ($O.szp,
+ $1.09)40 + BYI

The comparisons will be discussed in
detail in the irext section.

CoupmrsoNoF THREE
STnATEGTES INcLUDTNG Lnnenv

AND USER COSTS

First, we compare the costs to the library
under the three different strategies,
omitdng delay cost to the user. Again we
apply Slote's dotting technique to ob-
serve circulation activities. As illustrated
in table 10 and figure 1, the least expen-
sive of the three alternatives for a study
of one to three years is to relegate the
books to remote storage. The savings de-
pend on how long the use study runs
before volumes are'moved. Transferring
those books without dots to a less expen-
sive storqge at the end of the frst year will
actually save the library more tJran $f mil-
lion, even though it might cause delay to
some 15,406 to 16,024 requests (see table
4) each year after that. For studies of four
to ten years, however, discarding books
becomes the least expensirre of the three
alternatives. The cost oftaking no action
remains constant and is the most expensive

1 F

1 4

13

*g12
6.e
o  =  11

1 0

3 4 5 6 7 8
Number of Years As the Study Period

---r- Discard ---+- Releoate ---:+<- l\e Action

Figure l. Comprison of Costs: No Delay Costs (u in 40 Years).
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34s678
Number of Years As Study Period

---r- Discard -+- Flelegate ---x- No Action

Figure 2. Compuison of Cmts: Iow Delay Cmts (m in Yars).

altemative, except in a one-year study.
Let us now add the cost element of

delay. In table I I (see also figure 2), we can
see that there is no significant difference
when the delay cost is low ($3 and $f0),
compared to the {igures without delay cost
(see {igure l). Therefore, the ranhng of
desirability of alternatives is tle same as
when there is no consideration of delay
cost.

However, if the delay cost is very high
($f00 and $4(X)), it would be better to
observe the circulation activities longer, at
least for three years, before making a deci-
sion to remove books without dots (see
table l2). In this case, as shown in ftgure 3,
discarding is a less attractive alternative,
Onlywhen the obsewation period is longer
than six years does it become the least
expensive strategy. Taking no action is the
least expensive aifernatirr6 in a study of one
year. Moving books to remote storage is
least expensive in studies of two to six
vears.

DISCUSSION

An integrated approach has been out-
lined here to examine the ecnnomic
feasibility ofweeding and storage alter-
natives. i'rediction oT future de-mand is
based on the assumed distribution of
demand and the observed present
demand. The observation period extends
from one to ten years. Together, the dis-
tribution and the observation form the
basis for estimating future demand. In
addition, the cost elements are analyzed
and the ffnal costs associatedwith the three
strate$es (take no action, dircard those
books that are observed to have no
demand, or move them to aremote storage
facility) are compared.

Our approach does make a few
simpliSing assumptions. First, the col-
lection'under analysis is a fixed, no-
growth collection. Second, the aging ef-
fect is not taken into consideration.
Third, it is assumed the building involved,
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TABLE II

Esrruerns or Cosrs UNDER 3 AltnnrueuvEs wrrH Low DsLq,y Cosrs
(S rupvPERroDt= t ro l0 )

Storage Depr Yn 40

Cost per Use Local

Cost per Use Remote

Cost per Use ILL

Cost per Bk to Relegate

Cost per Bk to Discard

Storage Cost per Bk l-ocal

Storage Cost per Bk Rernote

Delay Cost Remote

Delav Cost ILL

$0.92

$5.28

$17.r6

$2.63

$3.73

$1.09

$0.44

$3.00

$10.00

(t)

Exp. No. of
!xp. No. of Requmts Failed

Books w/ no Dots in I Yr.

Cost if Weed Cost if Relegate
Books V no Dots Books w/ no Dots

($)  ($)
Cost if No Action

Taken (g)

I

,

J

4

5

6

8

I

10

167,905

156,532

l49,6tt

L4,784

l41,0lt

137,9tl

135,260

132,93I

130,845

128.952

15,715

8,ffi

5,656

4,22"5

3,388

2,849

2,474

2,r97

1,983

1,811

14,990,428

10,789,870

9,368,907

8,762,611

8,497,552

8,396,541

8,38r,367

8,4t4,418

8,476,205

8.555.968

10,295,928

9,361,829

9,115,r37

9,060,117

9,081,489

9,137,206

9,n9,246

9,289,210

9,372,941

9,458,279

II,391,422

LI,39t,422

Ir,39t,422

1I,39I,422

11,391,422

11,391,422

LL,39r,422

11,391,422

It,39I,422

tt,3s1,422

either a library or a storage space, can last
for only forty years. The"ref6re, the final
cost ofeach alternative is calculated based
on a forly-year period.

From the disgussi6ns in the previous
section, we have learned that tiking no
action for the nonused bool$ in the co-llec-
tion is cosdy in the long run. Before con-
cluding, we examine tie cost factors in
more detail.

HrcHnn Sronecn Cosr

A serious problem faced by many libraries
is the extremely high coit of i housing
facility, especlally in- cities such as Ne#

York. The high cost of housing definitely
has an impact on the choice be6veen rele-
gation and weeding. In table 13, most of
the costs remain the same as those in table
12. However, the costs of local and remote
storage are three times as high as the
{igures in table 12. Notice that the cost of
keeping everything in the library
($28,83f ,422) is alarmingly high. And the
final cost of a two-year ti"'"dii'e proiect is
about $1.3 milliori lower thai ihal of a
two-year storage project. This suggests
that the library should choose the option
ofweedingover the option ofstorageif the
housingcost is high. This situation is dem-
onstrated in ffgure 3.
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TABLE 12

Esrrverns or Costs uNpEn 3 Alrrnxnnvss wrrH Hrcn Der,ev Cosrs
(S runypERtoDt= l ro l0 )

Storage Depr Yrs 40

Cost per Use Local

Cost peruse Remote

Cost per Use ILL

Cost per Bk to Relegate

Cost per Bk to Discard

Storage Cost per Bk tocal

Storage Cost per Bk Remote

Delay Cost Remote

Delav Cost ILL

$0.92

$5.28

$17.16

$2.63

$3.73

$t.09

$0.44

$r00.00

$400.00

(t)

Exp. No. of
Exp. No. of Requets Failed

Books w/no Dots in I Yr.

Cost if Weed Cost if Relegate
Bolcsw/no Dots Bmksw/no Dots Cost if No Action

($) ($) Taken (S)

I

2

3

4

5

6

8

I

10

167,905

156,532

149,654

L44,7U

141,011

137,911

135260

132,931

r30,845

L28,952

L5,715

8,M8

5,656

4,221i

3,388

2,U9

2,474

2,L97

rB83
1,811

21,u9,263

r4,084,738

Lt,574,556

LO,4LO,M5

9,819,023

9,507,7r5

9,346,306

9,27r.305

s,%9,451

9,262,137

Lr,82O279

I0,181,322

9,ffis,722

9,469,962

9,410,I53

9,413,575

9,449,2A4

9,502,333

9,565,263

9,63i:I,916

rr,39r,422

rL,39L,422

Lr,39L,422

Lr,39L,A2

tL,39r,422,

LI,39r,422

11,39r,422

tt,39r,422

r1,391122

LL,39L,4n

CoMBINATIoN oF WEEDING
AND STOMGE

Slote's dotting procedure doesn't require a
circulation historv of items but does re-
quire time to do a study and collect data
a'bout collection circulafoon. Therefore, if
circulation records are available, the li-
brary might choose not to do a study.

I'n piticular, if circulation hislory is
available, the library might decide to de-
sign aflexibleplan to maximize the savings.
I;table 14, th-e cos* under three plars are
computed on the basis of a one-year dot-
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3 4 5 6 7 8
Number of Years As Study Period

---r- Discard ---+- Relegate ---x- No Action

Figure 3. Comprison of Costs: High Delay Costs (ro in 4O Yeare).

22

20

1 8

ng16
X U
v :
o=14

12

1 0

use of a $ven, well-defined collection will
decrease with time. The agng effect has
been veriffed bv a number ofresealchers-
such as Fussler'atrd Si*on (1969) and Bur-
rell (1985). Adding this phenomenon to
the present study, it is clear that future
demand for the same book will decrease so
that the overall cost for weeding or relega-
tion should be comparatively lower than
the ffgures predicteb by thd model pro-
posed in this paper. All this means that
weeding and relegation appear to be more
economic than keeping everything in the
library.

One final suggestion to be made here is
that our ne* iSst model should be ex-
amined more closely with a real collection.
Because the collection used in this study is
hypothetical, it will not be convincing
without further proof. If the comparisons
are done for a real collection. and the re-
sults parallel the ffndings in this paper,
many doubts about weeding and relega-
tion will be addressed and this new model
will then be of real help to the library
manager in collection control. Of course,
we are not suggesting this to be the only
tool for collection weeding. But it certainly
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TABLE T3

EsrrMerss or Cosrs uupnn 3 Alrnnr.Llnws wITH HIcH Deuv Cosr
euo Hlcu sToMcE Cosr (Sruov PERIoD t = I ro l0)

StoraEe Depr Yrs N

Cost per Use Local

Cost per Use Remote

Cost per Use ILL

Cost per Bk to Relegate

Cost per Bk to Discaril

Storage per Bk Lrcal

Storage per Bk Remote

Delay Cost Rernote

Delay Cost ILL

$0.9s

$5.28

$17.16

$2.63

$3.73

$3.27

$1.32

$100.00

$400.00

(t)

Exp. No. of
Exp. No. of Requests Failed

Bmks d no Dots in I Yr.

Cost if Wmd Cost if Relegate
Bools w/ no Dots Bools V no Dots Cost if No Action

($) ($) Taken ($)

I

2

3

4
D

6

7

8

I

IO

167,905

156,532

L49,654

LM,7U

141,011

137,911

l&5,260

132,931
130,845

r28.952

I5,7L5

8,448

5,656

4,zfri

3,388

2,U9

2,474

2,r97

1,983

t,8tl

24,283,942

18,557,610

16,943,427

16,4Jj7,769

16,499,850

16,72t5,7U

r7,055,724

17,43fl,OM

17,846,936

r8,268,702

20,747,473

I9,888,631

19,905,342

20,r34,054

20,434,132

20,757,5r7

2r,086,603

2r,4t2,4L9

2t,732,203

22,04J,803

28,83r,422

28,83r,422

28,831,422

28,83r,422

2,U,83L,422

28,&31,422

28,83r,492

28,83r,422

ztj,83I,422

2u,831,422

is a very useful tool in assisting the collec-
tion development librarian in decision
rnaking.
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TABLE T4

Bnre,xoowN CorrlpenlsoN ron e l-Ys,{n Stuoy e,s rN Tenle 13

Exp. % of CostilWeed CostifRelegate
BoolsVno Meo No. Booksdno Booksdno CostifNo

Circ.rTr. No. of Books Dots in I Yr. of Bools Dots Doti Action Takm
(n) (p) (np) ($) (s)

I

2
J

4

a

6

7

8

I

l0

l l

t2

l3

14

l5

l6

t7

l8

I9

20

2l

?2

Total

0.000 85,500 100.00 85,500 598,500 4,905,990 ll,l8iil,400

0.025 32,000 97.53 3r2r0 l,t57,52r 2,134,301 4,2r ,040

0.03i1 12,620 96.72 tzztrj 575,,186 879,862 1,666,177

0.050 8,800 95.12 8,371 563,42:5 665,667 I,t67,232

0.100 7,100 90.48 6,494. 823,3ii9 656,612 954,808

0.200 6,890 81.87 5,641 1,419,418 842,4t6 951,922

0.250 6,010 77.8t1 4,68I L,47I,I43 8t3,737 841,400

0.400 5,130 67.03 3,,1i19 1,742,n6 865,4189 7416,518

0.600 4,870 54.88 2,673 2,070,851 981,353 74J,526

0.750 4,300 47.2't 2,031 2,003,965 9$,386 681,120

0.800 3,990 M.94 1,793 1,899,616 895,057 639,358

0.917 3,650 39.99 1,4160 L,802,4L 8t1,686 600,547

1.000 3,100 36.79 I,141 1,556,9U 7/L3,814 519,560

1.500 2,790 ?2.32 62.3 1,406,960 72tt,49.9 518,9,10

2.000 2,470 13.54 334 I,r54,478 660,895 504,868

2.500 2,150 8.2I I77 913,209 585,234 479,020

3.000 1,900 4.98 95 739,910 527,990 458,280

3.500 t,770 3.02 53 646,?,56 506,102 459,492

4.000 r,500 l.8i! 27 527,204 444,670 417,000

4.500 1,370 r.Ir 15 474,988 423,453 .106,068

5.000 I,I00 0.67 7 3&!.677 355.7,18 3.16.280

5.500 990 0.41 4 352,375 33:t,5&l 329,868

200,000 167,905 2/,283,942 9.0,747,473 2ft,83l,422

Robert R. V Wiederkehr. 1977. Costs of Stayner, Richard A. 1983. Economic charac-
ountn&borrowing,anddkposlngofped- teristics of the library storage problem.
odlcalpubltcatfons. Arlington,Va.:Center Library guarterly 53:313-27.
for NavalAnalyses. Trueswell, Richard L. 1969. Some behavioral

Sfote, Stanley lames. 1975. Weedins lrbrafl Datterns of librarv users: The 80/20 nrles.
collectiota.- Littleton, Colo.: Librariei 
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Cotolog Record
Contenls Enhqncement

Tqmoro S. Weinlroub ond Woyne Shimoguchi

By p.o't iditg more information about records in their catalogs with content-in-
holdings incatalog records, the comput- dicative data transcriEed from books in
erization of library catalogs has opened their collections. These members of the
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localcatalogrecordsinorder to get an idea
of the issuei surrounding selecEon of sui-
table records and effective enhancement
procedures.' 

As catalogers from the library of the
largest CSU campus, San Diego State Uni-
versity (SDSU), we were interested in
idendling and evaluating some of these
issues before incorporating enhancement
procedures into the rezular cataloging
irrorkflow. Thus, we unde"rtook a stud! t6
ftnd out the extent to which the contents
of books in the library's large monograph
collection (more than 800,fiD Utles) could
be represented more deeply and to deter-
mine^the types and amount of addibonal
information- (subject-based or citation-
based) that could be added to conespond-
ing catalog records.

Pnnvrous RESEARcH

Books contain many parts that are not

dexes or abstracts), and identification of
these parts in notes or other parts of
catalof records could provide ad-ditional
accesi to the information. The Anglo-
American Cataloguing ktles, 2d ed.
(AACR2R) (Gorman and Wnkler 1988)
provides for the inclusion of chapter-
level information through content or
summary notes (in rules I.7BI7-
f.78lS), but traditionally, catalogers
have not taken advantage ofthis option.
This is due in part to restrictions in time,
staffing, funds, storage, and technologr
that have existed in cataloging opera-
tions and tools until recently. Now the
need to maximize access to collections
and the abiliw to do so with sophisticated
searching, retrieval, and sto?age func-
tions of computerized catalog systems
should factor heavily into decisions to
transcribe more content-indicative in-
formation from tables of contents or
other parts of books into catalog records.
frland^el, in a forthcoming ardcle, em-
phasized this point, noting the provision
of this information in the catalog, com-

binedwith documentdelivery, are nowthe
two most important elements for actual
access to materials.

problem. The report of the Subject Access'Proiect 
revealed tiat record 

-recall 
was

gl:eit r, and more precise, for searches
ionducted from an online catalog with rec-
ords containing searchable content data
than for searchis conducted from a static
database without such information (Books

Force Academy (ADFA) Library of New
South Wales. She reported thx TOqo of
titles retrieved in free vocabulary search-

through searches of enriched fields, com-
paredto rt47o retrieved from controlled
htle or subiect searches;577o ofthe total
retrieved were found only because of the
data in the enriched tecoid..

In the area ofenhancing subject access,
other authors also assert that a combina-
tion of controlled vocabulary and tran-
scribed free-text data would help improve
ac@ss to infonhation in online slatems.
The Subject Access Project showed that
terms and phrases in the contents Pages
and indexei of gOVo of the books studied
did produce a useful vocabulary for online
seaiching (Boolcs areforuse 1978, 84); the
investieators hypothesized that if these
terms iere someho* linked electronically
to tools Iike the Library of Congress Sub'
iect Head.in3s (LCSH) and a thesaurus,
searchers would have greater success in
retrieving relevant items (Books arefor
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use 1978,86). Mandel and Herschman
(1983, I50) hypothesized that most'read-
ers' requests might be too speciftc to be
met by monographs indexed as a whole,"
and "the diffe-renL:e between using a con-
trolledvocabulary exclusivelyas a means of
subject access and readers'requests could
ac@unt, at least in part, for tlle superiority
of a system that adds information derived
from'the indexes and tables of contents of
monographs." Dwyer (1987, 132) added
that the demand and need for deeper sub-

in subject acress,
Retrieval rates ofrecords and materials

have been used as one measure of the
effect of enhanced cataloq records, and the
results have been mixed. A preliminaly
analysis by Byme and Micco (1988, 436) of
the ADFA Library enrichment project at-
tributed a3O}Vo increase in document re-
trieval to enriched records; Beatty's (1991,
74) later analysis reiterated this effect. In
a similar experiment, however, Knutson
( 199f, 72, 78) found that online records for
materials in a previously uncirculated so-
cial science essay collection, augmented
with searchable contents notes, sh"owed no
improvement in recorded use, though rec-
ords enhanced with contents notes and
additional subject headings were as-
sociated with 

-higher 
circilation rates.

However, because circulation rates were
used as the measure of identilication or
usage, and the books studied were from an
older collection, it is possible that many of
the books in the first group were identiffed
through notes that c6nsequently revealed
to the searcher t}lat tley were irrelevant,

Names and work tides included in con-
tents notes also serve as useful search

vide. This point was emphasized in
Hoffman and Magnerl (1985, 152) study
of Santa Ana College Ubraryt collection,
where it was discovered that 22Vo of all
book volumes sampled were actually mul-
tiple-work documents containing an aver-
age of thirty-one works each. The authors
projected that the 70,000 volumes ex-
amined actually contained 517,300 dis-
crete'works." Records for nearly 25Vo of
the ADFA Librarv's collection were en-
riched with contents information (BeatU
199f, 69), and though not specified,
much of these data may represent dis-
crete bibliographic entities. Such enti-
ties could contribute to filling certain
unmet information needs if thev were
somehow made more apparent in the
catalog. Content-enriched records could
help institutions expand local resources
by revealing obscured parts of them.

In addressing the overall effect of con-
tenb enhancement on the bibliographic
universe, the beneffts appenr to outweiqh
the drawbacks. I{andel (f9g5,9--10) noted
that providing addidonal information
about a book's content might not be cost-
effective but that the availability of this
information to users performing online
searches could meet deman& for greater
intellectual access to collections. Requests
for more sublect indexing could satis$, the
searchers' own query methodoloqies.
Indeed, Dillon and-Weirzet (fSAg, f3:ta)
found that the addition of information
from abstracts and tables of oontents to
catalog records in a test database improved
recall by at least 107o. Though these
authors later cautioned that retrieval pre-
cision would suffer (Dillon and Wenzel
1990, 43-46), the ADFA Ubrary experi-
ment showed that this is not necessarily so
(Beatty 199r, 75).

Even if an institution is convinced of
ttre access beneffts, potential workload
commitments of enriching catalog records
must be considered. Most libraries that
have examined this have reported the im-
pact is minimal or, at the very least,
manageable. At patt of a pilot project of
the Online Computer LibraryCenter, Inc.,
(OCLC), catalogers at CSU Chico Library
added contents notes to catalog records.
They discovered that the monograph
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tables of contents (Dwyer 199f, 24).
Carne$e Mellon Univenity Libraries dis-
covered that 7.85Vo of the records of all
books cataloged since the beginning of
their enrichment project (excluding con-
ference proceedings, scientific materials,
and books containing more than twenty-
ffve subjects) were eligible for enhance-
ment (Michalak 1990, 39). Finally, the
ADFA proiect revealed that existing cata-
loging itaff could absorb the addltional
workload with little or no problem (Beatty
199I, 69-70). The low enrichment rate of
the first two institutions and the im-
plementation of clear worldlow criteria
ind procedures established by all three
imply that few disruptions to exiitingwork-
flows would occur by incolporating enrich-
ment procedures.

The inclusion of content-indicative data
could benelit both subject and analyticd
access to information present in a library's
collection. In studying books within se-
Iected Library of Congress classification
areas of SDSUT collection, we attempted
to determine the proportion that might be
better described and accessed through cat-
alog records containing additional topical
or analytical information, and the nature
and potential applications of these data.
Observations of t-his environment could

Shimoguchi

then be used to devise local policies and
procedures for record enhancements.

Or;rcrrves

The objectives of this study were (l) to
determine the proportion of the collection
whose catalog iecords could be enhanced
with addiuonil content-indicative data, (2)
to determine the extent of enhancements,
and (3) to determine the nature of the
information that could be added to notes
(subject-based or citation-based).

Mnrnooot ocY

The population sampled was all print-for-
mat books in the SDSU Library collection
in the P-Pl Q-QR, RA-RC, and T-TK
classilications cataloged as of May I, f 99f .
These classification ranges were selected
because they represent areas of the collec-
tion with which we were most familiar and
because they contained publications that
might become more accessible bychapter-
level enhancements in the catalog. These
included technical reports and conference
proceedings cataloged and shelved with the'eeneral 

b;k colleclon. Periodicals were not
includedbecause most arewell analped and
retrievable through computerized indexes
and abstracts. Microform and other formats
were excludedbecause theyare notclassiffed
or arranged by sublect in the SDSU L]bryry,
thereby making it difficult to sample by dis-
cipline or subject. (See table I for the popu-
lation distribution.)

TABLE 1

SAMPLE DIsrRIBurIoN (N = 375)

No. in Population No. in Population

Sample Sample (%) (N = 266,292) % Population

P

a
R

T

Total

232

82

25

36

61.87

21.87

6.67

9.60

161,776

63,786

15,639

25,091

?ffi,292

60.75

23.95

5.87

9.42

9S.99'375 r00.0r'
'Total 

percentage is not equal to 100 because ofrounding.
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TABLE 2

Dem DrsrnrnurroN By CtessrrtceuoN (N = gzs)

Chsiffetion

Year

P Q

N o . % N o . % N o .

Total

% N o . %

Pre-1900 4 1.06 | 0.27 0

1900-25 15 4.00 3 0.80 1

1926-50 22 5.87 I 2.40 0

1951-75 98 26.13 38 10.13 8

1976-91 93 2.,1.80 31 8.27 16

Total 2l.2 61.87 82 2I.87 25

0.00 0

0.27 2

0.00 6

2.r3 17

4.27 11

6.67 36

0.00 5 1.33

0.53 21 5.60

r.60 37 9.87

4.53 161 42.93

2.93 I5l 40.27

9.60 375 100.00

TABLE 3

Plecn or PuBLrcArroN DrsTnrsurroN By CLASsrFrcATroN (N = 375)

Clasification

P Q R T

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Total

PIace

Argentina

Brazil

Canada

Chile

Finland

France

Germany

G. Britain

Hong Kong

Israel

Italy

Mexico

Portugal

Russia

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

Taiwan

USSR

4 r.07 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.07

3 0.80 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.80

| 0.27 L 0.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.53

3 0.80 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.80

0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 L 0.27 r 0.27

7 L.87 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 7 r.87

9 2.40 I 0.27 0 0.00 L 0.27 ll 2.93

34 9.07 I 2.40 5 1.33 5 1.33 53 14.13

| 0.27 L 0.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.53

0 0.00 r 0.27 r 0.27 0 0.00 2 0.53

3 0.80 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.80

2 0.53 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.53

2 0.53 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.53

3 0.80 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.80

8 2.13 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 8 2.13

0 0.00 r 0.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 | o.27

2 0.53 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.53

I O.27 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 I o.27

2 0.53 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 0.53

United States L47 39.26 68 18.13 19 5.07 29 7.73 263 70.13

Total 232 61.87 82 2L87 25 6.67 36 9.60 375 100.00
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TABLE 4

LANGUAGE Drsrnrsurlow sv CLAssrrrcATroN (N = 375)

Classifietion

Total

% N o . %

Chinese

English

French

German

Italian

Latin

I

I8t

l0

8

3

I

3

J

20

2'32

o.27

48.27

2.67

2.13

0.80

0.27

0.80

1.3{}

5.33

61.87

0.00

21.60

0.00

o.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2t.87

0.00

6.67

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.67

0.00

9.33

0.00

0.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.60

0.27

85.87

2.67

2.67

0.80

0.27

0.80

r.33

5.33

100.00

I

322

10

l0

3

I

J

D

20

375

0

35

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

36

0

?5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

0

81

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

82.

Portuguese

Russian

Spanish

Total

The minimum sample size was deter-
mined to be 174 cases, using the following
formula (Fink and Kosecsff 1985, 62):

N = (z/e)'z(p)(r -p)

where
N = sample sizn (I74)
z = 1.96 (standard score for 957o conft-

dence level)
e = .05 (sampling error)
p = 0.f3 (estimated proPortion of posi-

tive cases, based on a preliminary examina-
tion of incoming acquisitions)

To allow for a possible reduction to the
minimal sample size, 483 subjects were
initially identified for study

Bo[h stratiffed and rairdom sampling
techniques were used to identi$ the initial
4ffi bobks. First, the sample was divided

entered into the system, with no lcnown
clustering by publication date or sub.lect.
Then, four more lists of computer-gen-
erated random numbers (with no number
greater than the total population of each
Elassi{ication) were m-atc-hed to the call

number lists. For example, if the number
15 appeared on the random number list for
the Pt. then the lSth consecutive call num-
berappearingon the P call numberlistwas
seleclid. B0;1<s with the matching call
numbers were selected for study.

Subjects were then retrieved from the
libraryt shelves and examined. Those
booki not on the shelves at the time of
retrieval (108) were eliminated from the
sample, bringing the final sample size to
375'books (sie lable 1). TableJ2-4 show
the final sample distribution bypublication
date, place, airdlanguage. As d:rlected(be-
cause of the library's age and aollecting
missions), most of the books selected for
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TABLE 5

ENHANcEMENT Er.rctsIl-lrr (N = 375)

Enbme (Ys)

%Cla$' %Tc,ll'

Enhare (No)

No. % Clas' %Total'
% Total

TotalNo. Sample'

P

a
R

T

Total

60 5.86 (1r) 16.00 (9) t72

19 zt.I7 (r9) 5.07 (r0) 63

3 r.,r.00 (37) 0.80 00) 22

3 8.$ (3r) 0.80 (r0) 3i!

85 n.67 p) 2,90

74.14 (7) 45.87 (7)

76.&l (r0) 16.80 (9)

88.00 (r4) 5.87 (r0)

9r.67 (9) 8.80 (10)

77.st (5)

232 61.87 (6)

82 2r.87 (9)

2:5 6.67 (r0)

36 9.60 (r0)

375 100.00

'95% onfidencr interwl = plus or ninus the lrerc€ntage in parenthesis.

subject, ornameaccess would be provided
roudnely, were considered ineligible for
enhancement. All information was taken
from the table of contents.

Books eligible for enhancement also
were stratilied into two categories that
highlighted the fpe of enhancement ap-
plication that rright be used. Bool<s whose
contents could not be identified as sepa-
rate bibliographic entities from the whble
tide (suchas single-authortreatises, or multi-
author books whose separate chapters
were not atfibuted to any-one contribitor)
were pl:rced in the subjeit-based enhance-
ment group. Those whose contenb might
provide ailded analytical access (coll6c-
tions of clearly drscrete works or speciffed
contributions of single or multiple authors)
were placed in thJcitation-bised goup.
Examples of both appear in appendix A.
No restrictions on the maximum number
of enhanceable parts were imposed, al-
though only one tlpe of enhancement was
identified for each eligible book (i.e., both
subject- and citation-5ased enhancements
were not counted for the same book).
Generic chapter tides, such as'Introduc-
tion" or 'Prologue" were not counted.

Rrsur,rs
The study revealed that approximately
23Vo (eighty-fwe books) of the total sample
contained content-indicative data that
could be added to @talog reoords (see
table 5). A 957o conftdence interval (which
was used for all calculations in this study)
of +9Vo accompanied this ftgure. Theie

ftndings corespond closely to Santa Ana
Colleg"e's ftndirig of 22Vo rinulupart docu-
ments in its existing collection (Hoffman
and Magner f985, 152) and ePPe U-
brary's enrichment of approximately 25Vo
ofits collection (Beatty 199I,69). T-tests
show the differences between the samples
to be insigniftcant (see table 6).

For bpes of enhancements (see table
7), those-thatwere citation-based occurred
most frequendy at nearly 52Vo (,14 books),
though at 48Vo subject-based enhance-
ments followed closelv.

Of the 85 boola- that could be en-
hanced, almost 657o (55 books), with a
conffdence inten'al of +l3Vo, would re-
quire twenty-four or fewer enhancements
(see table 8). Books falling within each of
the enhancement categories followed this
trend. Nearly 57Vo (25 books) ofthe cita-
tion-based gpes would require L-24 en-
hancements'(iee table 9), dis the case for
737o (30 boola) ofthe subject-based types
(see table 10).

Overall, the average number of en-
hancements per book in the total sample
was 8.03. with a standard deviation of 30.88
(see tabie f l). ANOVA shows that differ-
ences amongthe means forthe fourclasses
are statisticilly signiftcant (c = .05). For

TABLE 6

Slupln DTFFERENcES (T-Tssrs)
(Pr = .227)

Santa Ana

AFDA

.2?2

.250

.081

.622
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TABLE 11

Avsnecn NuNlsnn op ENrnNcEvrNts
PER BooK (N = 375)

Class Average Standard Dwiation

P 8.760 31.91

was determined that the 375 boola in the
total sample represented 3,388 discrete
parts (including entire books, separate
works, and separate chapters) (see table 13).

CoNcLUsroN aND DrscussroN

The advent ofonline catalogs has created
new opportunities for increasing access to
information in librarv collections. Bv em-
plopng sophisticated search, storage, and
retrieval features of computers, libraries
can help searchers identify the actual con-
tenu of books in local or remote collections
at the point of initial inqury, the catalog,
much in the same way indexes have tra&-
tionally identified contents of individual
periodical issues. This also requires that
content-indicative data (names, titles, key-
words from chapter titles, etc.) be present
in catalog records. How much, and what
type of, content information is involved
must be lanown and considered in the con-
text of the costs (time, staffing, etc.) of
making it available.

This study was undertaken to ascertain
the proportion of select books in SDSU
Library's existing collection whose catalog
recor,cls couldbe enhancedwith useful con-
tent-indicative data and to determine the
nature of these data It was assumed that

15.19

11.66

52.15

30.88Total 8.030

ANOVA:

Dqlres
Sum of of
Squares Fredon

Mem
Squse F

Between
grcups

Within

53207.25

249492.OO

13301.81 4.32

3080.158 l

just those titles that were eligible for en-
hancement, dte average number of cita-
tion-based enhancements was 44.95 (with
a standard deviation of 71.45) and,25.24 for
subject-based (with a standard deviaUon of
32.07) (see table l2). ANOVA shows that
the differences among the classes for the
citation-based enhancements are statisti-
cally signiftcang while the differences for
subject-based are not (a = .OS). Finally, it

TABLE 12

AvERAcE Nuunrn oF ENHANCEMENTs pER Boox ny EnnexceunNT TypE (N = 85)

CIass

Citation-Based

Averaqe Standard Deviation

Subject-Based

Average Standard Dsiadon

P

a
R

76.22

t9.24
26.00

T 182.50 132.50

Total M.95 71.45

45.88

27.88

33.00

25.89

27.67

10.00

10.00

2;5.tuL

33.33

23.70

32.07
'Could 

not be calcualted with available data.

ANOVA:

SumofSqures DegresofFreedom

Citation- Subject- Citauon-
Barcd Based Boed

Subj@t-
Boed

Men Square F

Citation- Subject- Citation-
Barcd Based Bued

Subj@t
Bred

Between
grcups 76527.75 2135.00

Within
gruups l8l&rc.00 41710.00

4 4

40 37

1913t.94 533.75

4546.U' 1127.30
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Whole book utles

Work titles

Chapter titles

Total separate pqts

TABLE T3

DIScRETE Penrs rN Seupr,r (N = 975)

Type ofPart No.

Weintraub 199I). Mhchine-readable cod-
ing of data in contents notes might also
provide additiond control in online sys-
tems that are able to index these fields; a
proposal to do this wi& a MARC contents
note (505 field) was approved recently by
the American Librarv Association interdi-
visional committee on Machine-Readable
Bibliographic Inforrhation (MARBI) and
is presently under rgview by the Librarv
ofCongreis (Clarke 1992). fhe pr"r"nce
of content-indicative data. searchable or

Using the liberal criteria of this study,
the catalog records of some books in tlie
sample and within speciftc classiftcation
ranges would have required a large num-
beiof enhancements] Knowing "thir 

"unhelp SDSU Library formulate some poli-
cies (such as limiting the amount of infor-
mation added to records) for an actual
enhancement project or workflow in the
future. Other factors that will be consid-
ered include identifoing
. the $pe of retrieval drat should be avail-

able (such as free-text or keyrvoril)
. bibliographic data elements that

should be included

o the staff, time, and funds needed to

375

1,978

1,035

3,388

such dat4 if included, could be searched
for and retrieved through the local online
system and would contribute to the identi-
ftcation of ad&tional relevant informa-

tion's contents. Of the books eligible
for enhancement, more than 

-652o

would require fewer than 25 enhance-

suggesting that the nature ofworks dif-
fers by discipline. Overall, citation-
based-enhanciments for books pub-
Iished under editorial dire6tion

concerns, such as reduced searching pre-
cision, about the presence of so mudh'un-
controlled data -in catalog records. Free-
text or keyrvord searchei of note fields
gntai{lg this information should pose
few problems; this would especiallybe^true
of names included as pa.t o? t]t" data trarr-
scribed in contents noies, as several studies
have shown that transcribed names are
likely to be consistent with authorized or
referenced forms (Potter lg80; Fuller
1989; McCallum and Godrvin lgSl: and
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then keywords transcribed from the table
of contents into a contents note cpuld lead
a subiect searcher to the book' If those
parts are discrete works, then the citative
information could lead title an&or author
searchers to those materials.

This article beqanwith the premise that
contents enhanceinent of the-catalog rec-
ord is possible and desirable. As patron

interested.
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APPENDIX A

ErvneNctueurs fipts

cuses on one or the other, note that the
content data in many of the books could
enhance both citatibn-based or sublect
searches. Also, many of the names, titles,
or topics represented could be added to
catalog records in the form of added en-
tries or subject headings according to rules
prescribed in AAC.R2.d but were not.

ClrerroN-sesED ENHANcEMENTS

Title page:The Maker and The Myth:
Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha
Edited by Evans Harrington

and
Ann J. Abadie

IUniversity Press of Mississippi, Jaclaon lg78]
Table of Cbn-tents: [eigl-rt enfiindements]
Introduction' Welcom"e'

C, E. Noyes
Faulkner's Localism

Calvin S. Brown
The Faulknerian Voice

Albert J. Guerard
Sex & History: Ori$ns of Faulkner's
Apocrypha

Lewis P. Simpson
Faulkner the Innor'ator

Albert Guerard
Faulkner's Women

Ilse Dusoir Lind
Faulkner and Race

Margaret Walker Alexander
Yoknapatawphia & Faulkner's Fable
of Civilization

lcwis P. Simpson
Faulknert Univenitv
. cahfi S. Brown
Not cuunted as an enhancement.

Title page: Waterand Food Quality
Edited by

Thelma M. Handman
[Elsevier Applied Science, I,ondon and New

York, tg89l'
Table of .Contents: [ten enhancements]
Preface"
List of Contributors"

I. Water Activity and Food Quality
John A. Troller

2. Dehydration of Foodstuffs
J. G. Brennan

3. Intelpreting the Behavior of Low-Mois-
ture Foods

Harry Levine and Louise Slade
4. Protein-Water Interactions

Marilynn Schnepf
5. The Behaviour of Enzymes in Sptems of

Low Water Content
l. E. Mclhy

6. Protein-Stabilized Emulsions and their
Properties

D. G. Dalsleish
7. Gel Structure and FoJd Biopolymers

A. E. Bell
8. The Meat fupects of Water and Food

Quality
K. O. Honikel

9. Applications to Confectionery Products
B. Brockwav

10. The Effect of Water ActiviW on the Sta-
biliw of Vitamins

lndex'"
Janice Ryley

. Counted as being published in Great Britain.
Not counted as an enhancement.

Sur;rcr-BasrD ENHANcEMENTs

Title page: American Romanticism and &e
Marketplaee

Michael T. Gilmore

[University ofChicago Press, Chicago and
Iondon, 19851

Table of Contents: p enhancemenb]
Acknowledsemend
Introductioi'
l.Emerson and the Persistence of the

Commodiw
2. Walden an-the'Curse of Trade'
3. Hawthorne, Melville, and the

Democratic Public
4. To Speak in the Marketplace:

The Scarlet Letter
5. The Artist and the Marketplace in The

House of the Seven Gables
6. Selling One's Head: Moby-Dick
7. Bardebv, tlre Scrivener and the

Transformation of the Economy
Notes
Index''Not 

counted as an enhancernent.

Titlepage: MolecularPhotoelectron
Spectroscopy
D. W. Turner
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C. Baker
A. D. Baker

C. R. Brundle
[Wiley-Interscience, [,ondon. New York,

Sydney, Toronto, 19701
Table of Contents: [93 enhancements]-

Chapter I lntroduction
J. Format ofthe spectra

Sections to expanded scrales
2. Photoionizati6n and the formation ofa

photoelectron spectrum
3. hnergr level diigrams
4. The Franck-Condon principle in

ionization

Chapter 2 Experimental Methods
I. General arrangement
2. Light-source ionochromaticity

3. Photoelectron enerar analysis
4. Energr resolution aid the'form of the

spectnrm from grid sPectrometers
5. Deflexion-type photoelectron sPectrome-

ters

Chapter 3 Atoms and Diatomic Molecules
l. The inert gases argon, krypton, xenon

2. Diatromic molecules: hydrogen, nitro'
gen, nitric oxide, carbon rnoioxide, ory-

gen
Introduction
Conclusions

3. Halogen acids

[continuis for 10 chapers]

'Counted 
as being published in Great Britain.

"Parts within eacl-cbapter were counted, not
whole ehapters.

A11 systems go.
At EBSCO we believe you should have the freedom to choose the best

subscription service and the best automated system for your needs. These

are two independent decisions with major implications for your library.

That's why our efficient electronic services are compatible with most major

library and serials control systems. So, you can have superior subscription

service and your system of choice, too. Call us today to learn more about our

independence-oriented library automation services.

P.O. Box 1943 o Birmingham, AL 35201
Q05) 991-6600 . Fax, (205) 995'1636

Where librarv automation is a liberating experience.
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Division had
Berman, any proposal to
headinss would pose a mheadings Pose a maJor
tive problem for a library as large as the

18% LRTS .37(2) o Rogers

women in o&er occupations or other roles
outside the home, were so scarce that

lingers on.) Also in 1974, the ALA Social
Reiponsibilities Round Table/Task Force
on fuomer formed a Committee on Sex-
ism in Subject Headings. In its report,
presented in Tuly 1974 at the ALA An-^nual 

Conferenc6 by ;oatt K. Marshall
(Blume f975, A170), the committee
identi{ied five areas of bias in LCSH:
*the Man/Woman generic problem, sub-
suminq terminology, the modifier tactic,
s"paralte and undilual treatment, and
omissions" (Marsha]l 1977, vii).

Unfortunately, Marshall didn't explain
these terms in 6er book; but given 

-their

context, they appear to mean the use of
'Man- to ief6i to all humanity and
*Woman- to refer only to women; the use

women enqage in, implying that women
don't norm"aliv do thaf hnd'of work; the
use of differing and biased headings for
men versus woiren; and iruufficient-head-

Committee responded by adopting a reso-
lution that Lishoutd make'the-needed
changes to ensure unbiased headings with
all due speed (Blume 1974, AI74).

The momentum of change in headings
concerning women continued to build, In
1976 the AI-A passed its Resolution on
Racism and Sexism Awareness, which
speciftcally mentioned subject cataloging;
and in the Classiffcation and Cataloging
Section of AI"A's Resources and Technical
Services Division, the Subject Analpis
Committee formed an ad hoc Subcom-
mittee on Racism and Sexism in Subject
Analysis to identi& and report classifica-
tions and subiect lieadings that needed to
be changed iri keepine \A,i-'th the resolution
(Hanis i"a cUai 1579, 376). The sub-
committee's 1980 report to the Subject
Analvsis Committee recommended that
LC use computer technoloqy to study
usage of termi so as to keep silbiect heaci-

Library of Congress. For each heading that
*es chansed- rianual chanses would-havewas changed, manual changes wou
to be made to dozens or even huncto dozens or even hundreds of

card-changing proiect. Moreover, because
LC provid-es 

-citdbg 
card sets to libraries

all over the country, any change made at
LC would also have entailed card-chang-
ing projects at those libraries. Because LC
estimated in 1973 that it would receive
eight million orders for catalog cards that
ve"at ('Card Distibution Seriice" 1973,
A13), the impact of changes on other li-
braries would be no small problem.

At an internationat symposium held
May 14-15, 197I, titled'Subject retrieval
in the seventies-New directions," Ri-
chard Angell, chief of LC's Technical
Processes Research Office, said &at given
the enormous size of LC's card catalog, he
believed it was impossible to make sub-
stantial changes in the current subject
heading system unless a way could be
found Either to establish periodic cutoff
dates for adding to the catalog from the
current list of headings and substituting a
new and updated list,-or to change and idd
to the list without revising existing entries
in the catalog (Brodney et aL f97f, A59).

Thus, change in LC subject headings
about women did not really get underway
until 1974, when the Ubrary of Congress
made the shift from'Woman" to "Women"
in a supplement to the 7th (f966) edition
of the'Ltbrary of Congress sabject hcad-
ings (LCSH). (Apparently the change was
too late to be reflected in the 8th edition
[1975], in which the "Woman" heading
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ings current. It also recommended that LC
use the work of foan Marshall as a guide in
making changes in subject anafsis of
materials aboutwomen (Beale 1980, 103).

considerably less biased, more consistent,
and more specific than what LCSH offered
at the time. Even now, Manhall's the-
saurus is a valuable source of ideas for
further improvements in LCSH.

f978, f58). The ninth edition of LCSH
(1980) recorded the changes made, includ-
ing the earlier shift in l97Z from'Woman-
to "Women." In addition, most'lMoman
as... " headings were changed; women
criminals wer6 dubbed "Female of-
fenders," more euphemistic than "Crimi-
nals, Women" but still an improvement on
"Delinquent women"; and- "Feminism"

The analysis that follows is based on a
multifaceted study of LC subject headings
conceming women. First, I compared
headings 

-beginning 
with the 

'word
'Women," and all cross-references listed
under'Woman" or "Women," in LCSII 8
(1975), I (1980), r0 (1985), and la (1991).
Second, I compared 135 headings con-
cerning women in LCSH 14 and two
tlresauri: Mary Ellen S. Capekt A ra onwn's
r,hesaurus, eh ndex of lalnguage wed to
dcscribe and locate infonnntlin bE arul

about wom.en and Marshall\ On equal
terms.l focused on headings that differed
signiftcantly or had significandy different
narrow or related terms, among $ese
dree sources. Third, I examinef,the al-
phabetical list of all LC subject hea&ngs
concerning women n Womm in LC's
terms: A tllesauns of Library of Congress
subject lwadings relating to uomen, by
Ruth Dickstein, Victoria A. Mills, and
Ellen ]. Waite, a higily useful book that
saved me hours of leafing through ZCSII
to identi8r relevant headings. Finally, I
checked this list with LCSH 14 to deter-
mine what changes had been made since
the publicationof Women in LC's terms.

In drawing conclusions concerning the
headings, I used two additional resour@s.
One was my own experience in analyzing
the choice and uses of words, acquired
over the course of five years of graduate
study in English and four years of teaching
English literature and composition to col-
lege students. The other was the'Writing
guidelines" section at the beginning of
Rosalie Maggio's The bias-free word
finder: A dictionary of nondiscriminatory
language, a guide for use by authors trying
to write nonsexist prose. The most fun-
damental principle Maggio asserts is that
one's choiie of words d&s make a differ-
ence: 'Language both reflects and shapes
society" (Maggio 199f, 3). Specifically,
M:ggiowams againstpractices such as the
use of'pseudogenerics," words that are
used to cover both men and women but
that name only men ("mankind" or'busi-
nessmen," for example) (p.I6). She objects
to wriEng that deftnes women in terms of
their relation to a husband, father, or son,
commenting, "Women are commonly
identilied ai someone's widow while men
are never referred to as anyone's widowei'
(p.12). She also suggests avoiding 'femi-

nine" endings like "-ess," *-ette," and
"-tria" that "perpetuate the notion that the
male is the norm and the female is a subset,
a deviation, a secondary classification" and
"carry the sense of litdeness or cuteness"
(p.14). Altogether, Maggio's writing guide-
lines make the point that it is not all right
to treat women as a deviation from the
norm, to assume that they are less impor-
tant or less adult than men, or to identifi,
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them in terms of their gender when gender
is irrelevant to the topic being discussed. I
think this principle applies to subject head-
ings as well as to essays or other prose.

THE EvoLUTIoN IN HEADINGS
CoNcnnNrxc Wourn, 1975-1991

The single most dramatic change in sub-
iect headings concerning women from
Lcsrra to tf,-e present is inlheernumbers.
An explosion in "see also . . . " (SA) refer-
ences and subdivisions under'Women,"

of1980, LCSH lO of1985, andLCSH 14
of 199f.) The hundreds of new occu-
pational headings, in particular, reflect an
increasing attendon to women's activities
outside the home. New SA references in-
troduced in LCSH 9 under'Women," for
instance, include "Drugs and women,"
'Intemational Woment Year, 1975,"'Mil-
Iionairesses," and "Minority women." The
exoansion of women's roles is more fully
actnowledged in the many added SAs iir
LCSH LO and the niurow terms (NTs) of
LCSH 14. (For a complete listing of SAs
and NTs from LCSH 8 onward, see table
l.) In addition, "Women as . . . " headings,
such as "Women as inventors," have {inally
been rooted out.

Besides recognizing that women play a
variety of roles, not all of them domestic,
the h6adings in LCSH from 1980 onward
also show a tuming away from the ideali-
zation of women in particular and from the
assignment of stereotypical roles to them
in general. 'See also" references from
"\Moman" that were dropped after LCSH
8 include "Saints, Women," "Charm,"
"Family," and'Postage-stamps-Topics-
Woman"; these were replaced in LCSH I
by less idealistic references like "Dnrgs
and women." 'Female offenders," and
'smohng and women,- with'Fascism and
*omen,'-'Handicapped women,- and
"Homeless women" among the references
added in LCSH 10. (This trend has not

been entirely @nsistent, however. For
some reason, the SA "Prostitutes" was
dropped after LCSH 8.) Additions since
1988 include "Housewives," "Overweight
women," and "Self-defense for women."

The subdivisions used under "Woman"

or, later, "Women" also suggest the evolu-
tion of a more realisdc view of women in
LCSH. Some of the subdivisions used
under "Woman" but not under'Men" in

tions," and 'Terminology." The only
subdivisions used for "Vt6n" but not for
*Woman"--Medical examinations" and

t}ough women were a seParate species
from humans (Marshall 1977,65).

The subdivisions used for the two sexes
beome more similar as one progresses

from LCSH 8 to tJre present. LCSff"g adds
'Medical examinations" under "Women"

and remedies the anatomy problem by
using the subdivision "Phpibldry" for both
,"*"i. M""n*lule, LCSfi 9 enf,rely drops
the subdivision "Caricatures and car-
toons"-which had been applied to
women but not to men in LCSII 8. In
LCSH 10, the subdivisions "Counseling o{"
and "Mental health" are added for both
"Men" and "Women," pufting t}em more
on equal footing as vulnerable human
beingi. Boti sexes are recognized as the
obiects of gender studies in LCSH L4,
where "stuily and teaching" appears as a
subdivision 

'under 
"Men-" ds- well as

'lilomen.- (For a complete list of subdM-
sions for each sex, see tables 2 and 3.)

Overall, &en, the *see also. . . " refer-
ences andthe subdivisions used forwomen
from LCSH 8 onward gradually shift from
a view of women from the outside-with a
combination of patronizing, satirical, and
idealizing elemenB--to a somewhat more
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TABLE T

"SEE ALso" RsrEnnNcEs uNDER'WoueN" tN LCSH 8 aNn" IN SUBSEQUET'Ir
EDrnoNs (INcr,upruc "Bnonp Trnlr," "Nennow TrnM,- AND "Rrlarrp Trnv"

RnrsnsNcEs)

SA Reference

Edition of LCSH

9 r 0

Abused women

Aged women

Anthropolory

Architecture and women

Aunts

Beauty contestants

Brothers and sisters

Charm

Church work with women

Drugs and women

Family

Fascism and women

Female offenders

Fernales

Feminism

Femmes fatales

Gifted women

Girls

Handicapped women

Heroines

Homeless women

Housewives

lnternational Women's
Decade, 1976-1986

International Woman's Year,
1975

Lesbians

Libraries and women

Man

Married women

Mass media and women

Matriarchy

Middle aged women

Middle class women

Millionairesses

NT

NT

BT

NT

NT

NT

x

x

x

x

x

x

NT

NT

x

x

x

x

BT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

RT

NT

NT

BT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Test,r r Courrnurp

SA Referene

Edition of LCSH

9 1 0 L4
Minoritywomen

Misogrny

Mothers

Motion pictures for women

Nieces

Overweight women

Parapsychologz and women

Photography ofwomen

Physically handicapped
women

Poorwomen

Pregnant women

Postage-stamps-Topics-
Woinan

Princesses

Pmstitutes

Queens

Rural women

Saints, women

Self-defense for women

Sex instruction for women

Single women

Sisters

Smoking and women

Sociolory

Teachers'wives

Television and women

Television programs for
women

United States. Navy-Women

Urban women

White women

Widows

Wives

Women's mass media

Working class women

NT

RT

NT

NT

NT

NT

x

x

x

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

BT

x

x

x

x

x

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT
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TABLE 2

SunotvtsroNs uNDER "MEN" tN Srlrcrrp EDITIoNS or LCSH

Subdivision

Edition of LCSH

9 1 0

Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.

Counseling of

Diseases

Employment

Health and hygiene

Medical examinations

Mental health

Mortality

Physiolog,

Prayer-books and devotions

Psychologz

Quotations, maxims, etc.

Religious life

Sexual behavior

Socialization

Societies and clubs

Study and teaching

United States

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

TABLE 3

SuBDNISTONS UNDER 
.WOITIEru- 

TN LCSH 8 EruO UNDER..WOMEN" IN

SusssQurNr EDITIoNS

Subdivision

Edition of IfSH

9 1 0

Anatomy and physiology

Anecdotes, facetiae, satire, etc.

Anthropometry

Bio-bibliography

Biogtaphy

Books and reading

Caricatures and cartoon s

Charities

Colonization

Communication

x

x discontinued for all
headings

x x

x

x x

x x

discontinued for all
headings

x

x

x

x

x

x
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TABLE 3 CONTINUED

Subdivision

Edition of LCSH

9 r 0 I4

Conduct of life

Counseling of

Crimes against

Cross-cultural studies

Diseases

Education

Education (higirer)

Education, Medieval

Employment

Emplclyment re-entry

Evolution

Finance, Personal

Folklore

Health and hygene

History

History and condition of women

Institutional care

Language

Legal status, laws, etc.

kgal status, laws, etc. (Adat law)

Legal status, Iaws, etc. (Canon law)

Legal status, Iaws, etc. (Greek law)

Legal status, laws, etc. (Hindu law)

Legal status, laws, etc. (Islamic law)

l,egal status,'laws, etc. (Jewish law)

Legal status, laws, etc. (Roman law)

Life skills guides

Literary collections

Me&cal examinations

Mental health

Mental health services

Mytholory

Non-formal education

Nutrition

Pensions

Periodicals

Physiologr

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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TABLE3 CONTINUED

Subdivision

E&don oflcsH

8 9 1 0 l4

Portraits

Prayer-books and devotions

Prychic ability

Pqychologr

Public opinion

Quotations, maxims, etc.

Quotations

Recreation

Religous life

Services for

Sexual behavior

Social and moral questions

Social conditions

Social networks

Socialization

Societies and clubs

Sociological aspects

Songs and music

Study and teaching

Suffrage

Suicidal behavior

Taxation

Terminologz

Time management

Tobacco use

Vocational education

Great Britain

Puerto Rico

United States

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

serious and realisdc view of their participa-
tion in socieW. Some of the LCSH l0 sub-
divisions in iarticular make this realism
clear: 'Finance, Personal," "Ufe skills
guides," "Non-formal education,"'Social-
ization,"'suicidal behavior,"'Taxation,"
and -Time management."

Other headings relating to women have
also improved since the daln of LCSH 8.

Some have been changed to achrowledge
women's existence where it was not ac-
knowledged before. Women pioneers, for
e*amplelwho used to be found in LcsH 8
only under "Frontier and pioneer life-
United States' and "\Momen-United
States" (Marshall 1977,57), nowhave their
own heading,'Women pioneers." LCSH 8
also featurei the refer6nce'Patriarchy-
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see Family" (Marshall 1977, 96); LCSH l0
had'Faniilv" as a more reasonable'see
also... " rif"ten"". under both'Patriar-
chr.' and "Matriarchv."

The Libraryof Congress has also recoq-
nized the implicationiof some of its leis
admirable headings concerninq women
and has substituteilmore realisti"c and less

Marshall added that headings are needed
both for women in general ind for wives,
because the options of married and of
single women ii this situation differ.

LCSH I included "Infanticide" and
"Offenses against the person" in its 'see

also. . . "refirences foi'Abortion":LCSH
l0 retained -Infanticide- 

but removed
"Offenses against the person" and added
tle more neutral'Pregnancy, Unwanted."
Tahng this process i rt"f further, the
December 1990 LCSH omitted "Infanti-
cide," replacing it with tie more neutral
"Fetal death."

- The most striking change has oeurred in
the headings for divorcedpeople. LCSH 8
used "Divorcees" for both men and women,
even though, as Manhall said, the term is
"undeniably feminine" (Marshall 1977, 45).
LCSH 10 and LCSH 14 provided us with a
welcome variety of termsl "Divorced men"'Divorced fathers,-'Divorced parents,-'Di-
vorced people," and "Displaced homemak-
ers," as well as "Divorced women" and'Di-
vorced mothers." Clearly an effort is beine
made to take into account the wide r*gu oT
roles both men and women play and the in-
creasing body of literature abut those roles.

RruerNrxc PnosEMs eNo
Possrst.e SolutroNs

Like the subtle forms of discrimination

subsuming terminolory (to use Marshall's
phrase), where the same term used for
men in a $ven context is also used for
people in general in that context.
Hundreds of new headings for women's
ocrupations have appeared, even since
1986, and the headings cast women in
many nontraditional roles: "Women dry
wall' contractors,-'W'omen economists,"
"\Momen engineers," etc. However-as
the headings 'Businessmen" 

and "Sea-
men" demonstrate-the general heading
for people in a given occupation is often
also used for men in the fteld. General
occupational headings such as "En-
gineers," for example, are also applied to
*orla that focus e^xclusively on Hen en-
gineers, but "Women engineers" is a nar-
row term under'Enginssrc"-as though
women were a subset of men.

Moreover, the use of "Women [r]es"
headings for women in a given oceupation
identifies women librarians. women col-

(Millerand Swift 1980,56). Thus, aphrase
like'Women teachers'soun& as though it
named an anomaly comparable to 'white

elephants" or'flfng fish." The implication
is not only that'wJmen teachers'are un-
usual but that perhaps they are not real
teachers, just as 'Male nurses" sounds as
though they were different from'regular"
nurses (Miller and Swift, 55). In light of
this fact, headings like'"\Momen librarians"
in particular seem strange, for tley reveal
a clinging assumption drat men are or
should be *re norm. even in a {ield where
women have in fact predominated for
manv vears,

Mit*tt"U *a Serman call for the inver-
sion of occupational headings like these:
'Librarians, Women," for instance. This
change would raise three problems. First,
it would introduce massive numbers of
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confusion for patrons.
The third problem, and perhaps the

most fundamental, is that inverting occu-
pational headings for women would do
iway with the collocation of materials on
women in the catalog. The paradox of
women's studies is that while feminists
would like to see an end to the discrimina-
torv identiftcation of women by gender
rather than bv more in&vidual ch'aricteris-
tics such as occupation or abilities, at the
same time, women's studies is concerned
precisely with studying women as a grouP
ia"nun6a by gend'er."thus, the colo""^-
tion of materials on women is at once
problematical-in its implication that
"\Momen librarians," for instance, are
different from "regular" librarians-and
important to retain.

Given the usefulness of 'Women 
[r]es"

can avoid subsuming terminolory bY
adding "Men [x]es" occupational headings,
to be assigred to materials that focus ex-
clusively or mainly on male workers in a
given occupation. Thus, the general term
"Librarians" could have as narrow terms
'Women librarians" and *Men librarians."

men's gender identity.

Meanwhile. the formulation of occu-

tion Network (RLIN) BKS lile reveals that

general search on "Composers"will find all
ihe books about men inthe lield but only
about 307o of the books about women in
the field; the remaining books on women
will have only'Vomen composers" as a
heading and witl be found onli, by loohng
specifically under that term.' 

The search was formulated in two

engineers#" narrowed it down to just
thiee-4%o of the 38. Of the 139 I-C rec-
ords retrieved for women physicians, how-
ever, 8$-about M%o-also had the gen-

these search strategies? To solve the prob-
lem, *Women 

[r]eso and'Men [r]es"head-
ings should be consistently supplemented
iniataloging practice bya general heading
for the occupation. Thus, every book
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under the heading'Women composers-
will also be fourid under the lieading'Composers."

Another instance of bias in LCSH is the
abundance of *[r]es' wives" headings in
LCSH, again reflecting the assumption
that in tie worhng w6rld men rt6 th"
norm. LCSH 14 has more than fiftv such
headings, including everything from 'An-

thropobgists' wivel andl'Artisu' wives- to'Petroleum geologists' wives,"'Police
wives," "Statesmen's wives," and "\Mhalers'
wives." None of these terms has an equiv-
alent for husbands of working women.-The
reason for &is lopsided focus on wives is
that little has been written so far about the
effects of women's occupations on their
husbands. while a fair amount has been
written about the effect of ment occupa-
tions on theirwives. This bias in the litera-
ture is reflected in the headings "\Mives-
Effect of husbandt employm6nt on" and'Wives-Effect of husband's retirement
on," neither of which has any equivalent
for husbands.

such as Tfupolitics of professionali,un, op-
portunity, empbyment, and. gendir,
edited bv Sarah Slavin (New Yoik: Ha-
worth Press, c1987), which discusses
husbands of professional women in two of
its !v9 chaplers. The hea&ngs currently
used for thii book, "Women irithe profei-
sions-United States" and'Dual--career
families-United States," do not specifi-
cally address the topic of spouses of pro-
fesiionals.

Two headings already formulated by
LC _su_ggest lrorv "[rles' wives" headings
might be modilied to take account of bolh
sexes: "College presidents-Spouses" and'Students, Foreign-Spouses." Changing
"wives" to'spouses" will allow LC to deal
properlywith materials such as Diana Pull-
ein-Thompsont book Fioe at 70: Prime
Ministers'consorts since 1957 (London: A.
Deutsch, 1985). The RLIN record for this
book currently indexes Denis Thatcher

only under his own name and
"Husbands-Great Britain-Biography,"
while the record's other subject headings
don't lit him at all "Prime ministers'
wives-Great Britain-Biography'' and
"Prime ministers-Great Britain-Biog-
raphy." Materials about spouses of tfiose
engaged in almost any other occupation
also have both wives and husbands to deal
with. Because there are so many of these
headings to be changed, the change from
'[r]es' wives" to '[r]es-Spouses" would
have to be made gradually, but it needs to
be made.

The wolution of LC subject headings
reflects the administrative realitv that it is
much easier for LC to add new headings
than to go back and change existing ones.
Thus, while hundreds of useful and pro-
gressive new headings have been added,
problematical headings remain scattered
throughout LCSH, including some that
Berman and Marshall cogendy criticized
more lhan a decade ago. "Maiden aunts,"
for instance, remains, despite Marshallis
point that 'Equating unmarried and
maiden is ridiculous-even when it comes
to aunts" (Marshall f977, 1f9-20).'Mam-
mies," bo& a racial and a gender stereo-
type, remains. Marshall suggests replacing
it with the LC heading "Slavery in the
United States'with the ;bdivision'Treat-
ment of women household slaves": the
same heading with the subdivision
'Women household slaves" might suffice.
"Charwomen and cleaners" gratuitously
identiffes women with cleaning; "Custodi-
ans" or simply'Cleaners" could be substi-
tuted. The heading "socially handicapped
women" has no counterpart for men;
neither does "Abused women," despite the
fact that sometimes men are the victims of
physical, sexual, or emotional abuse. One
book that offers literarywarrant for a head-
ing like "Abused men"br "Husband abuse"
is Eugene A. Engel&nger\ Spuse abuse:
An annotated bibllography of oiolence be-
hDeen flrntes (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow,
1986), ufiich includes twenty-four entries
on tJre abuse of husbands. Its'current head-
ings, nVife abuse-Bibliography" and
*Conjugal violence-Bibliography," do
not specilically address the topic of
husband abuse as the book does.
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perhaps inappropriate, for women to en-
gage in the activity described (Marshall
1977,8; Berman 1971,204). However, LC

fusing. Patrons who read the scope notes
in LCSH will disaover that'Women in
mass media" is usedfor thewaywomen are
portrayed in the mass *ediu, *hile
"Women in the mass media industrv" is
used for women worhng in the mass
media. 'Mass media and women," on the
other hand, is used for works on 'all

aspects of women's involvement in the

times to refer to their work in a broad
occupational field.

A possible solution is to use the more
active 'Women 

[r]es" headings for the
latter case-for instance, "Women agricul-
tural workers" instead of '"\Momen in agri-
culture," and'Women medical practition-
ers" insteadof 'Women in me&iine."The
language of these proposed hea&ngs
would be active rather than passive so as fo
reflect women's active contributions to the
field described. -Women in . . .," if used at
all, could be consistendy restricted to
works on how qzomen are depicted, such
as "Women in art."

her tJresaurus, and the terms themselves
are less speciftc than Marshall's. She com-
plained, for instance, that in LCSH 9 the
term 'Women's liberation movement" was
deleted in favorof the vaguer'Feminism,"
which is not subdivided historically.
Marshall proposed using "Feminism-
History," with period subdivisions
(Marshall 1977,53), and adding the head-
ing 'Women's movement (f960- ) (In-
direct)" for'worla on the resurgence of
women's struggle for equal rights that
began in the 1960's" (Marshall 1977,I48).
LCSH 14 still has only *Feminism (May
Subd Geog)" to cover the entire topic,
including the history of feminism and cur-
rent deGlopments concernedwith it. The
broader heading "\Momen-Social condi-
tiors," whose scope note says it is meant to
include 'historical discussions of the
same," has no chronological subdivisions.
As for *Women-History" which is meant
to cover comprehensive works on tleir
history it has only the broadest period
subdivisions. with onlv'Women-His-
tory-Modern period, 1600- " to cover
the past four centuries.

A comparison of LCSH t4 with Mary
Ellen S. Capekis A uoman's tlwsaunrc k
instructive as a source ofideas for further
development of LC subiect headings
about women. It should be noted that A
womanb thesaurus is a descriptive list of
terms that appear in the womin's studies
literature, rather than a prescriptive con-
trolled-rocabulary subject list like LCSH
and Marshall's On equal terms; in this re-
spect it differs fundamentally in purpose
from the otlrer two books. This makes a
comparison of the three somewhat like
comparing an apple with two oranges. Still,
Capek's thesaunrs, with its full and ima$-
native use of cross-references and its in-
novative terms ("Antifeminism," -Marital

conllict,"'Heterosexism,"'Female inten-
sive occupatircns," and 'Male intensive oe-
cupations," to name afew), provides a good
sense of how LC might elaborate on its
current syndetic structure and add more
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and "Beauty standards." LCSH L4 also in-
cludes the leading "Body image" but pro-
vides no related terms or narrow terms.
Capek also includes the useful term "Im-
ag6s of women," absent from LCSH, with
d6zens of cross-references including the
narrow terms'Angels,"'Beauty queens,"
"Brides," "Femmes fatales,"'Mermaids,"
"Nuns," "Queens," and "Witches," and the
related terms'A&ertisin6"' Aging," "Body
image," "Mass media,- "Forno!ra!hy," and
"Sex role sterotypes." While the descrip-
tive focus of Capek's thesaurus makes its
use of cross-re-ferences freer and less
tightly focused than might be appropriate
for a controlled-vocabulary list like LCSH,
tte richness of the interconnections be-
tween terms in Capek's list, in particular,
shows how rc mifht expand iG syndetic
structure to help researchers explore more
facets of a given topic concerning women.

The hr[er pto6l.m behind t[e limita-
tions of LcsH might be just the di{Iiculty
of keeping up with the rapid prolifer-ation
of studies concerning women. The Library
of Congress has been able to keep head-
ings more current since it turned to an
online system where global record changes
can be made, but its continuing use of a
card catalog makes it difficult for old and
biased headings to be updated, and the
need remains-for more consistent head-
ings, consistently applied. For instance,
dJspite a scnpe'.toti that says that as of
1974, *This heading is no longer used by
the Library of Congress," the heading
"Women-Social and moral questions" has
been applied to LC recnrds for books pub-
lished as recendy as 1987, such as the 1987
edition of Mary Ashton Rice Livermore's
book What shnll we do tpith our
daughters? (New York: Garland Pub.,
1987, cI883). Thirteen years ago, Michael
Gorman predicted that "because of the
increasing use of authority control in
developed maclune systemi, it will be
possible to change outdated and silly sub-
iect headings quickly and inexpensively''
(Gor*un 1910;558): Today, however, the
computer's potential on this front has only
begun to be fulfilled.

Pockets of subtle but significant bias
remain in the existing headings. Euphe-
mism characterizes a number of LC head-

ings, notably those having to do with sex.
Th-"ese cross-references illustrate the prob-
lem: -Commercial sexuse Sexoriented bus-
inesses," "Gigolos use Fortune hunters,"
'Pinup photog aphy use Glamour photogra-
phy," "Seductresses nse Femmes fatales."
bther cross-references reflect a reluctance
to see women as having the same criminal
potential men have: '"Women crimina]s use
Female offenders," "Prisons for women ase
Reformatories for women,- Real criminals
are assumed to be male, and real prisons
for men. There are few enough of these
euphemistic headings to allow-them to be
chinged, one at a time, without adding too
mucf, to LC's workload.

'Sports" headings are another e_xample
of clingng bias. LCSH 8 provided the
headin;s YSports," -sports for children,"
and "sports for women," implying that
sports for men are the norm. Marshall pro-
pbsed adding "sports for men" to the ex-
isung headi--ngs (Marshall 1977, 122).
LCSH now has an impressive arraY of
headings: "Sports," "sports for children,"
"Group" g.*"t,"'I;rdividual sPorts,"
"sports for mentally
ren," "sports for pfr
children," "Sports for I
for the handicapped,"'f
tally handicapped," "Sp
cally handicapped," an,
m"n." Th"t"ls still no 'sports for men-
heading; the implication ii still that men
are the norm.

Another problem is the use of headings
like "Women and peace- or "Women an?
literature," which put women in a passive
role for works where women are shown in
an active role. These headings reflect a
lingering assumption that_women are Pas-
sive creatures, despite the activity sug-
gested by the hundreds of occupational
[eadings'for women in LCSH. As Miller
and Swift noted, a good test ofthe appro-
priateness of a feriinine-gender wold or
phrase is whether the masculine equiv--alent 

sounds natural (Miller and Swift
1980, 75). Would we really use headings
Iike'Men and peace" or "Men and litera-
ture"? (LCSH ia has no *Men and. . . "
headings.) The difftculty of changing ex-
isUng sub.lect headings is causing pockets
of old bias to linger on.
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Tnr Issups fuvor-vru

The problem ofsexism in subject headings
concerningwomen goes beyond the ques-
tion of hoi the staflof LC'i Sublect Cata-
Ioging Division do their work. Several fac-
tors can influence the way the headings are
formulated: the bias of rbference sori.ces,
the views of the selector who chose the
books the Ubrary of Congress has in a
gven field, or the'bias of thi whole litera-
ture on that topic. Then there is the bias
inherent in the English language itself,
which has governed the formul-ation of
terms like rMonasticism" to cnver both
monks and nuns and "Merchant seamen"
to cover sailors ofboth genders. (As a nar-
row term under this hiading, LCSH 14
lists "Women merchant seamen.") If we
are going to eradicate sexism in the head-
ings, we will have to be aware of each of
these variables.

ing, because the book does in fact mention
only men, although it treats them as repre-
seniative ofpeopTe in general.

Reforming the catalog can also be a
risky business. Solid as Marshall's the-
saurus seems to be, even she offers a few
headings that show a noticeable poliUcd
bias, irch as "Prostitution-d* and
legislation, Discriminatory," and'Rape-
Law and legislation, Discriminatory''
(Marshall 1977, fmJ). If some books
have already been entered under'Rape-
Law and legislation," and o*rers .ue as-

atical in what library users take to be an
'objective" catalog; and Marshall does not
provide any literary warrant for these
terms, although she does for other head-
ings. They raise the issue: How progressive
can a catalog get before it becomes politi-
cized? Clearly, library materials should not
be less accessible to political conservatives
than they are to liberals, but Marshall and
Berman have pointed out that LCSH
makes them mbre accessible to white,
male, Western Christians than to others,
and clearly that is not fair either. Can we
really devise a catalog that will be equally

provide easy access to what they want? In
formulating and using subject headings,
should LC lead or follow tJre public? The
recent furor over political correctness has
highlighted the difficulty-perhaps the
impossibility-of formulating any terms
that will be truly free of political bias.

Marshall comes down {irmly in favor of
educating users. In fact, she'attacks the
whole principle behind the formulation of
LC subject headings, David Haykin's idea
that catalogers should use the terms that a
hypothetical researcher is apt to look un-
der (Haykin 1951, 7). The h;pothetical
researcher LC has posited, she maintains,
happens to be a Western, white, male,
Christian heterosexual, and the resulting
headings do a disservice to all the actual
researchers who are not in that small cate-
gory. The changing demographics of college
ciunpuses, and of the U.S. population as a
whole, reinforce the need for headings that
serve a bn:ader public. For Marshall, it is
worth it to sacriftce a little in ease of access
for the sake of raised consciousness: -We

do not disserve our users if, in not meeting
their expectations conceming access, we
instruct them (and ourselves) in nonbixed
terminolog/' (Marshall L977, 6-7).

At the risk of appearing to be a throw-
back to the turn of the century-the last
time when it was generally regaided as the
library's function to educate the tastes of
its users-I support Marshall's position.
The library has i iesponsibility to 6e fair to
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the people referred to in its catalog, just as
librarians have a responsibility to be fair to
the users they deal with. Although using
headings that reflect various popular
prejudices might give users easier ac:cess,
it would also encourage those prejudices
and instill them inyoungreaders. Further,
as demographics and aftitudes change, the
bias of'traditional" headings that treat
white men as the norm becomes increas-
ingly outdated and unacceptable. The
National Women's Studies Association has

edged the problem by formulating recent
headings, such as 'Diving for men" and
"College presidents-Spouses," which do
not treat men as the norm.

The di{ftculty lies in strihng a rea-
sonable balance between following tradi-
tional preiudices on the one hand and
overly politicizing the catalog on the other
hand. fu has been pointed out during the
course of the political-correctness debate,
it is not possible to use language that re-
flects no political bias. The guestion is
whetlrer the bias of LCSH is going to be
the traditional one-in favor of ignoring
users who are not white, Western, Chris-
tian. male heterosexuals----or whether it
will be in favor of trying to include all
users. Far from being radical, the latter
bias is in the best tradition ofthe opera-
tion of libraries as democratic institu-
tions that strive to serve everyone. As
Maqgio, and Miller and Swift, demon-
strate in their books, grace and clarity do
not have to be sacriftced in order to avoid
sexist language. I think that ease of
access does not have to be sacrificed,
either. Surely we can educate users and
still make it possible for them to find the
books. and ie o*e it to them to do so.
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The Relotive Shelf Locqlion
of Circuloted Books: A Study
of Clqssificqlion, Users, ond
Browsing

Robert M. Losee

Patrons oftm brusse through books organized by a library classification
system, Iookingfor books to use and, possibly circulate. This research is an
eramination ol the clustering of simil.ar books prooided by a classification
sgstem and uays in u:hich the books that patrons circulate are clustered.
Measures of classification system performance are saggested and used to
eoaluate two test collections. Regression formalas are dirioed d.escribingthe
relationships among the number of areas in rDhich bool* were found (the
number of stops a patron makes when brousing), tlw distances across a
cluster,'and the aoerage number of boolcs a patron circulates. Patrons uere
found usuallg to mnke more stops than thBre toere books found at their
aoerage stop. Consequences forfull-turt document systerns and online cata-
Iogs are saggested.

s there a describable pattern to how
,'rs browse throush a classified collec-

ans and information scientists because of
the large numbers of patrons who browse

/r97

and the large amount of material found
using this retrieval technique.

The study ofclassification and subject
access has a long and varied history
(Foskett 1982; Hyman 1980; Younger
1990; Boll 1985; Britten and Webster
1990). Classification rystems have seldom
been justiffed based on objective and
quantiliable grounds (Watson and Heim
1984), although one increasingly hears of
support provided by social scientilic stu-
dies of classi{ication systems and patron
use of collections. Research in this area
includes (but has not been limited to) oc-
casional articles on search theorv and
browsing, such as Morse's early- work
(1970) or fanes'recent dissertation (1989);

users browse through a classified collec-
tion of books, selecting books for circula-
tion? Library clasiiftcadon systems
cluster similar books together with the
hope that this grouping will facilitate
such browsing forpatrons. This addresses
the aspect of classification notation that
Athnson (1990) refers to as "shelfplace-
ment," classi{iers serving as coJocators of
books. A successful classffication svstem
should minimize t}re amount of patron
time spent browsing, Understan&ng the
relationship between browsing and
classilication is thus essential for librari-

Robert M. Losee is Associate Professor, School of Information and Library Science, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Manuscript received Jan. 7, 1993; accepted for publication Feb.
11. 1993.
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*re recentwork on browsing in online cat-
alogs, typilied by Huestii (1988) and
Drabenstott et al. (1990); and research on
the effects of classi$dng fiction (Baker
1988). This relativelv low level of interest
by researchers in objectively studlng li-
brary classification system performance
may have resulted in the development,
adoption, and continued use of less than
optimal classification s),stems.

The pulposeof this article is to examine
relationships between tJre relative shelf lo-
cation of a book and the books that users
choose to circulate. In particular, we ex-
amine the relationships between factors
such as the distances between book circu-
lated by the patron, the number ofbooks
circulated from each browsing are4 and
the numberof browsing areas. While many
more books are examined in library stacks
than are circulated (Fussler and Simon
1969; Selth et al. 1992), research suggests
that in college libraries many circulated
books are found through browsing (Knut-
son 1986), making the study of circulation
and classiftcation systems tlrat support
browsing aworthwhile endeavor. While we
are very cognizant of the difference be-
tween a book use and the circulation of a
book, we believe that the relationships be-
tween variables to be suggested below will
approximate those for book use as well as
book circulation.

To avoid confusion. we should make
clear that this work is not intended to be a
book ue study, with a focus on trlho uses
what for hus long. There exists an exten-
sive literature describing the uses to which
books are put, as well as a literature de-
scribingcirculation and manyof its charac-
teristics (see Beheshti l989aand 1989b for
a brief suwey). Instead, this work is in-
tended to focus on how a classification
system is used by browsing patrons.

We believe that this empirical research
will have an impact on the design of classi-
fication and clustering systems supporting
browsing in online public access catalogs
and in full-text electronic storage and re-
trieval systems. By providing a description
of tJre relationships between critical varia-
bles, the characteristics of the human use
of future browsing systems may be esti-
mated.

Mgrnoool,oct

The research described here makes use of
a number ofdifferent concepts and varia-
bles. We will ftrst de{ine these cancepts
with an eye to operationalization. Tests
tlat examine the relationships between
some of these concepts will be discussed,
and then the database and software sptem
will be described.

For pulposes here, we deft ne d a patron
of the University of North Carolina-
Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) Davis Library as
,o-6or" who had circulated otte ot mote

excludes most faculty and institutional
users, such as library departments.

The terms books and documents are
used below interchangeably. Books are
operationally deftned as circulating pub-
liihed bibiiographic items thal 

- 
are

classi{ied. An item is considered to be
circulating if it is listed in the UNC-CH
circulatioi department listing of circulated
items.

Books are arranged on libraries'shelves
in a filing order. E-ach book has been as-
signed a classiftcation number by any of a
number of processes. Users approaching
an ordered set of books ffnd that similar
books are clustered together by the assign-
ment of classi{ication numbers that bring
together books with similar subject matterl
In the best of all possible worlds, all books
of interest to a userwill be at a single stack
location; this serves as the basis for a
measure of performance to be proposed.

The location to which a patron goes to
begin browsing among adjacent and
nearby similar books is referred to as a
stop. To find aII the books of interest to a
given patron may require one or more
stops. The distances between books are
measured as the number of intervening
books. The number of books found at a
stop or in a cluster, from one side of the
cluiter to the other, is the distance across
the sToup. The number of books between
chxiers-'referred to as the distance be-
tween groups, serves as a measure ofhow
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far apart stops are in the library. The dis-
tance a patron has to travel in a library is
proportional to the number of stops the
patron makes multiplied by the average
distance between groups.

Two databases were used here to ex-
amine the relaHonships existing between
some of these variables. The first, referred
to as the circulntion database and whose
characteristics are represented by a C in
several of the accomfanlng Iiguies, con-
sists ofthe circulation records for 96 ran-
domly selected patrons and all 577 books
they'circulated Trom the Davis graduate
Iibrary at the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill. All books with non-
local Library 6f Congress (LC) call num-
bers that were listed as checked out and
not returned prior to a given date by any of
these patrons were included in the
database. Specifically, a few books having
Dewev classiftcation numbers and several
local theses were excluded from the
database.

In the experiments below, a stop exists
when, in a linear ordering of documents
provided by the classilication system, be-
tween one document circulated by an in-
dividual and the nearest other dotument
(in a given direction) circulated by that
same patron, tlere are fewer than two
documents tiat were not circulated bv the

ested in identical subjects. Most of the
analpes belowwill examine the numberof
books in a group and the distances across
and between the groups; these characteris-
tics will often be compared to the number
of books circulated by a patron.

The data in figure 1 show that most
patrons circulate a few books, with a de-
clining number of patrons circulating
Iarger numbers ofbooks. Figure 2 presents
a different perspective on the same data

Note that half of the patrons who circu-
late books account for only about l57o of
the circulation, while the ZOVo of the pa-
trons who circulate tle most account for
more than half of the circulations, avariant
of Trueswell's {10/20 rule (1975).

The second database contains LC call
numbers and all assigned LC subjecthead-
ings for 388 books. This database is re-
ferred to as the atbject database and is
denoted by an S in &e ftgures. The
database contains all those books in the

ings were included; those with subhead-
ings were not included. The same exclu-
sio=nary rules were used in developing this
database as were used in developing the

in the circulation database. The exception
is that results from using the sets de{ined
by the four selecting subiect headings
listed above, representing data outliers,
are discarded.

In summary, two databases are used,
with all books'circulated bv a particular
patron in the circulation ditabise belng
treated as being subject related. Similarly,
all books with a particular subiect heading
in the subject daiabase are treited as bein!
subject related. While the focus of this
research is on the classiftcation charac-
teristics ofcirculated books. the behavior
of the subject database is also of interest,
so both databases are used in most of the
evaluations below. Although the clustering
in the subject database certainly doesn't
represent an observed patron interest, it
can serve as an in&cation of fundamental
clustering attributes of a library collection,
as well as addressing the relationship be-
tween clustering by subject heading and by
patron use. The measures ofthe nature of
classifier performance are included pri-
marily so that these nonuse-based results
maybe comparedwith the results obtained
from the circulation database.

Software to develop the databases and
to perform the analyses described below
were written using UND( Bourne shell
scripts. Programs were executed on a DEC
worlatation. Note that all graphic results
reported here use smoothed data sets in
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which data displayed at any one point re-
flect the average of nearby data items. This
has the effect of providing a smoother line
that more clearly illustrates trends, the
focus ofthis research.

Mr,rsunrNc Cr,,lssrrrnn
PrnponMeNcr

Two types ofoblective measures have been
proposed for evaluating the quality of
classiftcation systems. The first compares
one classilication system with another. For
example, O'Neill'et al. (f987) describe
methods of comparing Library of Con-
gress Classiffcation (LCC) and Dewey
becimal Classiffcation systems usin!
several different techniques, while Boyce
et al. (1990) performed similarworkcom-
paring LCC and the U.S. Government's
Superintendent of Documents Classiftca-
tion system. These measures compute the

shift that documents make moving from
one system to another, as well as compar-
ing the order in which the same items are
placed in the two different classiffcation

random classification s)6tem, which
spreads documents evenly ihroughout the
doil""tion, and (2) with a ierfect ilassifica-
tion system, in which all needed or
groupid. documents are located next to
eactr other. A measure of the quality of a
classilication slstem that returns a value
near one when perfect classilication occurs
and a zero when random classiffcation oc-
curs is the Q measure. It is computed as

Nurnber

of Patrons

Nurnber of Books Circula,ted

Figrc l. The number of patrons wlro circulate a bmls dere a a increas.
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Q=l-(m/r), where rn is the average dis-
tance between documents in the classiffca-
tion system and r is the average distance
between documents drat are evenly spread
throughout the collection. Note that the
distances may be computed as linearly
measured distances or through the trans-
formation of a distance, e.g., by taking the
square root of the appropriate distances,
yielding Qsqrr. The Q measures serve as an
objective measure of quality for a collec-
tion (Losee 1992).

Another measure of classiffcation qual-
ity is based on ttre concept of a stop made
by a patron in the book stacks. Patrons
often move to a particular shelf Iocation
and then brows6 through surrounding
material. Thev mav then need to move to
another part;f tf,e collection and then
begin to browse again. The quality of a

classiffcation system may be measured by
noting the number of stops that occur, as
well i the number of documents found at
each stop. Both of these aspects of stop-
ping ardexamined below. Iln addition,-a
modiftouon of the Q measure is used to

number of documents in the group.
An information theoretie form of the Q

measure has been used by Insee (1992) to
mq$ure the information in common be-
tween adiacent documents. This measure
was used-to evaluate the quality of both an
automatically generated classilication no-
tation and lttd I-CC notation, with the
former appearing superior.

500

400

Cumulative

Number

of Books

200

100

100807040302010

Cumulative Number of Patrons

Figure 2. Cumulated number of bools circulated ompared to the cumulatire number of pa.trons. Patrcns m
ordered from left to right by increring number oflxnks circulated.



RESULTS

This examination of classiftcation and the

circulated by a patron or the number of
books assigired'a particular LCSH in-
creases, as is shown by ffgure 3.

The graph of the'avJrage number of

books assigned any ofthe subject headings
(other than the four LCSHs used to select
books for inclusion in the study) to the
average distance between books in the
subject database shows that an increase
in the number of documents assigned a
heading is accompanied by a decrease in
the average distance between docu-
ments.

The datashown in ftgure 4 suggest that
as the number of books circulated per pa-
tron increases, the Q values, as well as the
Qsqtt values, generally decrease, repre-
senting a decrease in the ability of the
classiffcation system to keep similar docu-
ments together. A similar decrease in both
measures is noted for the subject database.
Note that the top subject and circulation
Iines in this graph represent the standard

s

\. G:
t c . f

e
,5

Avera,ge Number of Books Ciilculated per Patron-'CJ'
Average Nurnber of Books assigned an LCSII-,S'

Figure3.The relaLtionshipbetreen tJreavemgedistane betreen bolsandtheavenge numberof bmlscirolated
Per Patron is-repraelted !f C. The S represents data from the sublet-hadings datab6e, with tlre r uis
repr*nting the number of hnks assigned ur I,C SI I .
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Q values, while the bottom subject and
circulation lines represent the Qsgt values.

The continuing decrease in Q and Qsqa
values illustrated by ligure 4 suggests that
dre average distance between books
decreases at a slightly slower rate than does
the distance between randomly dis-
tributed books. This reflects that a few
books may be found at a single stop but
that it becomes necessary to move some
&stance to obtain additiond books. Simi-
larly, books assigned a subject heading are
likely to be together iffew books receive
the ireading, *ihile more common head-
ings are assigned to a greater diversity of
books shelved in a greater number ofloca-
tions.

Figure 5 shows that the number of
stops that a patron makes increases as the
number of books thev circulate increases.

Similarly, as the number of boola with

gression line is

Stops=O.?2books+1.7.

Note that one could similarly solve for
books. At the risk of oversimplifing, this

then up to four boolcs with the same LCSH
in each remaining group.

a
Q,q,t

Average Number of Books Circula,ted per Patron-'C'
Average Number of Books assigned an LCSF[-'S'

Figure 4. The Q and Qo measures plotted together for mmparative purpces. Tlre Q meuures are above the Q"qr
merures for ach databse.
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each stop. In effect, the coefffcienl (0.22)
by which books per patron is multiplied
measures the quality of the classilication
system. This value should be minimized,
but in practice cannot reach zero, which
would indicate that each patron had to
make only a single stoo. a situation found
only in i8ealize? [briries or automated

and the number ofbooks each oatron cir-
culates is roughly linear for .*ill", ,ru*-
bers ofbooks circulated (and for the vast
majority of patrons).

Note here that measuring a elassiffcation
$/stemb quality by examining the value of the
regression coefficient is similar to using the
Q*op measure. In fact, for a given database
or library, the performance of di$erent
classiffcation s'wtems ould be evaluated
eitherby the ooefficient orthe Qslop measure
without the two measures conllicting with
each other in terms of the rankings provided
of the quality of the classiftcation grctems.
The value of the coefficient will rise and fall

?s does the rzalue of the Qstop value; theycan
be said to be monotonic.

The data shown in ftgure 6 suggest that
as the number of stops increases 6. Qnop

37(2)

Stops

Average Number of Books Circulated per Patr.on-'C'
Average Number of Books assieuecl an LCSH-,S'

Figu-re 5. fie number of stops ompared with the numberof bmks circulated perpatron for the C database orthe
number of clusters with the number of bmls msigrred an LCSII for the S ditabise. A regression line for tlre C
databroe, Stops.= O.?2xBooksryrpotmn + 1.7, iJpLrtted.

2
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values increase. This is related to an in-
crease in the number of documents per
cluster as the number of documents in-
creases. Patrons who circulate more books
tend to hare lalger clusters. This suggests
that they desire a higher level ofrecall for
the material on their subject. These pa-
trons circulate more books from each
cluster than do patrons who circulate
fewer books, providing an explanation for
this slow increase in the number of stops
made. In the case of the subject database,
we note that the data suggest that as bools
are assigned a particular subject heading
most of these additional books will be as-
signed to the existing clusters or classifica-
tion numbers andwill not require that new
clusters be made.

The average distance from one side of
a cluster to the other side is the uithin-
cluster, oracross-cluste4 distance. As fig-
ure 7 shows, it slowly increases as the num-

37(2) . Relatioe Shelf Location /2OS

ber of books each patron circulates or the
number of books to which an LCSH is
assigned increases. In the case ofthe circu-
lation database. this is due to the increased
recall desired for people circulating more
books. These patrons are more Iikely to
circulate a greater proportion ofthe books
in a clustei and n?e ihus -or" likely to
circulate books farther apart within the
same cluster. Similarly, adding a book with
a particular LCSH to'the subiect database
often results in it being placed in an ex-
isting cluster, increasing the distance
acrois this cluster. Ifthe reader considers
randomly sampling books on a nearby
shelf, one will quickly see how the distance
between the l6firn<ist book selected and
the rightmost book selected increases as
the sample size increases.

Making the assumption trhat lhere is a
linear relationship between the &stance
across a cluster and the number ofbooks a

Q stop"

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

181614t210

Average Numbet of Books Circulated per Patron-'C'
Average Number of Books assigned an LCSII-'S'

Figure 6. Qsap"compared with the average number of trnls for both databm.

20
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patron circulates allows for the develop-
inent of this regression for this data set:'

Width of cluster = (W) books + 0.5.

This may be intelpreted as saying that
the width of a cluster of circulated boola is
proportional to one-seventh ofthe number
of boola the patron circulates.

The between-cluster distance de-
creases in figure 8 as the number ofbooks
per patron increases, because as tle num-
berofclusters accessed increases tle aver-
age distance between ttre stops decreases.
Ii effect, the density ofthe fiied ri"e space
representing those books selected by the
patron increases as more boola are se-
lected. This densiw increase makes the
average distance bet"een books (or clus-
ters) decrease. The exact value of the be-
tween-cluster distance is probably not a
major factor in determining the quality of

a classification svstem. Whether one has to
move one or two hundred feet to locate
ad&tional material is probably not of great
importance to most patrons; on the other
hand, an order of riragnitude difference
likelywould be a factor.

DIscUssIoN

The data and anal;nes above allow for a
number ofconclusions to be drawn about
this test collection. The general relation-
ships found here can probably be general-
ized to other collections with changes in
constants. First, the average patron who
circulates boola has about three volumes
checked out at any one time. Few patrons
circulate more than ten books. Thus. li-
braries should plan for relatively few boola
to be circulated by any $ven patron at any
one time.

3.5

Distance

across

Clusters

Avera,ge Number of Books Circulated per Patron-'L
Avelage Number of Books a*ssigned an LCISH-'S'

Figure 7. Within- (acrm) cluster distancs compared with the number of bmla. A regression lire of DLstante =
ll7 x Bnks per paroa + 0.5 is shom.

0
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Roughly half of all patrons make more
than on"e itop. In addition, the data in
figures 5 and 7 suggest the following rule
of thumb:

Most patrons will ffnd fewer books at an
average stop to circulate than the number
of stops they will make.
The relationship between the average

number of books checked out per patron
and either the number of stops made by a
patron or the distance across a cluster is
approximately Iinear and may be predicted
using a linear regression. In addition, the
relafronship betwlen the numberof books
circulated per patron and the distance
across a cluster suggests that t-hose patrons
who circulate more books also seek higher
recall values, selecting more books from
each cluster.

A number ofother conclusions are sup-
ported by the results of these experiments.
One &at is most important and might be
missed because of its obviousness is that

classification is here experimentally shown
to have worth; it does cluster together
documents that patrons are willing to cir-
culate together. Existing classilication sys-
tems are"not perfect, b"ut they do aid fa-
trons. The relative worth of classification

clusters to which a subject heading is as-

to other situations, For example, examin-
ing the clustering of subject headings may
be assumed to approximate the clustering
of books that will be circulated.

Distance
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Average Number of Books Circulated per Patton-'C'
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Figure 8. The between+luster distanes decrease c the average number ofbools increases.
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In addition, a comparison of the data
from the subject and circulation databases
suggests that explanations ofthe relation-

sults shown here may be better explained
as a property of the assignment of docu-
ments to clusters, as is illustrated by the
very similar results obtained with thd sub-
ject and circulation databases.

In the future, libraries might ad&ess
the patron's need to make multiple stops,
through one of two mechanisms. The first

manual classification svstems. Research
into the performance of automated classi-
Iication Dntems may suggest signilicant
improvements (Losee 1992), but whether

greatest number ofbooks expected to be
of interest), in addition to (or in lieu o0
traditional tide- or rrolume-based informa-
tion for each document.

Futtue researchers in this area mav
want to coruider several questions. For
example, is drere a better, more empiri-
cally based delinition for a stop? Whai are
the distances across tJrose clusters found
when browsing collections of millions of
documents? dne could speculate that
these distances are linearlv ielated to the
size of the collection, but this remains to
be proved.

Another area needing to be e:ramined
is that ofdirect support by online catalogs
for browsing with multistop searches. Do
patrons appear to want similar levels of
recall or the same number of books found
perstop over the course ofmanysearches?
If so, an online catalog linked to a circula-
tion q/stem might take advantage of this
knowledge through the appropriate pres-
entation of materials. For example, a pa-
tron who historicallv retrieves a relativelv
lalge perentage of the material in eacL
cluster might prefer a catalog to present
the location of different potential stops,
rather tlran being overloaded with the lo-
cations ofindividual books. Anecdotal evi-
dence suggesb that shlled patrons often
perform subject searches by loohng for
signiftcandy different call numbers in a
catalog and then begin browsing in the
stacks near these call numbers. This essen-
tially {inds the locations of a few groups,
which then serve as browsing groups. An
adaptive online catalog might easily pro-
vide this information direcdy if so de-
signed.
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is causing them to bring out feuer scholady titlcs. At the same timp there ls

oendors and erchange partners. tt X difficult to oaeremphasize the impor-
tance of com.manication anwng acquisitions and, serials librarians, Slaoic
Iib rari ans, and, oe ndo rs.

magazines cease, change frequency, Russia that affect books and serials are
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highlighted in this paper. Changes have
recendy hit researchers, institutions, pub-
lishers, distributors, and the organs ofbib-
liographic control. It is hoped that some of
the responses by the aforementioned
goups and by librariars will lead to solu-
tions to the problems that are affecting all
of us. This paper serves partially as an
update to onewritten bythe authorinJune
l99I (Rondestvedt t99l).

Fnou Cnvrn-lr, Frxlxcruc mlp
CBxrmr, CoNTRoL To FREEDoM,

Loss oF FtNlNcrNc,e,ND DTSoRDER

The main cause of all the book-related
changes in both countries is the govern-
ments'withdrawal from research and from
the publication, &stribution, documenta-
tion, and shipping of the written results. In
Poland the most drastic changes started in
the beginning of 1990; in Russia they did
not start until the beginning of 1992. The
consequences, in the short term, have
been mixed. On the one hand, scholars are
now free to study and to write about pre-
viously taboo topics such as the Ukrainian
famine of the 1930s; authors like
Solzhenitsyn are now widely published and
distributed; and;oumals reflect their less
ideological content with new tides. On the
other hand, along with loss of government
control has also gone massive loss of
government fundin!atall levels. The lafter
is responsible for most of the problems
observed by American librarians re-
sponsible for Russian and Polish materials.

ErpucTs orrl Rrsuencunns
AND THEIR INSTITUTIONS

Loss ofgovernment funding for research
in Russiiand Poland is haviig a profound
impact on both researchers and their insti-
tutions. Research institutes and academic
departments are being closed or reorgan-
ized. The Polish Academv of Sciences. for
instance, was recently dis6anded, although
many of its institutes are still functioning
@ek rc9D. Institutions that are not closed
report stalf cuts of 5 to 25 percent. In
Russia researchers who still have jobs have
been fin&ng their salaries hopelessly in-
adequate. In Poland the economic sifua-

tion for scholars is better than it is in Rus-
sia, but it is nevertheless worse than it was
in Poland a fewyears ago. Needless to say,
scholars with no jobs and scholars whose
salaries are inadequate are spending less
time on research and more on simply nry-
ing to suwine. When researchers' own
ec6nomic problems are added to institu-
tional uoes, we lind less research being
conducted and less being published.

Feeding the same trend toward less
research being published in Russia and
Poland are factors that lead to Russian and
Polish research being published in the
West rather than domestically. The ffrst of
these factors is the increased freedom of
researchers to collaborate with Western
colleagues. Economic necessity, of course,
also plays a part in these collaborations.
Second are problems in the domestic pub-
lishing indusury, which cause delap and
frustrations for the researcher. Third.
scholars in many ffelds ffnd that a book or
artide published in the West is more likely
to be read and cited than one published at
home.

EFFECTS oN PUBLTSHINC

Established Firnrs
Like research and academic institutions,
publishers have also experienced a massive
Ioss of government funding. At the same
time their expenses have increased ex-
ponentially because paper suppliers and
printing establishments have lost their
subsidies. Inllation, particularly in Russia,
is taking its toll as well (Olmsted f992). As
a not surprising result, we find fewer titles
being issued. In Russia, according to I. IA.
Levin, assistant director of Knizhnaia
Palata publisher of the national bibliogra-
phy, this decline has reached 20J0 per-
cent (Levin 1992,2).

To survive, publishers are being forced
to use some tactics that Westerners should
recognize. First, many established pub-
lishers have become, or are in the process
of becoming, joint stock companies; i.e.,
they are selling shares in the entelprise to
investors. Second scholarly and other
publishers are changing their proftles to
include more tides with mass appeal. Even
the venerable Khudozhestvennaia Litera-
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tur4 the premier Russian publisher of
belles lettris, for example, is beginning to
publish a few popular series such as Li-
uboo' i prikliuclmie (Love and adven-
ture). A third-and related-tactic is sim-
ply not to publish any title the publisher
thinks will not sell well. The Polish publish-
ers Ossolineum and PWN (formerly Panst-
wowy Instytut Wydawnicry) appei,r to be
following this plan. A fourth tactic, born of
the realization that the da;rs when a cen-
trdized state distributor bought their en-
tire print run are gone forever, is to set up
a marketing department and to advertise.

The corollarv of more mass-market
titles is fewer scholarly titles, given the low
popular appeal of most of them. Thus, a
large number of scholarly monographs an-
nounced a few years ago in prepublication
selection tools (e.g., Nooye knigi andPub-
Iisherc' tenrylany) might never be pub-
lished. Some Utles announced even in verv
recent issues might never come out. But
which ones-besides the obvious Marxist-
Leninist polemics and works on how to {ix
the planned economy?Who knows?

New Publishing Entities
Publishers, institutions, and autiors are
trying a variety of creative tactics to get
scholarlv and other low-'volume material
published. john Bushnel (1992, f),
founder of the new American vendor
Russian Press Sewice (RPS), writes of the
sifuation in Russia

Many Academy of Science institutes are
attempting to conclude contracts with

other publishers [other than Nauka, the
Academy of Sciences'publisherl, but few
publishers want to handle scholarly mono-
graphs with a limited potential market.
Some institutes are trying to finance their
own publishing ventures, even-as for in-
stance the Institute of Ethnology and An-
thropolog;i-attempting to solicit hard
currency orders to cover production costs.
Universities, too, are increasingly trying to
provide publishing outlets for course
books and scholarly literature, but they
face the same linancial obstacles as other
academic publishers.
Another tactic is collaboration with a

Western firm. The All-Russian Book
Palace, for example, is now working with

East View PublicaUons to finance and to
distribute the various series of the national
bibliography. East View has monopolized
the distribution rights, and the price is
much higher to W6stern librarieithan it
was before, but the result is timelypublica-
tion and distribution. The Russian
Academyof Sciences has formed, with the
New York-based publisher Pleiades, a
partnership called INTERPERIODICA,
io publish lome Russian scientiftc journals
siriultaneously in Russian and English
translation (Graves 1992). So many
Russian institutes and publishers, in fact,
are eager for similar collaborations that we
should see a great increase in them in the
near future.

In Poland we find the further develop-
ment of one of the opUons that Russian
scholarly institutions are presendy con-
sidering: Many are now publishing them-
selves rihat would in tim6s past haie been

tics. This method is cheaper and faster
than attempting to publish it through Os-
solineum, the publishing house of PAN,
because Ossolineum is now publishing
scholarly material only if it has popular
appeal. Many university departments are

"i* 
fono*i"g this patiem-for tfie same

reason. Not only institutions are jumping
into the publishing business; new inde-

Bushnell (1992, f-2). He writes:
Not all of the re$stered publishers have
actually published books, and some pub-
lishers are re$stered as two or three sepa-

rate enterprises.... The catalogs of

forthcoming books that the independent

publishers issue are more reliable than the

academic lists issued in 1991, but many of

the books they planned are also not being

issued, and most publishers provide no
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book lists at all. Many offer no forewarning
that a book is about to appear. Most inde-
pendent publishers try to produce only
what will sell out quickly. They have no
interest in publishing books that will be in
stock for a year or two; for that reason
alone they are disinclined to publish aca-
demic books.
A publisher's disinclination to publish

academic books, of course, does not mean
that this publisher will publish nothing of
interestto Westem libraries. Vsia Moskva's
directories and Terra's belles lettres, for
example, would be appropriate even for
small collections.

Finallv, authors in both countries are
publishing their material themselves. Self-

publication entAely alone with a photo-
copy machine and binding equipment.

Rnsurr: FnecMnNTrfl oN AND Cneos

The net result of the trends detailed above
is fragmentation and chaos in the publish-
ing industry. The relatively few large, es-
tablished publishers who used to dominate
are now bringing out fewer titles. At the
same time, the number of publishers has
mushroomed. While we can expect a rela-
tively rapid shake-out ofindependent pub-
Iishers (this has already happened to a
large extent in Poland), we will probably
never again see a publishing industry that
is as orderly and centralized as was t}re case
under communism.

Errrcrs oN Drstnrnurons

Back in the "good old days" ofcommunism
there was one nationwide publication dis-
tribution network. The lirst-level distribu-
tors (Soiuzpechat' for serials and Soiuz-
kniga for books in the Soviet Union, and
Skladnica IGiegarska for books and Ruch
for serials in Poland) bought a publisher's
entire print run and turned over portions
of it to secondlevel monopoteJ to dis-
tribute to domestic libraries, foreign cus-
tomers, etc. Once these distributors were

"privatized," i.e., lost their government
funding and control, they began to com-
pete with each other. Thus, in Russia we
ftnd both Mezhdunarodnaia Kniga (MK),
the former book- and serial-export mo-
nopoly, competing with the Kollektor, the
former domestic library distribution mo-
nopoly, to sell books to the West. In Po-
land An Polona, the former book- and
serial-export monopoly, went into com-
petition with Sldadnica Ksiegarska on both
the domestic and international fronts. As
ofthe end ofJuly 1992, Skladnica Ksiegar-
ska was on its deathbed (Blazejewska
f992). At the same time, advertising post-
ers for Skladnica Ksiegarska in Warsarv
sported hand-printed sdeamers announc-
ing a huge warehouse sale.

The former monopolies have been
joined in competition for Westem markets
by publishers acting as tJreir own distribu-
t6ri, by brand-new?omestic export firms,
by domestic-foreign partnerships, and by
old and new foreign (Western) firms.

Former Monopolies
The former monopolies have both advan-
tages and disadvantages under the new
conditions. Their main advantage is that
they have established contacts among bot}r
pn6hrh"tr and customers. Their ma";n dis-
advantage, ofcourse, is that they are not
used to competing. Theyoften expectpub-
lishers and customers to come to them,
with litde or no effort on the ex-monopo-
lies'part. Ars Polon4 forexample, does not
prep-are catalogs or lists of ricent boola
unless a customer asks. Mezhdunarodnaia
Kniga seeks to dictate monopolistic poli-
cies to its Western parhers. In addition,
some publishers refuse to do business with
them, often because the publishers are
trying to distribute their material them-
selves (Blazejewska 1992). A Mezh-
dunarodnaya Kniga telefacsimile com-
munication dated ;uly 4, 1991, began as
follows (Bushnell 1992, 2; Mezhdunarod-
naya Kniga 1991):

Responding to your fax ofJune 29, l99l we
wish to express our deep surprise at your
position: we have never given you the right
to represent Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga in

the US market because our main partner
there is "Kamkin."
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Publishers as Distributors
Publishers attempting to act as their own
distributors are the {irst category of com-
petitors against the former monopolies for
the Western market. Why, these publish-
ers reason, should middlemen get rich
from their material? If thev distribute it
themselves, theywill reap the profits. This
argument is particularly powerful in Rus-
sia, where the ruble is not freely converti-
ble into Western currency and lryperinfla-
tion appears to be just around the corner.
(It is also an argument that is not unhrown
among Western publishers.) Such publish-
ers quicldy run into the problems that,
first, manyof them do not knowwho their
potential Western customers are, and sec-
ond, in the case of Russi4 the Russian
banking system is not equipped to handle
checks. In Russia the solution that often
occurs to publishers is an exclusive dis-
tribution agreement with a Westem ven-
dor. Such a plan would allow the publisher
to set the price to the West high enough to
subsidize copies sold domestically----a
wonderful arrangement, so the thinhng
goes, for everyone except the Western cus-
tomer, who has no choice but to pay.

But publishers seeking such agee-
ments appear not to realize several points.
First, the export market for Russian lan-
guage material is really rather small; ex-
pecting it to subsidize the much larger
domestic market is unrealistic. Second, for
most titles, if the price is too high, the
Western customer will simply do without
it. And thnd, what is to stop anotherWest-
ern vendor from gathering the same mate-
rial on the Russian domestic market and
underselling the "exclusive" distributor?
In spite of these problems, a few exclusive
distribution agreements have been signed,
the largest being the aforementioned one
between the All-Russian Book Palace and
East View Publications for the various se-
ries of the Russian national bibliography.

Another category of publisher attempt-
ing to distribute its material itself is one
whose primary acfivity is not publishing.
This category includes, among others,
scholarly institutes, academic depart-
ments, and self-publishing researchers.
These partibular publishers represent a
signiftcant problem for academic librari-

ans. especially because the percentage of
maieriil beirig published in this *af has
increased dramatically. Many publishers in
this group are not very sophisticated about
the 6ooli and serials'trade-domestic or
foreien. They are likely to make little or no
effori'to *rtk"t their material. And they
miqht not even tell anyone outside their
imirediate circle of colieagues that a title
has been published. Such publishers are
often not iverse to dealing with vendors,
but the burden is on the veidor to discover
them. If a vendor does not discover them,
ofcourse, their publications do not appear
on the vendort lists. If a publication does
not aDDear on a vendor's list, many West-
ern libiarians will not {ind out aboul it, and
it will therefore not be available for re-
searchers at their libraries.

Furthermore, it seems that some pub-
lishers whose primary activiW is not pub-
lishing either io noi know lhe dombstic
laws Jn copyright deposit or do not bother
to follow them. Failure to follow these laws
means that a title does not reach domestic

comolv with the copvright deposit, they
risk fiaiving their utlei in[nownio much of
their potential audience if they do not (see
Womiak 1992).

A third category of publisher that dis-
tributes its own material is the small, inde-

little interest to academics. A fourth cate-

through vendors as well. The same is al-
most 

-certainlv 
true of PWN. In Russia,
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Export Vendors
Another competitor for the Westem
market is ttre new domestically based ex-
portvendor. Bushnell notes on-e in Russia,
Knigoeksport, but he is unfamiliar with its
operations. Poland has at least t\ir/o, Lexi-
con and Intemational Press Service. [-exi-
con, founded by Maciej Wolinski, a former
export department employee of ORPAN
(which until 1990 ran the Polish Academv
of Science's numerous book and seriali
exchanges ivith institutions around the
world), began in 1990. Until the middle of

address is Ksiegarnia Wysylkowa *Lexi-

con," Maciej Wolinsh, ul. Kielecka 16 m 4,
02-550 Warszawa, Poland (Bushnell 1992,
2; Wolinski 1992).

International Press Service (IPS) has
so far been operating primarily as an
import ftrm, supplying Western publica-
tions to Polish academic libraries. At
this, it has been doing extremely well,
often getting material to Warsaw Univer-

International Publishing Service, ul. Ok-
rezna 3, Warszawa, Poland.

DomestioForeign Disfibution
Partnerships
Domestic-foreign partnerships are far
more important in Russia than in Poland,
no doubt largely because ofthe relatively
undeveloped-state of the Russian banhni
system. All of them have appeared on the

scene in the last three vears at most. Thev
include the following:
. Moscow Independent Press Publish-

ing Co.-Alex V. Kenhteyn New York
representative, 2225 Benson Ave., 5L
Brooklyn, NY 11214; (718) 373-3173.
Specialty: nonmainstream political se-
rials, monographs (especially political
directories), samizdat. Sends lists
frequendy.

. Panorama of the USSR-Irina
Zhezhko director, P.O. Box ,t4-f658,
West Somerville, MA 02L/A; (6L7)
625-3635. Specialty: material from
tlre Panorama Information Group,
which compiles information on inde-
pendent political movements in
successor states to the Soviet Union,
Sends lists occasionally.

. Independent Librar! at Rubikon
Magazine-Victoria Purto American
representative, 50 Ironia Rd., Ironia
Randolph Township, NI 07869; (201)
927-4756. Specialty: difficult-to-get
serials from St. Petersburg, other non-
mainstream serials, samizdat, Has not
sent any lists recently, but the auttror
saw a great deal ofinteresting material
in its St. Petersburg offfce.

Western Vendors
Established lirms such as Collets, Faxon,
Kamkin, Kubon & Sagner, Orbis, Sauede,
and Znanie continue to do business, al-
though they are lin&ng procuring material
to be much more work than it used to be.
They are coping with the problems in
various ways. Because they can now no
longer count on the former exporting mo-
nopolies to obtain all the material that a
Western library might want, most now
have their own representatives or oflices in
Russia and Poland. In+ountry representa-
tives are most important for gathering
material that the former monopolies do
not. But they also investigate problems,
keep the vendor current on new develop-
ments, negotiate prices, safeguard ship-
ments from thieves, etc. Not surprising,
local representatives tend to be based in
Moscow or Warsavrr, a fact that is less of a
problem for a relatively small country like
Poland than it is for Russia. Because the
Russian mail service has become no-



toriously slow and unreliable, some of
these firms have either set up their own
delivery services or are using Western al-
ternatives such as United Parcel Service.
The Polish postal system, although reliable
and reasonablv fast. has become rather
expensive; Kubon & Sagner's Warsaw rep-
resentative brings monographs in his
truck.

A couple of established Western ven-
dors havdgone out ofbusiness as a result
of the changes in Russia. These are Les
Liwes Etrangers (LLE) and Imported
Publications, both ofwhich ceased opera-
tions in 1991. Other firms have. for the
most part, Iilled the vacuum left by LLE,
althoJgh libraries are still having some
problems as a result of its demise. Im-
ported Publications has been taken overby
Ffuebird Publications, 27 Dubon Court,
Farmingdale, NY II735; f -800-854-9595
or (516) 293-9595. Firebird's specialty, Iike
its predecessor's, is EnglishJanguage pub-
lications from the former Soviet Union.

Two small, promising new American
{irms-East View Publications and
Russian Press Service-have appeared on
the scene and are successfully attracting
library business.
o EastView Publications, 12215 N. 28th

Pl., Minneapolis, MN 55441; 1-800-
477-1005 or (612) 550-096I; fa:r (612)
559-2931

e Russian Press Service, 1805 Crain St.,
Evanston, lL 60202; (708) 49I-9851
or (708) 491-7I72; fax (708) 467-1393
Both {irms are concerned with Russian

publications, both are primarily serials
vendors, both work independently of
Mezhdunarodnaia Kniga, both have repre-
sentatives in Russia, and both use inde-
pendent delivery systems rather than the
hussian mail. Eait View offers biblio-
gaphic serials (as mentioned above, they
are the exclusive distributors of the
Russian national bibliography); independ-
ent and official newspapers, journals, and
bulletins; foreign policy and international
relations journals; and material from and
about the military and intelligence sery-
ices. Much of is material is ivailable in
hardcopy and microform. Its advertising
material states:

Since we ship in bulk from Moscow to our
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North American office, we always main-

tain a reserve supply at our warehouse' If

for any reason you do not receive your

publications as expected, or if they arrive

damaged, we will ship replacements im-

mediately-no questions asked' East View

owns reproduction rights for most of the

publications it offers. This means we can

supply any issue of a periodical you may

need, Iill in missing backfiles, as well as

provide you microforms to replace your

hard copies for preservation and space

saving.
Russian Press Service, while primarily

a serials vendor, also sends out bimonthly
or montlily lists of monographs. Of its se-
rials operation, Bushnell'writes (Bushnell
1992,2):

RPS offers subscriptions to any Periodical
that we can ourselves obtain in Moscow.

You can begin a subscription to any peri-

odicd at any time, and we have been rela-

tively successful in obtaining recent back

issues for new subscribers. ... Our rates

are determined principally by the cost of

delivery. We are cunently shipping air

freight, which is for the time being the only

reliable method.

Concerning RPS's stratery for mono-
gaphs, Bushnell says (Bushnell f992, 3),

hPS currently buys books retail, in small
lots, and offers them for sale through. . '
Iists. We select chiefly books in the social

sciences and humanities tlat we beheve

will be of interest to academic libraries.

We are eager to adjust our selection to suit

libraries' needs.

Bushnell also issues informative up-
dates on the Russian book and serials trade

In conjunction with the resubscription
campaign associated with the manifold
price increases ofearly I992, subscriptions
for provincial publications are no longer
being accepted [in Moscow]. Subscrip-
tions earlier entered in Moscow for many
provincial newspapers andjournals are not
being honored. These periodicals are sold
only in the localities where they are pub-
lished. Probably this is a temPorary
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development, but subscriptions to and
therefore delivery abroad ofprovincial pe-
riodicals will no doubt be more difficult
than in the past.

Eppscrs oN BIBLIocRApHTc CoNTRoL

In Poland the demise ofSkladnicaKsiegar-
ska means the end of its selection tools
tupotoiedzi wydatonicze (ZUV) ard Forth-
comingbooks. So far nothing has replaced
them. Vendors' and erahange parurers' Iists,
publishen' catalogs, and publications listed
inNotes usgdauniczy are all we have. None
of these individually, of course, provides the
nearly complete coverage rhaf ZW &d.
Przcuodn* bibtngraficzng, the book sec-
tion of the national bibliography, is the
most complete listing available, but it
comes out too late to be used as a selection
tool. Furthermore, it almost certainly mis-
ses nearly a quarter of the publishing out-
put because of publishers not compllng
with the copyright deposit law (Z,6kL992).

In Rusiii, "Mezhdunarodnaia Kniga's
selection tool Nooye knigi is still being
published, albeit at a frequency of twenty-
four issues peryear instead ofthe previous
Iifty-two. Listings here are from both es-
tablished publishen and those new ones
who choose to work with MK. (The num-
ber ofthe latter appears to be increasing,
judging by the large increase in the propor-
tion ofnew publishers to old ones in issues
13-18 in 1992.) Ihizhrwe obozrenie can
also be used for selecUon if the librarian
moves quickly. This publication includes
selected titles by new publishers who are
not working with M K. Ihigotorgooyi biul-
Ieten' is me"ntioned by Buihneii as-a sup-
plementary sour@, although the author
has not examined it, Knizhnaialaopis', the
book section of the national bibliography,
like its Polish equivalent, comes out too
late to be used as a selection tool. It also
suffers from some of the same problems of
noncompliance with the copyright deposit
Iaw by new publishers.

STRATEGTES FoR LrBnAruANs

First, it is no longer possible to rely on only
one source for anywhere near complete
coverage of either country. Vendors each

have a different gathering stratery, and
these strategies result in a different mix of
publications. An exchange partner in Mos-
cow miqht miss tides from St. Petersburg,
not to iention Magadan. In other wordi,
librariarx will need to deal with more
sources---exchange partners e1 vsnd6ls-
than they are used to.

Second, with all the changes and uncer-
tainty, it is difffcult to overemphasize the
importance of communication in receiving
information that is as current and accurate
as possible. Thus, we need to ask questions
of-vendors. even vendors with whom we
have been dealing for years. Does the ven-
dor now have an oflice or representative in
the country? How does it obtain its mate-
rial? Is it working with distributors other
than just Mezhdinarodnaira Kniga or Ars
Polona? How are books and/or serials

surface mail. What does thevendordowith
claims for missing issues?

Third, if the acquisitions or serials li-
brarian has not already done so, he or she
should establish ongoing contacts with one
or more librarians specializing in Slavic
material. It is our business to read original-

with the region enUrely on his or her own.

AcKNowI.EDGMENTS

The information contained here comes
from two main sources: Iirst, the workshop
"Acquisitions for Slavic Ubrarians," held
1:Lr.i,e ZZ-21,1992, and attended by librar-
ians, vendors, and representatives ofsome
relevant American and Russian institu-
tions (part of the Summer Research
Laboratory, sponsored by the Russian and
East European Center of the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and, sec-
ond, a trip by the author to Russia and
Poland from fune 28 to July 3r, 1992.
(Funding was provided by the University
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of Pittsbush's Center for Russian and East
European-Studies, from a U.S. Depart-
ment of Education National Resource
Center Grant and from a Small Grant
using funds provided by the University of
Pittsburyh, and by the Univenity of Pitts-
buryh's University Library Sptem.)

fttu ttip included the'foliowing librar-
ies, publishers, andbook distributors: in St.
Petersbuqg, Russia, the Library of the In-
stitute ofFussian Literature ofihe Russian
Academy of Sciences, &e main Library of
the Russian Academv of Sciences. the
Russian National Libiary (formerly Salty-
kov-Shchedrin Public Library), St. Peten-
burg UniversiW Library, the distributor In-
depindent Li6rary at hubikon Magazine,
and the publisher Khudozheswennaia lit-
eratura; in Warsaw, Poland, the Polish In-
stitute of International Affairs, Warsaw
University Library, the National Library,
the Librarv of the Institute of Slavistics
(then of th'e Polish Academy of Sciences),
the Library of the Institute of Philosophy
and Sociolory (then of the Polish Academy
of Sciences), and the distributor Ars
Polona; and in Torun, Polan4 Nicholas
Copernicus University Library. The trip
also included a visit to the vendor Kubon
& Sagner in Munich, which funded my stay
therel the author thanks the funding oi-
ganizations and the many librarians and
other knowledgeable people who spent
hours answering questions and discussing
current conditions.
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Our Library of Congress Classification
Cumulative Schedules and Indexes

offer many advantages over ttre competition:

All LC Additions & Changes are integrared with the basic LC schedules
into one book, so that the cataloger only has to look in one place to find
the most up-todate classification numbers.

Supplements are published quarterly, after the issuance of each LC
Additions & Changes List. The competition only supplements their
schedules annually.

Each schedule is attractively bound in a sturdy rhree-ring loose-leaf
binder, with each major section divided by tabs for easy access.

Com,pilzd 4Inny D. Derslum

Class H Subclass HM-HX Social Sciences: Sociology

Class H Subclass H-HJ Social Sciences: Economics

Class Z Bibliography and Library Science

Class J Political Science

$75.00

$95.00

$e5.00

$100.00

AIso available are the schedules and indexes for Class K Subclass KF (Law
ofthe United States, 2v., $110); Class K (I-aw, General g6O); Class KD (I-aw
of the United Kingdom and lreland, 975); Subclass KE (Law of Canada,
$75); Class KDZ, KG-KH (I-aw of tlleAmericas,985); Class KJV-KJW (Law
of France, $85); Class KK-KKC (Law ofGermany, $95); and Class KJ-KKZ
(I-aw of Europe, $95). Estimated annual cost of updating: 952.50 per aolum,e.

AA LL Publicati,qns Seri.e s
Sponsored @ the Amzri.can Associntion of La.w Libraires

The process of cataloging library materials is time
consuming and expensive. Why not give your technical

ser-rrices department the edge by purchasing our time saving
LC Classification Cumulative Schedules and Indexes todav!

To place an order, call or write:

Fred B. Rothman & Co.

10368 West Centennial Road / Littleton, CO 80127
(800) 457-1e86
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A Cooperotive Cotqloging
Project between Two Lorge
Acodemic Librories

Joseph Kiegel ond Mery Schellinger

The process of dzaeloping implenenting, and. eoaluating a cooperatiDe
cataloging progranx based on the necds of the Unioersity of Minnesota
Libraries and the Unioersity of Washington Libraries is described. Methods
used to ooercorne the use of di.fferent automated sgstem,s and, oariant Local
prac'tices in areas such as authority control are discussed. Use of the Intentet

for communication and. remote searcltingof databases was important to the
success of the project.

\.|ne of the inherent problems in cata-
loging departments in large academic li-
braries is that they are faced with pro-
cessing awide range of material requiring
both specialized language and subject ex-
pertise. The number of items in a given
subject area is often not enough to justify
retaining a full-time original cataloger for
this arei alone. Althoigh catalogiig de-
partments try to assemble a staff with a
variety of subject backgrounds and lan-
guage abilities, some subjects and lan-
guages inevitably cannot be covered ade-
quately. Institutional priorities might
changewhile long-term staffdo not. Such
mismatches between cataloging needs
and existing staff abilities can-leatr to sig-
nificant delays in the processingof impor-
tant research material. On the other
hand, cataloging departments might ffnd
themselves with ercess capacitg in cer-
tain areas, either for historical reasons,

such as a shift in curricular or research
priorities, or because a cataloger has been
hired to cover a critical but relatively low-
volume subject. In an effort to solve tlese
problems, cooperative cataloging pro-
grams among institutions have often
been proposed.

Cooperative cataloging has a long his-
tory in the United States, being first men-
tioned as early as 1896, when Con-
gessional hearings were held on the
future of the Library of Congress (LC). A
summary of this history can be found in a
report from LC (1991). In recentyears, a
number of large national projects have
been successfully launched including the
National Coordinated Cataloging Ofera-
tions Authorities Project; the Cooperative
Online Serials Program; the United States
Newspapers Progam; the Chinese,

Japanese, and Korean Boola Project; and
others. A distinguishing feature of such

Josurtl Klrcrl is Assistant Head, Cataloging Division, University of Washington Libraries,
Suzzallo Library, Seattle, and Mrnny Scnrr.t.trcDR is Assistant Librarian and Original Cataloger,
University of Minnesota Libraries, Wilson Library University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Manuscript received Aug. ll, 1992; accepted lbr publication Sept. 18, lgg2; revised Dec. 10,
1992.
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programs is that they involve a national
library and a large number of other librar-
ies. Smaller programs of exchange be-
tween cataloging agencies with national
stafus also exist-forexample, the Govern-
ment Printing O{ftce (GPO) Books Project
and the National Librarv of Medicine
(NLM) CIP Project.

Another development at the national
level has been the distribution of a survey
(in February 199f ) by the Committee on
Access to Research Information Re-
sources ofthe Association ofResearch Li-
braries. The purpose of tlle survey was
twofold: to gatJrerinformation on local cat-
aloging priorities in order to expand ex-
isting national collaborative cataloging
programs through better coordination,
and to explore the possibility of contract
cataloging.

The idea of implementing a coopera-
tive cataloging project on a smaller scale,
direcdy between two institutions with
complementary needs and shlls, has been
raised recently. The exchange ofcataloging
described in this paper grew out ofdiscus-
sions at the American Library Association
(AI-A) Midwinter Meeting in 1990 during
a meeting of &rectors of large technical-
services deparhnents. Mary Frances
Collins, associate university librarian for
Technical Services at the Universitv of
Minnesota Libraries, challenged her'col-
leagues to begin a cooperative project by
offering the Scandinavian language exper-
tise of the original catalogers at Minnesota.
She invited inyone wit[ complementary
needs to respond. Betty Bengtson, now
director of the University of Washington
Libraries. realized that' Minnesota "and

Washington had complementary needs.
Washington could offer cataloging in
Arabic in return for Scandinavian language
cataloging.

Responsibility for exploring the possi-
bility of such an exchange, as well as im-
plementing and coordinating it, wzrs as-

pertise, joined the project as coordinator

been primarily the social sciences and the
humanities. The Arabic books have
covered mainly Arabic literature, Islam,
and the historv of Arab countries.

Because of hittoti"d circumstances.
cataloging needs were not being met at
Minnesota for Arabic or at Washington for
Scandinavian-language materials. Before
the project was indertaken, Washington
had'lost its Scandinavian cataloger,-and
although it remained able to do copy and
simple original cataloging with existing
stafl it lacked someone to do difffcult orig-
inal cataloging in the Scandinavianlan-
guages and Finnish. Washington has a
[aiddle East original cataloger and is able
to spare some of her time in the interest of
keeping materials in both language areas
movlng.

The original cataloging staffat Minne-
sota is particularly strong in Scandinavian
languages. A concerted effort has been
made tb build expertise in Scandinavian
because ofthe high national ranhng ofthe
collection and as preparation forgrants for
cataloging specialized materials. Perhaps
even more significant, the idea of continu-
ing education for catalogers in languages
an? subjects relevant to Iheir respoisib-ili-
ties has been promoted. Because of this, all
of the original catalogers at Minnesota
would be expected to catalog in the range
of languages presented and to participate
in the proiect.

Minneiota has not had an original cat-
aloger for Arabic materials for several
years. Because of the backlog of materials
that has built up and because of the impor-
tance of the Middle East library, itwas felt
that Washington's offer of Arabic would be
an ideal exchange.

Early in the proiect, the decision was
made to exchanle the books tlemselves.
Although somewhat cumbersome and
more expensive, this method provides cat-
alogers with the fullest possible informa-
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tion about the item. This is particularly
important for original cataloging, when the
coitents of the biok need t6 bd examined
for subiect cataloging and authoritative
headings might ne6d io be established.

Thssuccess of any cooperative catalog-
ing effort depends on how well differences
be"tween th6 cataloging practices of the
institutions can be bridged. Washington
and Minnesota share many common prac-
tices: Both use Anglo-American Catalogu-
ingRules, 2d ed., 1988 revision, and U-

them.
Perhaps the most strihng difference

that had to be overcome was that the two
libraries use different bibliographic utili-
ties and have different bcJ automated
systems. Minnesota is a member of the
Research Libraries Information Network
(RLIN) and original cataloging is done
directlyon a NOTIS-based local system. It
has access to the database of the OCLC
(Online Computer Library Center, Inc.)
for searching,^but before January 1991 did
not have the ability to load OCLC records
into the local online catalog. Washington
participates in OCLC, where all coBy and
original cataloging is done and then tape-
loaded into its local Geac system. Prior to
August 1991 there was no a@ess to RLIN,
either for searching or for downloading.
Given the disparities between the systems,
an exchange ofcataloging records in ma-
chine-readlable form iai not possible at
first.

With the beginning of the project in
May 1990, Minnesota cataloged Scandi-
navian materials online, as all original cat-

at each institution paralleled local catalog-
ing procedures.

As of Tanuary 1991, Minnesota ac-
quired the capability to pass bibliogaphic
ricords from OCLC into its onlinecatalog.
This allows Washington to input Minne-
sota's Arabic catalofrng (rominized) into
OCLC under Minnesota's authorization
code. In the latter half of 1991, Washing-
ton became a test site for Arabic-script
software on RLIN and began inputting
Arabic cataloging recor& for Minnesota
there. At Miniesota, plans are being made
to install the OCLC Cataloging Micro En-
hancer, which will be used to create rec-
ords for Washington's Scandinavian lan-
guage materials. The disk will be returned
*ith=the books so thatWashington can edit
the records to add holdings and bar codes
before uploading to OCLC. Thus, as the
proiect has evolGd, different technical ap-
iroaches have been tried in order to move
ioward an exchange of machine-readable
records.

Differences in the area of authority
work also needed to be coordinated'
Authorized forms and references for per-

are created locally online. Because a re-
mote connection to this authoritylile is not
currently possible, much of the authority
work foi fhe Arabic language books must
be done at Minnesota. Washington

sota, the authority work is completed. Es-
tablished LC h'eadings are passed or
derived into the local authority file if not
already present. Online authority records
are also 

-created 
for any newly established

headings.
Was-hington does not have an authority

module in- its local Geac system, so
authorized forms and referbnces for
names cannot be maintained locally' In-
stead, they are checked against the OCLC
authorityhb at the tirne oTcataloging. For
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Scandinavian books, Minnesota checks
name headings in tJre LC authorityftle and
uses the form there. When needed, names
are established, but printouts of the online
authoriW records are not returned witJr the
books because Washington cannot use
them.

Series tracing practices differ between
the institutions. Washington follows Li-
brary of Congress practice as established
in the LC authority ftle (with a few rare
exceptions) and maintains a manual series
ftle with decisions on form, tracing prac-
tice, and treatment. Minnesot4 on the
other hand, has a local policy to trace all

authority record so that the source ofthe
tracing decision (LC versus Minnesota) is
clear.

A number of differences also exist be-
tween the libraries in the area of local
practices. For example, Minnesota adcls
size designators to call numbers, as well as
an r to the last cutter when the number
has not been assigned by the Library of
Congress. Washington follows neither of
these practices. Another example is that
Washington uses the National Library of
Medicine (NLM) classification instead of
the LC R schedule for medical materials.
For the few boola that fall into this cate-

navian books in OCLC and Minnesota's
online c.utalog (LUMINA)via the Internet.

Books with copy, including in-process rec-
ords on LUMINA; those with summaries
in English or Western European lan-
gu€es; older items with National Urban
Catalog (NUC) copy; and anything that
can be done by a cataloger with a minimal
lwel of language or subject expertise are
eliminated. In addition, Washington ap-
plies edge and properly stamps to its books
before shipment. A'pachng slip is pre-
pared for tJre items that are to be sent.

At Minnesota, the librarian in tJre
Middle East Library is responsible for
searching Arabic language bools in
LUMINA, RLIN, and OCLC. Books for
which no copy is found are sent with a
pachng slip to Washington.

Books are shipped by U.S. Postal Serv-
ice at book rate. Under the present ar-
rangement, a batch of twenty to twenty-
ffve books is sent on the first day of every
montl. Each side assumes the cost of ship-
ping its own books to the partner and re-
turning the partner's books. In this way,
charges are equal and monetarypayments
do not have to be made. Upon receipt,
both libraries insert a special flag in the
partner's books to segregate them from the
normalworkflow.

Upon receiving its Scandinavian books
from Minnesota, Washington checks and
marks the NOTIS printouts so that they fit
into the normal worldlow. The titles are
input into OCLC as original cataloging,
and the books are processed as usual. The
OCLC inputters are able to handle the
printouts without extensive training.
Despite a delay of six to eight weeks be-
tween initial searching on OCLC and
input, only about one tide per shipment
has already been input by another library.

At Minnesota, the work forms for the
returned ArabicJanguage books from
Washington are given to the copy cataloger
for Middle Eastem materials. The records
are passed from OCLC (origrnally) or
RLIN. The records are processed accord-
ing to local procedures. Appropriate
authoriw records are added to the Iocal
online iuthority ftle as needed, either
created from the work forms sent from
Washington or passed from the national
online authority lile in RLIN.

During the- course of the project the



needs of each Iibrary changed. At one
point Washington temporarily caught up
with receipts of ScandinavianJanguage
materials and had to call for a short halt in
the exchange. During this time Minnesota
reevaluated the priority of Arabic language
cataloging. Over two to three months,
Minnesota. in consultation with its head of
humanities and social sciences collection
development, and Washington reached a
new agreement. Minnesota continued to
do Scandinavian materials while Washing-
ton began to catalog in the languages of
Eastern Europe. This demonstrates the
flexibility of the agreement, which can
adapt to changing institutional needs.

In conclusion, the project has been a
success for both libraries. Although it in-
troduces some extra costs and delayrs into
the process, it allows them to catalog books
that could not have done otherwise. The
project proves that two large academic li-
braries can share cataloglng, to the benefit
of both the libraries and their users.
despite differences in automated systems
and cataloging practices such as authority
work, series treatment, and local practices.
In ad&tion, it shows that new telecom-
munications technolory, such as the Inter-
net, opens up new possibilities for
cooperation between distant instifutions.
The project is currendy being used as one
model in nationallevel discussions that are
tahng place both formally and informally
to develop working cooperative cataloging
agreements across the country.

Wonx Crrro
Library of Congress. 1991. Cooperatioe cata-

loging and the Library of Congress: A
report submittedto the loint CommtUee on
the Librory and the Senate and, House
C ommittees on Appropriations. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Library of Congress.
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Learn DDC
Itts as easy as l-2-31
Learning Dewey is easy with
these two n€w titles ftom

Torest Press.

Ihe Dewey Rap-a new way to help kids
leam the ABC's of Dewey

Developed by a teacher-librarian, the solid
beat and easy-to-remember rhyme ofrap
music teach the ten main Dewey classes.
For public and school libraries, classroom
and home use.

Joan McElfresh,
author-producer.
8l/2-minute
audiocassette and
printedlpics. 1988. $16.95

DDC 20 Workboolc A Practical
Introduction to the DeweyDecimal
Classification-a workbook to help the
practicing caaloger and library school
student learn how to use DDC 20. Exercises
and answers offer a hands-on approach to
classiffing with Dwey. Usefrrl for
self-instruction or in a classroom setting.

SydnE W. Davis. Revised North American
edition. 1992. 58p
rsBN 0-91060847 4. $r7.00

Ordes origiming in Eurcp€, lhe Middle E .s, Afris, Ocrui4 A5i4
md tlrc Prcifc region sho'dJ,dot&t the DDC 20 vnbhnh koml
C€ntre for Infomalion Shdi6, Chrds Stut Univmit-Riv€rina,
Lmk€dBox660,wr8gavagg4 Nwsoulhwals 2650, Aushalia

ForesI; ?ress,6565 FnnLz Road,
Dublin,OH 43017'3395.

N atton al (bO o) B4B -547 b
jhio (bOO) b4b-b2qo

Call or wrilte
for ov 1992/93 catalo4

@tlllllForest
lrolll l lPress
Publlshr of the Dewey Daimal Clmiff etlon@
A ditision of(EIC Onlire Cmpats librffi! C%te/, Iffi
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You get one chance with authofity control, so it's important
to get it done right. LTI guarantees that its affordable,
machine-only authority control witl link 95% or more of
your library's controlled headings to an LC or LTI authority
record. No exceptions! No excuses!
'When 

manual review is requested, only professional
librarians are used as editors and link rates approach IOO%.

LTI maintains the complete LC MARC authority files
(updated weekly), supplemented with over 410,000 ITI
authority records and 35O,0O0 proprietary "cross links."

Contact LTI for more lnfor:mation on authority record llnk results.

oAuthority Controlfor the 2 I st Century'

Ltsnanv TecnxoLoclEs, INc.
1142E Bradfield Road Abington, PA 19001

(215) 576-6983 Fax: (215) 576-0137
(800) 795-9504
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developed sub.ject scheme. The universi-
ty's database, as ofJanuary 1993, has two
million bibliographic reoords. The librar-
ies, collectively, have more than twenty
thousand currently received serials. Of
those, the ULS has 10,160 active paid sub-
scriptions.

NOTIS, Inc., has developed few re-
ports to meet management information
needs. Instead, NOTIS has encouraged
users to customdesign reports using a re-
port writer, SAS (Statistical Analpis Sp-
tem), orQuikReports, a recendy marketed
NOTIS product enabling its customers to
ntn canncd reports. Rapidly rising serials

increase projections for calendar year 1993
are lOVo for domestic tides and 28Vo for
Western European tides. Vendors and col-
lection development librarians expect sci-
entific, technical, and medical subscrip-
tions to exceed these projections.

In an environment where more and
more instifutions are contemplatingorcar-
rying out large serials cancellation proj-
ects, price increase criteriabecome an im-
portant part of any decision-making
process. On demand, customizable serials
management information describing the
breadlh and cost of a collection is vilal to
the collection development mission of the
library. Pitg like other institutions, has seen
an increasing percentage of its materials
budget being dernted to serials. In an at-

entire lfuee-year period. These reports
were organized by title within account
number for each processing unit. Bibliog-
raphen and other selectors received their
ftrst printed reports in May 1991.

This report proved useful but had no
flexibility. However, the basis of this SAS
report was a NOTISI%IfiI.e.The flat lile,
in ASCII, or text-only format. had a lixed
length record with fixed length fields for

everv tide in each account number. At
aboit this time, the UIS had acquired
IBM-compatible 386/20 machines for
most of its supervisors. One of this report's
authors had-recentlv learned the rudi-
ments of manipulaUng Sf SSPC+, a statis-
tical softrvare package. After concluding
that a ffle of downloaded subscription re-
cords could be manipulated on a desktop
computer using SPSS/PC+, we requested
that an Automated Services prcgrammer
customize lhe flat lile to our requirements
(see table l). We decided to request that
the SAS programmer calculate the price
increase percentages. Although this could
be done in SPSS/PC+, it was a more effi-
cient initial use ofresources since SAS was
used to produce a printed report with
these data.

Automated Services provided a sample
file of approximatelyftve hundred records
to the a'uthors on diskette. We loaded the
file onto a personal computer containing
SPSS/PC+ version 4.0. After writing a pro-

in SPSS/PC+. However, it is very easy to
use a word processor. We use Microsoft
Word5.0, butanywordword b.U, but any word processor tnat can
save text-only files will work. Because

that can

punctuation and other formafting conven-
tions are very important to SPSS/?C+, ittions are very important to +, i t
is useful to have hidden characters dis-
played on the screen when uriting pro-
grams, This facilitates error detection.

SPSS/?C+ successfully read the sample
ftle and produced frequency lists for des-
ignated variables. After writing several
more small programs to make sure that the
entire dadseiwas readable, we down-
loaded the full ULS subscription data from
the mainframe into our personal comput-
ers. This ftrst downloated lile had all
10,1fl) records containing 334 characters
each. It took one hour and ftfty minutes to
transferthe file from our maini'rame VA)V-
VMS accounb to our microcomputers. At
that time, the library's user devices were
connected to PittNet, the universityrvide
telecommunications network, via'as1m-
chronous connections. As of this writing,
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some ports in the library, including those
in the administration o{fices, are now con-
nected using Ethernet protocol. Having
Ethernetconnections reduces the time re-
quired for dorvnloading considerably. A file
with more than ten thousand records hav-
ing 231 characters each transferred using
FTP in ]une 1992 in thirty-four seconds.

Working with flat files and SPSS/PC+
is an interactive process. The first flat ftle,

TABLE I

REcoRD Levour ron Senrel PRIcE CoMpARrsoN FLAT FILE As oF IANUARY 1993

Field Content Ircngth

37(2) o Notes on Operations /229

developed in response to a specific need
for a printed serials subscripHon report,
had more and longer fields than our cur-
rent file. Gradually, based on experience,
we requested the shortening or elimina-
tion of some fields in the flat {ile. The SAS
progrirm that produces the flat file cur-
rently calculates price increase percen-
tages, but SPSS/PC+ or another program,
such as a spreadsheet, perform calcula-

Record Key

Year I total amount (1989)

Year 2 total amount (1990)

Year 3 total amount (1991)

Year 4 total amount (1992)

Year 5 total amount (1993)

Fund account-Year I

Fund account-Year 2

Fund account-Year 3

Fund account-Year 4

Fund account-Year 5

Difference ofYear 2-Year 3

Difference ofYear 3-Year 4

Difference ofYear 4-Year 5

7o incy'dec Year 2-Year 3

Vo incldecYear }-Year 4

Vo incldecYear 4-Year 5

MARC Format Code

SSTAT

Place

Frequency

Serid type

Tide (less leading articles)

Publisher

Sort field-subcode

Sort field----object code

Vendor code

1-I0

l2-19

2L-28

30-37

39-46

4H5

57-66

ffi-17

79-88

90-99

101-l l0

Ir2-119

12LT?A

130-137

r39-145

L47-r53

I55-161

163

165

167-169

T7L

173

r75-199

201-2L5

2t7-2r8

220-222

22+-231

IO

8

8

8

8

8

10

10

l0

IO

t0

8

8

8

7

7

7

I

I

o

I

I

25

t5

2

8

AII amount ffleds contain 2 decimal positions.
All percntage fields ontain whole numbers only-no drcimal plaes.
Numeric fields containing 6 or more 9s indicate mntents were negative and were not \ritten to the flat ffle.
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tions as well. The flat file combines data
elements from the bibliographic record
(both fixed and rzariable fields) and also
from the NOTIS Order/Pay/Receipt rec-
ord. It includes the NOTIS numbei, short
title, vendor, five yean of serials prices,
country of publication, account number,
object code (distinguishing periodicals from
serials) and subcode (the portion of the
librarvsvstem's account number that iden-
Uftes'thlt unique account: for example,
subcode 19 represents our geologr and
planetaryscience aceount). (See table t for
the record layout used as ofJanuary 1993.)

FREQU ENCIES VARIABLES command
on the counbry field constituted our lirst

As a second step we used the RECODE

provinces to group together under "can."
In this waywe generated a more meaning-
ful picture of the paid subscriptions'
origrns. Other regional groupings included
"afi" forAfrica, "[a " forlatin Aireric4 and
"eur" for Europe. Later, we recoded the
ten regions into tl-rree: United States,
Western Europe, and other Foreign. Table
2 gives a percentage breakdown by ac-
count of the ULS'paid serials bythe three
major regions.

Foreign countries. The last two included
bar c'harts. In this way, for instance, we can

determine quickly how many subscriptions
from our Hispanic serials budget actually
come from Europe or how many of each
fund's subscriptions were published in the
United Kingdom, where the largest serials
price increases have occurred. We antici-
pate using this type of SPSS/PC+ program
in several wavs. First. it will allow the bib-
liographer for each acc\cunt to determine
whether publications from some countries
or regions are over- or underrepresented
in our collection. Second. we will be able
to project, on an individual acoount level,
the probable impact of subscription price
increases caused by tIe relative strength of
the dollar against selected countries'cur-
rencies. Figures 1-4 show the two levels of
regional recoding for the anthropologr and
biology funds.

The identiftcation of the titles (by
NOTIS key number) of bibliographic rec-
ords having "???" or "xx " in the country-
of-publication field was an unintended but
welcome by-product of this geographical
analpis. When we first ran this program in
late 1991 we discovered several hundred
bibliographic records that lacked a
country-of-publication code. Although
most of these records were locally pro-
duced check-in records or records used to
control our membership subscriptions, a
substantial number had incomplete or in-
cprrect cataloging. Tlpographical errors,
for example, accpunted for several
country-of-publication codes not in the
OCLC documentation. We searched our
database, evaluated these records, and
input the correct codes. We also revisited
these records on OCLC and made correc-
tions via our CONSER status to the
national database. SPSS/PC+ had thus be-
come a quick way to identif problem rec-
ords in our database.

Additionallv. we have used SPSS/PC+
to survey our active subscriptions ftle to
determine titles for which we had not paid
the current yeari (fucal year 1992) sub-
scriptions. In mid-November 1991 we re-
quested a new run of the SAS program that
created the active subscription informa-
tion flat ftle. With updated subscription
information downloaded to computers at
our desks, we wrote a program in
SPSS/PC+ to sort our records by NOTIS
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TABLE 2

PERCENTAGES Op PEntOotCeL SUSSCnIPTIONS BY ACCOUNI Sy BnOeO GrOCnq,pnIC
Anre, (Dem.ls oF JULY f , f992)

Arct. No Acct. Name USA (%)
Western

Foreign (%) Europe (%)

02

02

05

06

07

09

1 I

L2

14

I6

L I

18

19

20

2I

22

24

26

27

28

30
J T

32

35

36

o a

39

40

4 l

42

44

45

46

49

50

53.1

67.6

85.8

66.3

38.8

22.5

43.8

t6.7

6.3

80.5

56.6

81.5

45.7

u.2
20.0
27.r
21.3

100.0

53.3

92.6

40.5

48.7

27.3

18.7

49.1

29.0

37.2

69.7

31.8

46.7

43.7

79.8
'to .)

24.r
94.3

r7.9

I6.7

1.8

4.8

8.2

t2.7

17.4

5.6

92.0

4.O

D.r'

7.5

b.D

7.4

r .D

8.6

10.6

0.0

13.0

0.8

10.8

5.4

6.0

74.0

4.8

7.2

23.5

4.O

9.3

7.7

8.4

1.0

I  1 .1

64.7

2.9

29.0

14.7

12. I

28.9

52.9

64.7

38.8

77.8

1.0

t5.2

37.9

I1 .0

47.8

58.4

72.5

64.3

68.I

0.0

32.9

6.6

48.6

45.6

bb. /

6.7

46.0

63.8

39.3

26.3

58.9

45.6

47.9

19.2

16.7

I I .2

2.9

Anthropology

Afro American

Business

Computer Science

Chemistry

Classics

Economics

West European

East Asian Library

Education

Engineering

English

GPS

Fine Arts

Italian

French

German

Government Documents

Hillman

Hillman Reference

Hispanic

History

HPS

Latin American

Biological Sciences

Linguistics

Mathematics

Music

Philosophy

Physics

Political Science

Psycholory

Religion

Russian & E. European

Special Collections
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED

Acct. No. Acct. Name USA (%) Foreiqn (%)
Western

Europe (%)

51

52

D.t

DD

64

80

82

86

87

88

90

92

93

Sociologr

Communications

Social Work

Technical Services

Neurosciences

AIS

Comparative Literature

Womeni Studies

Admin. of Justice

Jewish Studies

Performing Arts

GSPIA

SLrc

51.3

76.0

93.1

100.0

60.9

100.0

67.L

85.2

70.0

44.8

67.0

59.4

M. I

10.9

2.0

5.0

0.0

2.2

0.0

9.4

4.9

0.0
24.1

6.8
I3.2

r0.5

37.8

22.0

2.0

0.0

37.0

0.0

22.4

9.8

30.0

27.6

26.1

26.9

25.2

record number that had $0.00 in the "year-
four" (payments made on ffscal yeari992
fund records) fteld. We discovered ninety-
six subscriptions with no pa).rnents re-
corded from the 1992 fiscal year. Some of
the subscriptions had been faid at the tail
end ofthe 1991 ffscal year and some were
on a "bill later" status, but some subscrip-
tions required claiming inoices for 1992.
We also discovered that this program could
identi! canceled, disco;tinied, and
changed tides that had not had their
Order/PaylReceipt records closed out. By
going through th6 hst ofninety-six titles wir
generated from this program we had
anotler method of tracking serial records
that needed maintenance-

Recently, we used SPSS/PC+ to elicit
timely publisher information about our ac-
tive subscriptions. In February 1992 we
received a letter from a European pub-
lisher announcing a substantial surcharge
on any titles still having outstanding in-
voices. By SELECTING on this publisher
in the publisher field, the program iden-
tified twenty-seven open 

-su6scriptions.

Next, the FREQUENCIES VARIABLES
command generated a list of NOTIS rec-
ord numbers for titles from the publisher
in question and searched our database to
determine the status of those titles. We

were able to seewhetherwe received these
titles through a vendor, in which case we
could ensure through that vendor that our
subscriptions were paid. Fortunately, be-
cause manyofourtitles from this publisher
came on a"'bill later" status, the 6utstand-
ing bill surcharge did not affect them.
However, in chechng the recent payment
history of these titles, we found many of
them io be quite expensive and pron'e to
steep price increases. Using this informa-
tion, the bibliographers made decisions
to cancel ftve subscriptions to the pub-
lisher's titles.

Using SPSS/PC+ in our NOTIS setting
provides several major advantages. First,
the ability to write quick and easy pro-
grams in a familiar word processing pack-
age facilitates rapid responses to bibliog-
raphers' requests for a variety of
subscription information. By slightly mod-
ifying existing SPSS/PC+ programs, we
produce data for each of our many fund
ac@unts or obtain subscription informa-
tion about different publishers orvendors.
Also, by saving the output from the coun-
try-of-publication recoding, for example,
and using it for many different programs,
we discovered that we can save ourselves
considerable computing time when run-
ning the actual program calculations.
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Second, the ease of writing prograrns during each fiscal year for downloading
has encouraged experimentaU6n wi[h the and replacing the old data in our personal
dataintheSf,srepbrts'flatfile.Theability computers. Capturing this information
to write, modifi, itrd *n a program in an from our NOTIS nles with minimal use of
hour or two on'a personal compirter in our manPower and mainf_ rame computer time
o{Iices has enhanced our wiliingness to is a great advantage both to us and to our
think about different ways to analyze sub- systems personnel.
scription information. In writing and prodrrcing-reports using

rin"tty, the ability to manipulate data sPSS/PC+ and oui NOTIS SAS subsc_rip-
generatei from a large SAS report many tions flat file, we realized that the SAS
f,mes attd in many ilays using the PC- report has several limitations. For in-
based SPSS/?C+ rbmoves theLurden of stince, the SAS reportdoesnotrecordttre
continually writing, testing, and running presence of any online claims. When we
many different SAb reporti not only frori ievise the report's specifications we will
oursLhesbutfromtheiomputerprogram- request that ihe Program search for and
mer in the University tibrary Syiteti. Wt recbrd the numberof claims generated on
plan to ask our systeirs progimmer to run each of our subscriptions._We^also want to^our 

active subscriptioni SIS report trvice expand the scope of the flat ftle to active

REGION

value Label

Africa
Canada
East Asian
Europe
Latin Anerica
Middle East
Australia Nz
Russia East Europe
southeast Asia
United Kingdon
United States

Frequency Pelcent

2  L . O
9  4 . 3
2  L . O

3 9  1 8 . 8
r <

1  . 5
L 2  5 . 8

5  2 . 4
>  ' ' +

2 L  1 0 . 1
1 1 0  5 3 . 1

Anthropologir - Account 02
MORE

L l  2 e  1 9 3

Val id  cun
Percent Percent

1 . 0  1 . 0
4 . 3  5 . 3
1 . 0  6 . 3

1 8 . 8  2 5 . 1
. 5  2 5 . 6
. 5  Z O . L

5 . 8  3 1 , 9
2 . 4  3 4 . 3
2 . 4  3 6 . 7

1 0 .  1  4 6  ' 9
5 3 . 1  1 0 0 . 0

value

afr
can
ea
eur

ne
pac
ree
sea
uk
usa

TotaI 207 100.  o 1 0 0 .  0

L l 2 9  1 9 3492 accounts

REGION

Africa r 2
Canada r 9

East Asian r 2
Europe - 39

Latin America 1
Middle East 1

Australia Nz - 12
Russia East Europe r 5

southeast Asia r 5
United Kingdon - 21

United states

valid cases 2o7

4 0  s o

Missing cases

Figure l. Anthrupologv Periodicals; Perentages bv G<traphic Region.
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Antnrcpoloqy - Ac@unt 02 MORE
L l z > l > r

FORETGN

Value Label Value

eur
for
usa

Total

valid cun
Frequency Percent Percent Percent

6 0  2 9 . O  2 9 . O  2 9 . O
3 7  L 7 . 9  L 7 . 9  4 6 . 9

1 1 0  5 3 . 1  5 3 . 1  1 0 0 , 0

2 0 7  1 0 0 .  o  L o o .  o

eur
for
usa

6 0
- 3 7

Figure 2. Anthropologr Periodicals; Percentages bv Thre-Region Breakdom.

Biological Sciences - Aeout 36

Valid cases

REGION

Value Label

Canada
East Asian
Europe
Russia East Europe
Southeast Asia
United Kingdon
United States

492 accounts

REGION

4 0

I' l issing cases

value

can
ea
eur
r e e
sea
uk
usa

Total

Frequency

6
6

69
1
1

65
1 4 3

valid cun
Percent Percent Percent

2 . r  2 . 1  2 . 7
2 . 1  2 . L  4 . 7

2 3 . 7  2 3 . 7  2 7  . A
. 3  . 3  2 4 . 2
. 3  . 3  2 8 . 5

2 2 . 3  2 2 . 3  5 0 . 9
4 9 . L  4 9 . r  1 0 0 . 0

L l 2 9  / 9 3

L / 2 s  /  e 3

29r 1 0 0 .  o  1 0 0 ,  o

Canada r 6
East Asian r 6

Europe r
Russia East nurope 

--

southeast Asia 1

"liff:.-il3i:n- 65

Valid cases

4 0  8 0

Missing cases O

L43

1 6 0

Figrrre 3. Biologiel Sciences Periodicals: Perentages bv Ceographic Region.
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Biological sciences - Accormt 36

Valid cun

Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent

e u r  1 3 4  4 5 . 0  4 6 . 0  4 5 ' o
f o r  1 4  4 . 8  4 . 8  5 o ' 9
usa ---!!'-- --!"-'-1-- --^-?'-!- 

100'0

Tota l  29L 100.0  100.  O

MORB
L l 2 9  1 9 3

FOREIGN

value Label

L34

- L 4

valid cases

4 0

Missing cases

Figure 4. Biological Scienes; Percntages byThree-Region Breakdown'

eur
for
usa 1 4 3

29L

serid gifts, exchanges, and depository
items iiaddition to our paid subscriptions.
In effect. we foresee a iime when we will

have complete acquisition data for all our
active seri-als ar.ailable for manipulation by
SPSS/PC+. We can then generate a
complete geographical profile ofour cur-
rent subscripUons regardless of acq-uisition
method as well as h-ave the capability to
code and sort subsets ofthese data in order
to generate a wide variety of reports for
manv library departments.

SPSSfPC+ has a base module and
several optional modules. Because Pitt's
computei center has a site license for
SPSS/PC+. the base module is available to
us at no cost. To date we have used the base
module and the statistics module and have

have, we will begin to investigate others,

such as the advanced statistics, graphs, and
trends modules.

In summary, SPSS/?C+ enables fast
and flexible manipulation of serials sub-
scription data. An exciting array of future
options for development exists. Exporting
SpSSlfC+ outpul files to ot]rer software
packages-for- examPle, Excel or
Lotus]-further enhances fl exibility and
report options. Fortunately, SPSS/PC+
5.0 now includes an easy-to-use translate
command that facilitates export or im-
port of data from or to specific software^packages. 

We expect to use this export
t apabi"lity in the near future. Further, we
plin to'expanding the serial data we
io*nload io othler Portions of our
NOTIS database. Evenlually, the bibliog-
raphers may receive some of the "reports"
electronicaily, either on a regular basis or
on demand.'Now using faster 486/33 per-
sonal computers with increased memory
and hard disk size, we believe we can
rapidly provide the information about our
sehak hol&"gs that our bibliographers
and library managers require to manage
effectively our sei"ls builget and, at--the
same time, can optirnize the serials collec-
tion of Pitt's University Library System'
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Book Reviews

Lowrence W. S. Auld, Editor

lnformatian and Informatbn Sgstams.
By Michael Bucldand. New York:
rlaegea 199r. 225p. papea $16.95
(ISBN 0-975-$85r). rc 90-4754r. A
hardcover edition ($35) is available
from Greenwood Press (New Direc-
tions in Information Management,
no.25; ISBN 0-313-27463-0).

Michael Buckland has been an important
contributor to the integration of the dis-
parate branches oflibrary and information
science. Like Dagobert Soergel's Organiz-
ing Informaton (1985), which repre-
sented a great advance in the integration
of organization and retrieval of informa-
tion, B uckland's Information an d. Info rma-
tion Systems represents a significant leap
forward in the effort to describe informa-
tion slatems of all sorS in common terms.

Brickland has also been a leader in ef-
forts to develop a theory of library and
information service that orovides a social
context as well as empirical grounding for
practice in our field. His Ldbrary Sercices
inThcory and.Context (1983. 2d ed., f988)
posed a conceptual framework for a theory
of library service. lnfomation and Infor-
matinn Systems can be seen as the next
step in the process of theory formulation.
In this volume Buckland proposes an inte-
grative conceptual framework for a theory
6f informaUoi and information sllstems-
the very central product and the process of
library and information service.

This volume is the product of a decade
of work, during which Buckland declares
that he "sought to clarifo . . . the nature of
the aflinity imong diff6rent examples of
retrieval-based information s'ystems"
(p.xiv). Indeed, thisvolume is inmany*"ys
the sum of Buckland's prior theoretical
work. Unlike the earlier Library Sen:ices
in Theory and Contert, this volume is

much broader in scope, considering "the

The book onsists of eighteen chapters
that are arranged into ftve sections. The
ftrst section, the introduction, is a single
chapter about information, which begins
with the admission that the terminfoirw-
tion is ambiguous. We leam that there are
at least three useful approaches :informntion-
a:iArocess, infomrdion-as-lowobd'ge, and'
infonrwtion-as-thing Next we leam that the

of Libmry Sensicos we see t}e same deff-
nitions and the same examples but are told
tlat'we are concerned wi'th theory in the
broad sense of an understanding or ex-
planation of the nature of things, not in the
iestricted sense, used in formil and physi-
cal sciences, of fundamental laws rig-
orously testable by empirical evidence"
(Buckland 1988, 34). In the present vol-
ume we see much of the same material-
i.e., the dicdonary de{initions and ex-
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(p.I9). This is unfortunate, because Buck-
lind assers that such a rigorous deftnition of
theory would miss most of what has been
articrilate{ when Buckland's own contribu-
tions, including tbe present rrolume, contain
iust the sort ofmental constructs of testable
itatements derived from a srmthesis of re-
search that can be seen to constitute theory
in the more rigorous scientiftc sense.

Nevertheless. in the remunder of this

subffelds thatlend themselves to quantitative

-ir''ably, the present text represents suooess
with jwtthis task.

Part 2 continues with an enumeration

frameuprk of Buckland's theory-qntems

systems, is intangible, but its representa-
tion in systems as information-as-thing
means that technology dominates the en-
tire situation-both the manifestations of
information-as-thing and the manifestations

of information svstems. Access is the means
by which a userlearns from an information
rourc"; six kinds of access are identiffed'

Inthe thiril partofthe book the Processes
that make up information systems are ex-

amined. Theie inelude inquiries andthe mo-

tivation to know; receMng information, in-

cludins the problems of perception and
reler"aice; be6oming informird bywhich the
user over@mes barilen such as undentand-
ing and acceptability; information pro-
ce"ssing" or the ilerivation of new informative
obiecti; deman4 or price mechanisms; and
pr6viding informatio-n, or the social context
of information senrices.

Relationships among the processes :ue
the topic of the fourth-part-of the book'
Here iuckland posits a niodel ofa complex
information svstem as tlree interconnec-
ted information systems-a cognitive sys-
tem, an economic system, and a political
and managerial system. Each component
is dominaled bv'its interaction with the
external environment, and there is litde

tion form a continuum in which informa-
tion systems deal with information only in
the f6rm information-as-thing (elements

of which are recorded knowledge), via
which information-as-lanowledge is im-
parted, and the process of becoming in-
formed is information-as-process.

Readers of LRTS might wonder how

Technical Services. The conceptofinforma-
tion-as-thing embraces aspects of collection
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derrelopment, presenration, and reprography.
The concept of information-as-prooess em-
braces collection management and biblio-
graphic ontrol. His presentation has a ferv
saps-there is no reference to the general
theory of qatems, for instance-and the
writing is occasionally dense-no precise
deft nition of systern appears.

Nonetheless, with this volume Buck-
land has signi{icantly advanced the inte-
gration of information services by provid-
ing an integrated tleory of information
systems.-Richard P. Smiraglia, Lang
fsland. Unioersitq, B rookpille, N ap Yo*.-

Adoances in Librara Re*ource Shar-
ing. Y.2,199f . Ed.-by Jennifer Caqgill
and Diane J. Graves. Weslport, Conn.:
Meckler, 1991. 184p. $55 (ISSN 1052-
262X; ISBN 0{8736-739-9).

.lrd.oatwes ln Librmg Resortrce Shar-
ing. Y.3,1992. Ed. by Jennifer Cargill
and Diane J. Graves. Westport, Conn.:
Meckler, 1992. 153p. $55 (ISSN 1052-
262X; ISBN 0-88736-826-3).

The reviews of the ffrst volume of this
annual, published in 1990, were mixed.
Most reviewers described weaknesses in
the general format while some com-
mented on the uneven qudiw of the es-
sap. The majority of- reviewers did,
however, recommend that the tide be
added to standing order lists.

To their credit, in volumes 2 and 3 the
editors have corrected several of the for-
mat problems. (For example, an index was
added.) The qualityof the essays, however,
remairx uneven. Although mostof them are
interesting and provide practical examples of
successful resourc€ sharing endearors, it is
the section in each volume tided'Unique
Interpretations of Resource Sharing" that
best describes adrrances in resource sharing
and newer resource sharing initiatives. The
use ofe-mail, shared acquisition databases,
and resource sharing medranisms amongfee-
based servicas in (mosdy) academic libraries
are among the highlighted new initiatives.

On the other hand, the rationale for
including several of the essays in each
volume is unclear. Volume 2 contains an
essay by Thomas Ballard, whose views on
resour@ sharing are well known and have
been widely published over the past

several years. Admiftedly Ballard does pre-
sent a &fferent view of resource sharing,

mation that has appeared in numerous
publications before this compilation.' 

Although the focus of th'e serial is on
resource sharing, the range oftopics falling
under this um6rella top-ic is v6ry broad-,
and the lack of access to the individual

dard indexing tools, nor will they appear in
an online search ofcopyright or resource
sharing in elementary ilho-ols. The useful-
ness of these compilations is limited to the
small audience that will ffnd them under
the Library of Congress-assigned subject
access point "Library Cooperation." Sophis-
ticated searchers will find the volumes more
easily by searching keywonils or by using
Booiean techniqu; utid ttt" generally ac-
cepted terms resource ard. sharing.'For 

some reason. the volumeJcontinue
to shrink in size each year, from 238 pages
in 1990 to 184 pages in 1991 to 153 pages
in 1992. In the introduction to volume 2
the editors say that volume I included in-
vited contributions while volume 2 con-
tains essays qatlered as a result ofa call for
papers. The"editors do not indicate how-the 

essarr forvolume 3were selected. One
wonders whether there will be enough
"advances" to ffll a fourth volume.

I recommend this serial only for aca-
demic libraries supporting library and in-
formation service curricula or libraries
with professional reading collections.-
M*git Epple, Rutgers (liioercitg Librar-
ies, New Brunsuick, Nat: Jersey.

Adaatwes in Presettation and Acces*.
V. l, 1992. Ed. by Barbara Buckner Hig-
ginbotham and Maly E. Jackson. Wesi-



port, Conn.: Meckler, 1992. 297p. $55
(ISSN rm3-2269; ISBN 0-88736-787-9).

Although I have a library degee, I have
workeJahays as att atcitirrist-and manu-
scriDt curator and always with an interest
in pieservation. Several'of the authors note
thit when files of reports, correspondence,
diaries. letter books. and so on come across
your table day after day, )tlu are presented
*lth *" treed to do som'ething iir addiuon
to arrangement and description. So it was
with intirest that I open6d this volume
expecting, perhaps, something new on
*old o.*rniidew or deacidificaEon. What
an interesting surprise! From my stand-
Doint. working in a manuscript repository
iull of mllecti6ns with a variety ofconsei-
vation problems, I would have been more
inclinea to call this work something like
Ad.oances in Inform.ation Access with Pres'
entation Optioru.

Quibbling aside, this is a very useful
volume. The introduction makes the point
that preservation and access in the 1990s
and 

-bevond 
present both choices and

change.'Anoth'er major theme that is noted
throughout is the necessity for coopera-
tion. No single institution or organization
can cope singlehandedly. What this book
does iJ to 

"rir*" 
a muititude of discrete

entities-i.e., your library and my manu-
script collection, plus the potential for
local, state, regional, national, and inter-
national coopeiation-all with the goal of
presenation of signiffcant and important
materials in an appropriate alternate for-
mat with a requirement for optimum
access. What a knotty problem!

The section "Building a Preservation
Pladorm" gives an excellint and detailed
discussion of the relationships of the var-
ious library and associated organizations
that resulted in the Commissionon Preser-
vation and Access. Its role is to support
cooperation to ensure the preservation of
the published and documeirtary record in
all formats so that acress to this informa-
tion will be more rea&ly available. This
section also discusses NEH funding and
the britde books progam, dernocratiza-
tion ofaccess, an international program to
assess the possibility of developing a
shared machine-readable database for bib-
liographic records of items preserved, and
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she says, "Presen'ation must become a state
of mind, a way of treating collectiors so they
will survive to serve their-intended purposei.
Preservation becomes not a technique, but

tional methods, and even then, in a new
context. Karen Motylewsh talks about
levels of care given to items and choices to
be made. Th6 need for cooperation and
discussion with the collection manager is a
point well made, and Mary Elizabeth-
huwell continues on with a discussion of
roles, permanence, and choices.

the last section, "Issues for Archives,"
notes many of the same issues as mentioned
for the library world while making the point
of geometric increase in volume-and multi-
tude of locations. Most ofteru books exist in
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Bibliographic Accecs to Mediooal and
Berr'riicisatwe Manncripts: A Su,meg
of Computerized.Databaset atd In-
formation Setpices. Ed. by Wesley M.
Stevens. New York: Haworth, 1992.
I96p. $22.95 (ISBN r-560%-?.tu4-8).
LC 91-32322. Also published as Pri-
mary Sources 6 OriginalWo*.s,Yl,
nos.V4, 1991.

This volume comprises a number ofpapers
originally presented at a special session of
the Eighteenth lnternational Congress of
the History of Science (Hamburg and
Munich, 1989). Its title is somewhat mis-
leading; it is not so much a survey of data-
bases of medieval manuscripts, although
several are describe4 as it is'a discussi6n
of methodologies and standards for creat-
ing such data5ases. The contents fall into
two parts. The first is a series of descrip-
tions of six individual databases, each writ-
ten by a scholar involved in its design and./
or compilation. These databases include
Ber{amin Catalogue for thc History of
Science, MEDIUM (Irwtitut de Recherche
et d.'Histoire des T6tes), Tzntralinomtar-
nittelaltedicher H andschriften bis 1500 in
den Sanm)ungen dcr DDR, lntemational
Computer Catalogue of Medter:al ScUnAfic
Maruscripts, Hill Monastic Maruncript
Llbrary, and,Corpus of Crcek Medical Man-
ttsct'tpts. Most of these databases are es-
tablished, abhoughCotryus is still in devel-
opmental stages. The descriptions ofthese
are valuable for insights into current
methods of describing early manuscripts
and the problems involved in this task.

scriptions of manuscripts contain laqgely
tlre same type andvolume of information,
but no sd;dard format is used in pre-
senting it. The access points provided also
varywith each database. Remote access is
noi available for most of &em at the pres-
ent time. Onlv MEDIUM is now available
for consultation through online networks;
the others can be consulted only through
their stafTs.

The second part c'onsists of four general

discussions of the computerized catalo$ng
of manuscripts. Mayo's paper on machine'
readable 

""idogi"[ 
(M'ARC) of medieval

manuscripts is of exceptiond interest. It
presents i balanced account of the benefits
(internationd standardization, integration

manuscripts and insists on special and sep-
arate trealtment. which worild almost ce-r-

of record, which would be widely available

national standards for describing early
manuscripts and deci&ng on a st"andard
computeiformat for the resulting records.
Both medievalists and special collections
librarians will ftnd mucliof interest in the
book.-Fred W. lmkins, Unioersity of
Dagton, Ohio.

Catalagirr9 flervxlg: CWengfug tlw
StaLd;ril Bibliogrqhic Ptdttct. Ed-
by Bella Hass Weinberg. Medford, Nf.:
Learned Information, f992. 217p. $35
(ISBN 0-9387345&X). I,c 92-9374.



of AACR, I have been the recipient of a
great many valid and invalid comments,
suggestions, andcomplaints about descrip-
tive cataloging rules and practices. There-
fore, I approached this bookwith a mixture
of hope and ennui, hope that it would give
an objective picture ofbibliographic stand-
ards and their possibilities and limitations,
and ennui that incongnrous positions that
have surfaced from time to time over many
years would once again be stated.

It is a relief to report that the hope is
ful{illed in this book, a collection of ten
papers presented at the Congress for
Librarians held at St. John! University,
famaica, N.Y., on February 18, 1991, and
iubsequently e&ted with dddiuonal infor-
mation. There are also seven contributed
papers selected from responses to a pub-
lished call for papers. Sheila Intner (p.129)
identiftes a few reasons why some cata-
logers may not have an informed view of
the cataloging process. Such people are
not found in these pages. Many of the
contributors are well-lanown autJrorities,
and all appear to have a thorough knowl-
edge of basic bibliographic principles. The
level of the authors'writing skills varies less
here than it does in manyJthercollections.
For the most part, the papers are clearly
written in understandable English.

Weinberg, the chair of the conference
as well as the editor, asks, "Is the idea of
standard cataloging valid?" and states that
'the principal type of standard to be dis-
cussed is the data in a centrally supplied
bibliographic record, generally from a
national libra{ (p.3). Therefore, tJre
focus ofmany speakers centers around LC
MARC recoids', rule interpretations, and
altematives to associated standards. Con-
sequently, Sears List of Subjea Headings
and the abndgedDeuey Decimal Classifi-
cation are not considered.

The conference opened with Wein-
bergt general critique, followed by
Norman Elliott Anderson, who believes
AACR2 caused a "departure from the no-
tion of the library catalog as a reference
tool" (p.17). Sanford Berman points out in
his usrial articulate and forcefirl fashion the
perils of accepti"g LC cataloging copy, and
MarvY. Parr describes inconsisterrcies found
therb. Conuibutor Hope Olson wants Li-
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Art anil Architecture Thesaurus; and Alan
R. Thomas, Bliss Bibliographic Classffica-
tion. Charles Whitlori'includes positive re-
marlrs about PRECIS in his article. UDC,
another alternative, is not mentioned.

rent cataloging courses.
The conference also included position

papers from important sour@s of catalog-
ing copy, Liz Biihoffand Glen Patton, the

CAN HEIP

1. TOLL.FREE HEIP LINE
Thursdays and Fridays 9 arn-S pm EST
so0.428.363r

3. FREE CATATOG
Over 90 pages of
archival products
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OCLC Online Computer Ubrary Center,
Ine.; Ed Glazier, the Research Libraries
Information Network; and John Bynrm,
the Library of Congress.

Other contribut6d papers deal with de-
scriptive cataloging and thesaurus building
for narrow subject fields; subject retrieval
for sound recordings; serials hol&ngs
statements; enhancing access to nonprint
materials in an online cataloq; and the cat-
aloging of digital cartograpFc databases.

The challenge forcatalogers is to make
a library's collection as accessible as
possible within today's cunstrained bud-
gets. 'In most libraries, quality cataloging
is worth paying for. . . decisions about
what we do with description . . . alfect that
comparatively small pool of money we
have available to us, which in turn affects
everything else we would like to do in
libraries" (Anderson, p.22). 'There ap-
pears to be little room for [heresy] in
today3 bibliographic setting" (Byrum,
p.U5). "Effective bibliographic systems
will be <nstly to the student librarians, . . .
to the libraryschools, . . . and to the librar-
ies" (Intner, p.128).

This book is indexed and is recom-
mended for faculties of library and infor-
mation science and for those interested in
any one of the varied topics it covers. The
word "heresy" in the title overstates the
content; this is a solid, usefu! work.-Jean
Weilw, Technical Sercices Group, Toronto.

A Clungingworld.. Proceedings of the
North Amcrican Serials lnterett
Gr oup, hw., 6th,tnnu aI C onfer etrc e
June 74-77, 1997, Trinity anioer-
*iE, San ,lntoniq Texu. F,d. by
Suzanne McMahon, Miriam Palm, and
Pam Dunn. NewYork: Haworth, 1991.
235p. $24.95 (ISBN r-56024-263-9);
papea $9.95 (ISBN 156024-298-I).
LC 9l-39991. Also published as Thc
Serials Librarian,Y.2l, nos.?3 (1991 ).

A ChnngingWodd, the title of this note-
worthy publication, was the tleme of the
Sixth Annual Conference of the North
American Serials Interest Group, Inc.,
(NASIG) at Trinity University in San An-
tonio, Texas, June 14-17, 1991. The work
reflects the current trends and future pros-
pects of electronic serials and seria]s man-

aqement through the varied and interest-
iig penpectives-of serials professionals from
academic, library, and publishing arenas in
the United States and abroad. The collec-
tion of twenty-eight well-written articles is
organized into tfuee plenary sessions and
a worlshop session, along with a useful
index and a list ofconference participants.
It provides an excellent opportunity for

opments of serials management as a result
of automation.

Change is happening and more is on
the wav. "Suzatttte'McM-ahon, of Stanford
Universiw. one of the three editors and the
author of the introduction, states that li-
braries are now facing -the computer won-
derland that beckons with wild promises of

Sons, stresses that the electronic journal
will be the preferred format for both li-
brarians andpublishers who will be hand-
ling it, if not already, definitely after the
year 2000. Anne B. Piternick, of the Uni-
versity of British Columbia at Vancouver,
on the other hand, emphasizes that, be-
cause of human factors, the electronic
journal will not be totally accepted, and we
cannot look to the electronicjournal as a
solution to the current journal crisis.

The second plenary session, 'Changing

Information Worldwide," includes four
perceptive articles, all dealing with inter-
national aspects of serials. Francis Narin,
of CHI Research, Inc., provides unique
bibliometric data to show the globalization
of research, scholarly informaEon, and pat-
ents over the last decade. The last three
articles describe the impact of the chang-
ing political, economic, and/or social con-
ditions of Europe, Russia/Eastem Europe,
and Mexico/Latin America on the serials
publishea agent, and librarian.

Speciftc case sfudres or common con-
cernS on electronic technolory and serials
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management are detailed in the final ple-
nary sission and the worlahop session re-
ports. The final plenary session, 'Strate-
'gies 

and Responsis,- includes four articles
6overing how the library profession or spe-
cift c libraries dealt with technological change
and innovation. Gail McMillan, of Viqginia

adigm. Examples of the eighteen varied,
pr;tical, and^informative t"-pottt from the
ivorkshop sessions include ilradley Dean
Carrington, of the University of Kentucky,
who gives an overview of possible access
enhancements to the online public access
catalog forjournal articles and chapter titles
in monographs; MaryBeth Fecko and
Linda Langschied, of Rutgers University,
who outline the impact electronic journals

do not relate to the theme of the NASIG
conference, and the omission of names of
the workshop leaders in the contents. Nev-
ertheless, this is a worthy publication for
anvone interested in the current and fu-
tuie trends ofserials control and electronic
publishing.-Margaret Prentice Hecken
IQntucky State Unioersity, Frankfo rt.

M anaging Ac q uis itions and Ye ndor Re -

I.ations: A floto-ta-Do-It Manual. By
Heather S. Miller. How-to-Do-It Manu-
als for Libraries, no.23. NewYork: Neal-
Schuman, 1992. 191p. paper $35 (ISBN

1-55570-111-6). rc 92-19828.
This work, by Heather S. Miller, head of
the Acquisitions Department at the State
University of New York at Albany, presents
information intended to aid librarians and
their institutions in developing mutually
beneficial relationships with wholesalers

of librarvmaterials. Chapter topics include
choosin! book vendors ind serid vendors,
technicil standards, contracts and bidding,
approval plans, using vendors for nonprint
miterialsl the out-of,print market, Pricing,
evaluation ofvendors, and ethical ooncerns

vendorrelations entails a discrssionofacqui-

with several other available works, without
presenting enough information to- replace
them. Its unique overage is limited

The author speaks frequentlv of the
oossible expansidn of the p'artneiship be-
trveen libraries and vendois in the friture.
But the work offers few speci{ic sugges-
tions concerning changes in the relation-
shio bewnd thoie in a-brief chapter Uded
"dhat'Lies Ahead?- Identilication and
consideration of emerging cnncerns in
vendor relationships (and, for example,
thelr ethical implications) would expand
the work's unique coverage.

I was puzzled by the"'How-to-Do-It"
subtitle. i how-to-ilo-it format implies a
sequential presentation of instructions or
a basic-to-arcane organization of informa-
tion, possibly with illustrative examples'
ttonu if *hi"h characterize this work.The
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pithy summaries in the margins at the end
bf 

"'u"tt 
chapter might prori'de an explicit

structure inwhich to organize the informa-
tion in a revised edition, enhancing the
work's value as a training tool for libraries.

known by an acquisitiors librarian with a
year or two of experience. The book's or-
ganization of materid and style of presen-
lation limit its usefulness as a source of
background information for the library
support staff who often perform much ac-
q,iis-itions work, including assignment of
orders to vendors. Limited sections of the

ans unfamiliar with the acquisitions pro-
cess. For a library without t-hese needs, it
is a marginal purchase.{arolynne Mgall,
Eastern Waslfinglon Unioersity, Cheneg.
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' Expert Guidelines for the
Acquisitions

After the Electronic
Revolution, WilI You be the
First to Go?
Association for Library Collec-
tions & Technical Seruices
Arnold Hirshon, editor

Published proceedings from the
1992 ALA Annual  Conference
ALCTS President's Program. An in-
trclduction by Hirshon explores "The
Convergence of Publishing and Bib-
Iiographic Access"; contributors
Theodor Holm Nelson, Peter S. Gra-
ham, and Susan K. Martin probe the
changing sources and formats of
information, electronic publishing,
and how librarians can make a suc-
cessful transition to the new envi-
ronment.
$i8 00pbk 80p
ALA Order Code 7650-6-0011 1993

The Archival Enterprise:
Modern Archival Principles,
Practices, and Management
Techniques
Bruce W. Dearstyne

A bold, comprehensive exploration
of archival theory and practice. De-
scribes the elements of historical
records programs, explains archival
techniques and procedures and ana-
lyzes issues and challenges facing
the profession today
$55 00cl 295p
AI"A Order Code O6O2-8-0011 1993

Librarian

o4r;

Guidelines for Handling
Library Orders for Serials and
Periodicals, Revised Edition
A cqui,si tion Guideline s, # 7

This guide consists of three smaller,
succinct sections, "Guide for Librar-
ians," "Guide for Serials Agents,"
and "Guide for Publishers" that de-
fine the role and major responsibili-
ties for each party, provide clear
how-to steps for execution, and of-
fer solutions to frequent complica-
tions that may arise.
$8 00pbk l9p
ALA Order Code 3416-1-0011 1992

Guide to Preservation in
Acquisition Processing
Acqui,sition Guid,eli,nes, #8
Marsha J. Hamilton

The newest acquisition guideline
from ALCTS provides basic preser-
vation terminology, discusses the
role the acquisition librarian plays
in the preservation oflibrary collec-
tions, and encourages acquisition
librarians to integrate preservation
activities into the acquisition pro-
CESS

$8 00pbk 34p.
AIA Order Code O61l-7-&)ll 1992

To oider, call 1-800-545-2459
'bnd press 7. CaIl between

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. CST
.d:

American Library Association o 50 East Iluron Street . Chicago, IL 606f1
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Letters
From J. McRee Elrod, Directoa Special
Libraries Cataloguing, Inc. :

Machine-readable catalog (MARC) rec-
ords, as prepared by the nauonal libraries
(American, British, Australian, and New
Zealand, in order offrequenry ofuse by
the cataloging service Special Libraries
Cataloguing, and cataloging rules, as ex-
emplifted most recently by AACR2, still
seein to be best suited fo; card catalogs
and show little influence of new technolo-
gies.- 

Of the fifty libraries whose cataloging is
done by Specid Libraries Cataloguing,
Inc. (SLC), most have switched from card,
to book, ffche, or automated catalogs
(OPACs [online public access catalogs]).
In terms of descriptive cataloging, the
brief entries in catalogs other than those
using the unit card are particularly unin-
formative for nonbook materials. Whether
the record follows old rules and describes
the original in 260 (imprint) and 300 (col-
lation),-and the microform, talking book,
or whatever in SXX (notes); or follows
AACR2 and describes the item in hand in
260 and 300, and the original in 5)Q( the
brief entry can be less information than

300 the extent of the original is recorded
in curves after the specific material desig-
nation.

The move to OPACs also has had its
impact on subject descriptive needs. Most
OPAC software allws anyword search of
tide and often other fields. This has led to
a request for fewer subject headings, some
customers requesting that there be only a
single 600 (topic) subject hea&ng as spe-
cific as possible. Place and corporate (651,
610) su-blect headings are still-desired.

customers are law firms. Law lirms collect
the published papers of law symposia. This
mat'erial has 

'not 
been controiled other

posia was the inclusion of a table of con-
ients in the MARC record. This record,

descriptive cataloging is that annual sym-
posia.-formerly controlled by serial rec-
brds, now require a monograph record for



the combining of variant forms (e.g., GS?l
G.S.T., Goods and Sensices Tar).

The third cumulation has now been
distributed (January 1990 through June
1992). Use has been reported to be heavy.
SLC is receMng phone calls requesting
online retrieval ofpapers in the database
but too recent to be in the printed version;
and requests for help in the location of
distributors of papers (organizing groups
sometimes change name and locale), and
libraries willing to make interlibraryloans,
has made obvious needs SLC does not
wish to attempt to meet. Discussions with
QL (an online legal information service)
has led to the supplying of an adapted
version of the MARC records to it for
loading. This has not yet been acr:om-
plished, so it is too early to evaluate QL's
success in creating atext search technique
for the tables ofcontents.

It is also too early to know what the
impact of the inclusion of the index in an
online service will have on distribution of
the printed version. Inclusion of other le-
gal texts has resulted in increased acquisi-

From Sherry L. Vellucci, Instructor, St.
John's University, DMsion of Ubrary &
Information Science, Jamaica, New York:

While reading Alan Thomas' review of
Arlene Taylor's 8th edition of Introduction
to catalogingand classification, I began to
question whether this review was indeed
rbferring to the same new edition of that
classic text that I was currendy using in my
cataloging classes. On the one hand, the
review glosses quickly over examples of the
important new intellectual perspective
adopted by the author. Expanding the
chapter on history and placing the prin-
ciples of cataloging within the context of
bibliographic control mayseem to be slight
revisions to some; but placing cataloging
within both its broader and its historical
context prior to leaping into the more ex-
acting details of description and subject
analysis is critical for instilling basic con-
cepts in fresh minds. Nor is th6 addition of
the new chapter on authority control
merely the gathering of material that "ap-
peared elsewhere in the prior edition." In
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tion for some (as a result of greater aware-
ness) and reduced acquisition ofothers (as
a result of reduced need).

Canad4 V9B 5T7; (604) 474-3367; fax
(604) 474-3362.

fact, almost the entire chapter consists of
new material that discusses the functions,
process, and role of authority control, and
acknowledges its importance as an integral
part of the automated cataloging Process

seems hardly an adequate accolade.
Indeed, rhe Library of eongress subject
headings discussion in chapter 22 goes
beyond iust updating information to in-
chide thL ne* ediuin of the list; it de-
scribes and illustrates a totally new concept
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standingof the principles and applications
ofeach is critical to the education ofnew
librarians. We should not underestimate
the importance of revising the real sub-
stance ofthis text.

On the other hand. the reviewer
devotes a good portion of the review to
criticism olareai that. when taken within
the overall scope of an introductory text,
are of necessity brief and, perhaps for this
reason, Iess satisfactory to someone with a
strong propensity for classifrcation. Mr.
Thomas implies, in rather vague terms, a
misundersdn&ng of key teininologr in
t}re area of faceted classification. As this
portion of the text was written for the
seventh edition bv Prof. Hans Wellisch,
who is rather well known in the areas of
classilication, subject retrieval, and index-
ing, it seems that the real criticism, if any,
should not be one of faulty explanations
but rat-her of trying to explain a compli-
cated concept for an introductory-level
audience within alimited amountof space.
I fail to see how this could be avoided and
still maintain the proper balance that this
text manages so well.

Mr. Tf,omas also seems overly con-
cerned with defending the slow develop-
ment of the solidly logical but incomplete
Bliss biblio graphic classffication scheme, a
scheme that is so litde used (probablyonly
eighty to one hundred libraries, mostly in
Cieai ntitain use it) that its study should
perhaps be reserved for advanced courses
in classification theory, where philosophy
rather than praetical necessity can be ai-

"certainly too long and densely detailed for
beginners and perhaps also for interme-
diate catalogers." The self-contradiction
here is inescapable.

I would lilie to address two linal issues
raised by tle reviewer. First, Mr. Thomas
alo*s the need for an introductorv text

stnrctured and suitable for private study,
especiallv if augmented by samplers, self-
initructional te"xts, and bibliographic re-
cords." Is this not another self- contradic-

mainder of their professional careers'
Finallv. I agree with Mr. Thomas that

we need'an iitroductory cataloging and
classification text that can reach ill future
library professionals, especially those not
headed for a career in cataloging. Herein

speciftcally designed to reach the beginner
,iho tn"v irot biome a cataloger brit who
neverth6less needs a ftrm unierstanding
of bibliographic control in order to Per-
form heipb adequately within any seg-
ment of the information environment.
This latest edition of Introdactian to cata-
Iogingandclassification sewes all of these
purposes well. My students have freely
ionimented on how useful the text is tb
their study, and I ffnd it an appropriate and
expert inlegration of the practical and
theoretical asp".tt of this subject.
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